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The recent decision handed down by the U.S. Supreme Court in Parents 

Involved in Community Schools v. Seattle School District No. 1 (2007) has forced 

school districts to begin thinking of new ways to integrate their schools without 

relying on race as the single factor in their assignment plans. While some school 

districts already have begun to implement race-neutral student assignments, others are 

just beginning the process and are looking to plans that have been able to maintain 

diversity despite the new limitations being placed on them. 

In order to learn more about what factors are most critical in shaping racial 

and socioeconomic diversity in school districts, I examined the interaction between 

the design and implementation of 3 different integration plans that rely on voluntary 

choice and socioeconomic status (SES). I wanted to determine whether these factors 

had any effect on the way such integration plans are employed and ultimately on 

school-level diversity outcomes. I was also interested in learning how the local 

sociopolitical context influenced outcomes. 
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I used qualitative case methodology, which allowed me to focus on the 

processes and meanings behind the plans. I conducted a historical analysis of 

desegregation on each of the school districts and used data collected from documents 

and interviews to analyze how design interacted with context to produce particular 

outcomes. I situated my analysis in the education policy implementation literature as 

it tells us that people and places play integral roles in how a policy is designed, 

adopted, and implemented. The ultimate success of a policy is heavily influenced by 

the actors involved in the creation of the policy as well as the context in which the 

policy is implemented.  

I found that the success of these plans depends heavily on their context.  

Urban school districts that have high poverty levels and few White students have a 

difficult time maintaining diversity, whereas school districts that incorporate the city 

and surrounding suburbs are more likely to maintain diversity because White, middle-

class families do not have the same opportunity to flee the district. Furthermore, 

school districts that use geographic zoning and regulated choice are able to maintain 

higher levels of diversity. Support from the community and local policymakers also 

can play a role in the success of integration plans. 

The findings suggest that geographic and political contexts matter in the 

shaping and adoption of integration plans based on voluntary choice and SES. I offer 

suggestions to maintain integration given the local sociopolitical context of the school 

districts. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

The United States today is more racially diverse than ever before, presenting 

us with more opportunities and challenges than we have ever faced. The growing 

diversity occurring in the nation is also mirrored in U.S. public schools as the number 

of students of color, particularly Latino and Asian students, steadily rises (Orfield, 

2009). However, as the United States becomes more racially diverse, students from 

different racial and ethnic groups are increasingly isolated and separated, and 

concentrations of poverty are escalating.  

Recent enrollment data show a continued decline in the proportion of White 

students in public schools, increases in the number of students of color, and higher 

levels of segregation of Blacks and Latinos by race and poverty. Students of all races 

are now in schools where low-income children comprise an increasing part of the 

population (Orfield & Lee, 2007).  

Segregation in schools is closely linked to poverty and poor academic 

achievement; schools with high-minority and low-income student populations endure 

inequities in the quality of school instruction, facilities, and overall educational 

experiences (Pitre, 2009). Whereas the causes of segregation and poverty in public 

schools are many, the tools to address these challenges are becoming more restricted 

by the courts, resulting in a widespread resegregation of U.S. public schools. 

Since the landmark Brown v. Board of Education (1954) decision outlawing 

state-mandated separate schools for Black and White children, school desegregation 

has played a pivotal role in efforts to provide an equal educational opportunity that is 
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fundamental to achieving the American Dream (Mickelson, 2001). Brown (1954) was 

crucial in moving forward the policy discourse surrounding educational equity issues 

by enabling school districts to provide opportunities for all students to achieve 

academically (Pitre, 2009). Brown (1954) held that separate was inherently unequal, 

forcing schools to desegregate as a means to achieve equity of opportunity and 

resources for all students. The ruling is regarded as the vehicle for many federally 

sponsored and educational programs focused on educational equity, affirmative 

action, and multiculturalism (Valverde, 2004). However, while Brown (1954) and 

court-ordered desegregation reflected the major focus of educational policy for nearly 

two decades, from its inception it has been highly politicized and faced many social 

and legal challenges (Brown, 1994).  

Following the two decades of decisions handed down by the Supreme Court in 

desegregation cases post-Brown (1954; Alexander v. Holmes County Board of 

Education, 1969; Brown v. Board of Education II, 1955; Green v. County School 

Board of New Kent County, 1968; Keyes v. Denver School District No. 1, 1973; 

Swann v. Charlotte-Mecklenberg Board of Education, 1971), the Court began to shift 

its position on its involvement in desegregation. In what many believe to be the ruling 

that changed the course of desegregation, Milliken v. Bradley (1974) blocked efforts 

for interdistrict, city–suburban desegregation remedies as a means to integrate racially 

isolated city schools, making real desegregation nearly impossible in a growing 

number of minority cities. The Court prohibited such remedies unless plaintiffs could 

demonstrate that the suburbs or the state took actions that contributed to segregation 
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in the city. Because proving suburban and state liability is oftentimes very difficult, 

the case effectively shut off the option of drawing from heavily White suburbs in 

order to integrate city districts with very large minority populations (Orfield & Eaton, 

1996).  

During the same era of Milliken (1974), additional cases were being argued in 

regards to allowing the use of race in college admissions processes in an attempt to 

promote equal opportunity and more diversity in the higher education arena. The 

Supreme Court ruled in Regents of the University of California v. Bakke (1978) that 

affirmative action programs are constitutional but racial quota systems cannot be used 

in the college admissions process. The Regents of the University of California v. 

Bakke ruling was extremely controversial given that there was no single majority 

opinion. Not until 25 years later in Grutter v. Bollinger (2003) would the Court affirm 

the Bakke ruling rejecting racial quotas but upholding the use of race as one of many 

factors in college admissions, a decision that would serve as a precursor to the 

Parents Involved in Community Schools v. Seattle School District No. 1 (2007) ruling.  

On June 28, 2007, following many years of local court decisions barring the 

use of race to integrate schools, the U.S. Supreme Court handed down its first major 

decision on school desegregation in 12 years in Parents Involved in Community 

Schools v. Seattle School District No. 1 (2007), ruled together with Meredith v. 

Jefferson County Board of Education (2007). The two school districts involved in the 

case, Seattle Public Schools and Jefferson County Public Schools (JCPS), both had 

implemented student assignment policies that were voluntary in nature and aimed to 
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eliminate segregation and improve equity of opportunity for minority students (Britt, 

2008). The Court found that both school districts violated the rights of nonminority 

students by attempting to work toward increasing diversity in their schools. The case 

against Seattle Public Schools centered on the district’s ability to use race as a 

tiebreaker in making a decision on assigning students to a school. The tiebreaker 

policies had been developed as a means to deal with oversubscribed schools (Welner, 

2006). The policies were only used at the high school level and included four criteria, 

one of which was related to race. In JCPS, a similar issue was at the center of the 

case, whereby the school district was using race as a factor in making student 

assignment decisions to oversubscribed schools (Welner, 2006). In both cases, district 

leaders were trying to achieve racial balance in schools that were more attractive to 

parents academically and thus more oversubscribed (Pitre, 2009). 

In reaching a conclusion in Parents Involved (2007), the Supreme Court 

significantly narrowed the options local officials have to create and maintain racially 

diverse school enrollments and stabilize their districts by making all schools more 

equal (Wells & Frankenberg, 2007). The decision left to school districts the 

responsibility of developing alternative desegregation plans or abandoning their 

efforts to maintain integrated schools. The Court found it unconstitutional to take the 

race of individual students into account in order to end segregation, representing a 

dramatic reversal of the rulings of the Civil Rights Era that race must be taken into 

consideration to the extent necessary to end racial separation (Orfield & Lee, 2007). 

According to Chief Justice Roberts (Parents Involved, 2007), “The way to stop 
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discrimination on the basis of race is to stop discriminating on the basis of race” (p. 

2768). Furthermore, the Court stressed if racial classifications are going to survive 

strict scrutiny, they must achieve a compelling governmental interest (Thro & Russo, 

2009). The Court stated in Parents Involved (2007),  

The minimal impact of the districts’ racial classifications on school enrollment 
casts doubt on the necessity of using racial classifications . . . classifying and 
assigning school children according to a binary conception of race is an 
extreme approach that requires more than such amorphous end to justify it. (p. 
2760) 

 
As a result of this decision, requiring racial classifications to achieve a compelling 

interest has made it more difficult to use race in school assignment policies (Thro & 

Russo, 2009). 

The central issue in the Parents Involved (2007) case addressed whether 

public schools should be allowed to voluntarily integrate, which is ironic given that 

56 years ago the central tension in the Brown (1954) decision was whether or not 

public schools should be required to integrate. This difference between the central 

issues in education policies—from Brown (1954) to Milliken (1974), Regents of the 

University of California v. Bakke (1978), Grutter (2003), and now in Parents 

Involved—exemplifies the changing role of the Court and therefore the changing 

legal tools educators have available to them in trying to prevent an increase in 

segregation and promote educational equity in their schools (McNeal, 2009). The 

Parents Involved ruling has been considered a major blow to integration advocates, 

exemplifying a continuation of the Supreme Court’s desire to shift its role in school 

districts’ policies on school desegregation. However, school districts may continue to 
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promote diversity and avoid racial isolation in their schools using race-conscious 

measures, so long as they are nonindividualized and do not demand strict scrutiny 

(Parents Involved, 2007). In what has become the most noted and crucial component 

of the ruling, Justice Anthony Kennedy suggested in a separate opinion that a school 

district constitutionally could adopt a policy that considers an individual student’s 

race during the school assignment process if all other nonindividualized and race-

neutral alternatives have been proven ineffective (Welner & Spindler, 2009). Justice 

Kennedy stated that school districts could use 

a more nuanced, individual evaluation of school needs and student 
characteristics that might include race as a component. The latter approach 
would be informed by Grutter, though of course the criteria relevant to 
student placement would differ based on the age of the students, the needs of 
the parents, and the role of the schools. (Parents Involved, 2007, p. 2793) 
 
Although Justice Kennedy left room for school districts to include race as one 

of many factors in their student assignment policies, many school districts are moving 

away from race-conscious strategies. In recent years, and even preceding the Parents 

Involved (2007) ruling, districts have begun to implement more structured and 

regulated school desegregation policies that provide parents added options, including 

managed-choice plans that consist of magnet schools or programs and interdistrict 

choice plans that allow students to transfer to schools outside of their district (Wells 

& Frankenberg, 2007), while still keeping the promise of Brown (1954) alive. Among 

these types of desegregation policies, one gaining an increasing amount of popularity 

in recent years is the SES-based integration plan. 
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Integration plans based on SES are designed to integrate students by economic 

status, as opposed to race, using factors that measure students’ SES such as eligibility 

for free or reduced-price lunch, parental education, or neighborhood poverty rate 

(Kahlenberg, 2007; Reardon, Yun, & Kurleander, 2006). The goal of SES-based 

integration plans is to create student enrollments in each school that are 

socioeconomically representative of the district as a whole, in terms of the 

socioeconomic factors identified (Reardon & Rhodes, 2009). Integration plans based 

on SES are more likely to be effective in school districts with a similar demographic 

composition, such as Seattle Public Schools, where the majority of White affluent 

students live in northern Seattle and the majority of high-poverty, high-minority 

schools are located in the south, allowing for a more fluid transfer of students from 

one part of the city to the other (McNeal, 2009). However, a broad range of school 

districts increasingly have been moving toward SES-based integration plans, in large 

part due to the legal and political context of school desegregation (Reardon et al., 

2006).  

Research indicates that SES-based integration policies are becoming 

increasingly attractive to school districts for several reasons. First, there is a strong 

overlap between SES and race, which can indirectly allow for an occurrence of racial 

diversity in schools (Chaplin, 2002; Kahlenberg, 2001) without violating court 

rulings. Second, SES-based integration can help school districts raise their student 

achievement by breaking up concentrations of poverty in schools with lower 

academic achievement by providing more mixed-income student populations 
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(Kahlenberg, 2007). Although SES may be a close proxy to race and thus indirectly 

produce racial diversity without directly using race in student assignment policies, 

quantitative research has shown that, in general, using SES to integrate schools does 

not guarantee racial integration (Reardon et al., 2006). Yet, the reasons why remain 

largely unexplored.  

This study seeks to examine this variation by examining the specifics of the 

SES-based integration policy, the context in which the policy is implemented, and the 

patterns of racial and socioeconomic housing segregation within a given school 

district (Reardon et al., 2006). Specifically, by exploring the interaction of design, 

implementation, and context in integration plans based on voluntary choice and SES, 

the factors that are most critical in shaping racial and socioeconomic diversity in 

school districts will become evident.  

Purpose of the Study 

The main objective of this study is to examine the increasingly popular 

integration plans based on voluntary choice and SES being implemented across the 

country, paying particular attention to the interaction among the design, context, and 

implementation of such plans. Specifically, I am interested in determining how school 

districts use certain socioeconomic factors such as eligibility for free or reduced-price 

lunch, parental income level, or parental educational attainment level, to design and 

implement an integration plan based on voluntary choice and SES. Further, I want to 

determine whether these factors have any bearing on the way such integration plans 

are employed and ultimately on school-level diversity outcomes. I am also interested 
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in learning how the local sociopolitical context in which these plans are designed 

influences outcomes. For the purposes of my study, the local sociopolitical context 

refers to the interaction of social and political factors occurring in the design and 

implementation of each integration plan based on voluntary choice and SES 

(“Sociopolitical,” 2009). 

Research Questions 

This study was guided by an overarching research question and three 

additional research questions that would help to answer Research Question 1, the 

study’s meta-research question:  

1. What is the relationship among policy design, context, and implementation 

in integration plans based on voluntary choice and SES, and how do these three 

factors interact to produce particular outcomes? 

2. How do the design and implementation of integration plans based on 

voluntary choice and SES interact to produce particular outcomes? 

3. How does the local sociopolitical context of integration policy designs 

based on voluntary choice and SES influence outcomes? 

4. In what ways do integration policies based on voluntary choice and SES 

meet (or not) their stated goals of socioeconomic and racial diversity (in terms of 

building-level statistics)? 

In order to meet the objectives of my research and answer the research 

questions, I need to examine the context of three distinct integration plans based on 

voluntary choice and SES to compare and contrast their implementations to detect 
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any relationship among the policy design, context, and implementation of the plans 

and how they interact to produce particular outcomes. The Omaha Public Schools 

(OPS) Student Assignment Plan, JCPS Student Assignment Plan, and Berkeley 

Unified School District (BUSD) Student Assignment Plan all use SES via a structured 

and regulated choice plan to increase diversity and overall student achievement 

within their districts. However, each plan is unique in its design and implementation, 

due in large part to the context and locale of each school district. Contemporary 

research on education policy implementation has begun to pay more attention to the 

role of place, examining the conditions of a specific setting that may affect education 

outcomes (Anyon, 1997). Additionally, some of this place-based research (Honig, 

2006) has proven that schools and the surrounding locales are highly dependent on 

one another (Bartlet, 1995; Yancey & Saporito, 1995), accentuating the need for 

researchers to expand their scope of work when considering which places may impact 

policy implementation. Therefore, examining the ways and the context in which these 

three integration plans based on voluntary choice and SES have been implemented is 

critical before adequately assessing their value as an equity-minded school reform 

(Mickelson, 2003).  

Three integration plans were chosen for analysis in this study:  

1. The OPS Student Assignment Plan is a zone-based plan transitioning to a 

citywide plan that uses free or reduced-price lunch as a socioeconomic indicator to 

help assign students as a means to integrate district schools. OPS is an urban core 

district surrounded by suburban school districts.  
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2. The JCPS Student Assignment Plan is a county-wide plan that incorporates 

the city of Louisville and the surrounding Jefferson County suburbs and divides the 

county into two geographic areas based on household income, household educational 

attainment levels, and the number of minorities living in the school’s attendance area.  

3. The BUSD Student Assignment Plan is a zone-based plan that uses parental 

education and income levels as well as race and ethnicity in the city’s 445 planning 

areas to reflect the diversity representative in each zone in all elementary grade levels. 

BUSD is located in a small, diverse, and relatively affluent community. 

By examining how integration plans based on voluntary choice and SES have 

been implemented in Omaha, Jefferson County, and Berkeley, this study provides 

lessons learned about how specific aspects of the plans’ design might lead to 

particular outcomes in terms of socioeconomic and racial diversity. This study also 

discusses the role of and relationship between the sociopolitical and geographic 

contexts of each plan and how these factors help to shape outcomes as well.  

Framework  

In order to answer the research questions posed in this study, I draw from 

research on policy implementation to situate my analysis. Viewing my study through 

a policy implementation lens allows me to pay particular attention to the interactions 

among policy, people, and places, three dimensions of policy implementation that 

come together and help to explain the conditions in which education policies get 

implemented and work to meet the needs of the policy. The implementation and 

success of a policy depend on the conditions of specific policies that are placed on 
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implementers, the implementers’ beliefs and knowledge regarding said policies, and 

the places or contexts that influence what people are able and willing to do (Honig, 

2006). Key to the policy implementation research is discovering what is 

implementable and why, as well as what works for whom, where, when, and why 

(Honig, 2006).  

Significance of the Study 

The Brown (1954) ruling determined that segregated schools were inherently 

unequal, yet U.S. public schools are more segregated today than 30 years ago 

(Clotfelter, 2004). Segregation is high for all racial groups across the United States, 

with the exception of Asian Americans. White students attend schools where 84.4% 

of the student enrollment is White, leaving the group by far the most highly 

segregated. Approximately 65% of Black and 72% of Latino students attend schools 

where 50–100% of their peers are minority students (Orfield, 2009). These statistics 

are important considering the current population of the public education system is 

comprised of 44% non-White students (Orfield, 2009). This number will undoubtedly 

grow as the United States becomes more multiracial, which may have a major impact 

on the growing relationship between concentrations of race and poverty.  

As the racial composition of U.S. schools continues to change and schools 

become more segregated, desegregation policies are still looked upon as significant 

ways to remedy the harms of segregation. The desegregation of public schools is 

often referred to as “our nation’s most direct effort since Reconstruction to come to 

grips with the evils of racial domination in public schooling” (Hochschild & 
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Scovronick, 2003, p. 28). Furthermore, research has shown the many benefits of 

racially integrated schools, including higher academic achievement among minority 

students, higher college and occupational aspirations among minority students, access 

to integrated social networks, positive interactions with students of different races and 

ethnicities, and an increased likelihood of living and working in integrated 

environments upon reaching adulthood (Braddock, Crain, & McPartland, 1984; 

Braddock & Dawkins, 1993; Kahlenberg, 2001; Kurleander & Yun, 2001; Patchen, 

1982; Schofield, 1989, 1995, 2001; Stephan & Stephan, 2001; Wells & Crain, 1994).  

While we are still grappling with the effects of Milliken v. Bradley (1974), as 

well as subsequent Supreme Court rulings that have allowed schools to return to 

segregated and unequal institutions, school district leaders now must think of new 

ways to fulfill the promise of Brown (1954) without being legally mandated to do so 

and with restricted options. Although racial inequality and the resultant segregation 

did not begin in the public schools, schools have been looked to as places where 

society’s problems can be addressed and solved. Given the resegregation of schools 

in today’s society, alternative means of fulfilling the promise of Brown (1954) must 

be established (Wells, Holme, Atanda, & Revilla, 2005). This study addresses the 

need to study alternative methods of school desegregation policies by examining the 

interaction among policy design, context, and implementation in three integration 

plans based on voluntary choice and SES in order to determine what factors are most 

critical in shaping racial and socioeconomic diversity in each school district. 
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Findings 

 As I will show, the findings of my dissertation contribute to the larger policy 

discourse on SES-based integration plans by emphasizing the significance of how 

these plans are designed and implemented as well as how the plans may be able to 

achieve and maintain different levels of diversity depending on the local 

sociopolitical and geographic contexts. As no two school districts look alike, one type 

of SES-based integration plan may be successful in one school district but fall short 

of achieving its intended diversity goals in another school district. However, if school 

district leaders are more cognizant of integration plans being designed and 

implemented in similarly situated contexts, they may be able to learn from the 

successes and challenges of these plans as they move forward in designing and 

implementing plans of their own that respond to the specific and intertwined contexts 

of their own districts. 

Organization of the Dissertation 

 In Chapter 2, I review existing literature on SES-based integration plans, 

including the cases made for both SES-based integration and race based-integration. I 

also review the literature on regulated and structured school choice as it relates to 

achieving racial and socioeconomic diversity in schools. I examine the research on 

the design of current SES-based integration plans and highlight the need to explore 

the interaction among policy design, context, and implementation in integration plans 

based on voluntary choice and SES. Further, I highlight the related need to determine 

what factors play an integral role in creating and maintaining racial and 
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socioeconomic diversity in school districts. I then look to the literature on education 

policy implementation as a lens through which to analyze the data in my study. In 

Chapter 3, I describe the methodology and research design, including the data 

collection and analysis processes. In Chapters 4–6, I discuss in detail each of the three 

integration plans based on voluntary choice and SES, providing a description of the 

history of the plans, intermediate changes in the plans over time, how these changes 

are related to the changing politics and demographics in the cities and school districts, 

what the current plans look like, and how effective the plans are in maintaining their 

diversity goals. In Chapter 7, I summarize the lessons learned from this study of 

integration plans based on voluntary choice and SES. I explain the role of context in 

shaping each of the plans and how context can help or hinder the plans’ ability to 

produce particular outcomes. I also offer some potential risks of the plans moving 

forward. Finally, in Chapter 8 I conclude with policy recommendations and 

implications for future research. 
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Chapter 2: Review of Literature 

Many argue that since desegregation is no longer sanctioned by the courts, 

equal educational opportunity now exists and low levels of achievement among 

students of color must be intrinsic to them, their families, or their communities. What 

is often overlooked is the reality that educational outcomes for students of color are 

much more a function of their unequal access to key education resources than they are 

a function of race (Darling-Hammond, 2007). While there are unequal educational 

outcomes among students, there is widespread ignorance of the substantial 

inequalities in access to educational opportunity that occur from preschool, to 

elementary and secondary education, to postsecondary education, and beyond 

(Darling-Hammond, 2007). Schools that serve low-income students and students of 

color receive fewer resources, have a more difficult time attracting highly qualified 

teachers, face many more challenges in addressing students’ needs, and tend to 

receive less support from parents (V. E. Lee & Burkam, 2002). Additionally, 

segregated non-White schools have lower achievement and graduation levels and are 

further segregated by poverty (Orfield, 2009).  

The educational differences between segregated and integrated schools in U.S. 

schools are due in part to the strong relationship between racial segregation and 

concentrated poverty. Research has illustrated the powerful relationship between 

concentrated poverty and almost every measure of school-level academic 

achievement. Research demonstrates that schools with large numbers of impoverished 

students are more likely to have lower test scores, higher dropout rates, fewer 
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students in challenging classes, less well-prepared teachers, and a low percentage of 

students who complete college (Orfield & Lee, 2005). Research also has shown that 

low-income families and communities do not have access to the same resources as 

their middle- and upper-income counterparts, presenting challenges that inhibit their 

children’s future academic and professional success. Consequently, in contrast to 

students in segregated White schools, students in segregated minority schools are 

increasingly more likely to face social and personal problems related to poverty 

(Orfield & Eaton, 1996). 

The presence of diversity and integration in the classroom produces benefits 

for both students of color and White students. When implemented properly, 

desegregated schools improve the social and academic outcomes of all students in 

significant and substantive ways. Students in diverse education settings are more 

likely to have more cross-racial relationships and develop a better understanding of 

people with racial and ethnic backgrounds different from their own, which can help in 

reducing stereotypes (Wells et al., 2005). Desegregated education also has been 

associated with positive academic outcomes, largely due to the ability of desegregated 

schools to access more material and human resources (V. E. Lee & Burkam, 2002; 

Mickelson, 2003; Natriello, McDill, & Pallas, 1990). Conversely, schools that are 

racially segregated are more likely to show significant negative effects on outcomes 

for both students of color and White students, as these schools possess fewer 

resources, less experienced teachers, and higher teacher turnover, which in turn 
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provides for weaker educational opportunities (Hochschild, 2003; V. E. Lee & 

Burkam, 2002; Mickelson, 2003).  

In the post–Parents Involved (2007) era, desegregation plans have moved 

toward a new model of nonmandatory student assignment plans. Most of these 

voluntary plans have at their core two distinct features: SES basis and choice basis. 

SES-based integration plans use SES in place of race to assign students to schools to 

achieve integration. Most of these race-neutral plans allow parents the ability to 

choose where to send their children to school based on specific requirements set forth 

by the school district so long as racial and socioeconomic balance is realized within 

the schools. Although research has shown that some indicators of SES may be more 

relevant than others in achieving racial integration in SES-based integration plans 

(Reardon et al., 2006), SES does not guarantee racial integration. The effects of SES-

based integration plans can depend on a number of factors, including the correlation 

between SES and race in a school district’s population, residential segregation within 

the school district, and whether the plan was implemented in place of or in 

conjunction with a current plan or introduced as a new plan in the district (Reardon & 

Rhodes, 2009; Reardon et al., 2006). However, what research has yet to address is the 

wide variation among SES-based integration plans in terms of their design and 

structure; these factors can interact during implementation very differently to produce 

the same desired outcomes. The goal of this study is to fill in some of these gaps in 

the desegregation literature by examining how the design, context, and 

implementation of three integration plans based on voluntary choice and SES interact 
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to produce different outcomes, in terms of racial and socioeconomic diversity, in each 

school district. 

The intent of this chapter is to review the literature in areas related to 

integration plans based on voluntary choice and SES in three ways: (a) weighing the 

evidence on the benefits of different types of integration plans, SES based and race 

based; (b) examining how regulated and structured school choice may or may not 

work to achieve racial and socioeconomic diversity; and (c) exploring how and why 

the context, design, and implementation of such integration plans may matter in 

achieving racial or socioeconomic diversity through examples of current SES-based 

integration plans. These topics, and the questions they raise, highlight the need to 

examine the relationship among the design, context, and implementation of 

integration plans based on voluntary choice and SES and how these three factors 

interact to produce specific outcomes.  

SES-Based and Race-Based Integration Plans 

Although education may be perceived as a neutral institution, it is in reality 

highly politicized. Through court decisions and federal and state policies, race and 

SES variables have been used by schools and districts as indicators that ultimately 

influence equality and social justice in the educational setting (Grant, 2008). Brown 

(1954) forced schools to racially desegregate with the hope that all students would be 

provided with an equal opportunity to receive a standard quality of education. Swann 

(1971) took Brown (1954) a step further, requiring cross-district busing as a means 

for urban areas to achieve desegregation. Milliken (1974) was the next major ruling 
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on school desegregation, one that would shift the direction and meaning of 

desegregation as it was established during the Brown (1954) era. Milliken blocked 

efforts for interdistrict, city–suburban desegregation remedies as a means to integrate 

racially isolated city schools. Following Milliken, the first federal court case to permit 

a school district, once declared unitary, to dismantle its desegregation plan and return 

to local government was decided in Riddick v. School Board of the City of Norfolk 

(1986). Additionally, through a series of decisions in the 1990s (Board of Education 

of Oklahoma City v. Dowell, 1991; Freeman v. Pitts, 1992; Missouri v. Jenkins, 

1995), districts could be released from court-ordered desegregation policies as control 

over school desegregation policies was restored to local school districts, allowing 

many to legally return to segregated schools by spending money on “separate but 

equal” alternatives (Dounay, 1998; Orfield & Yun, 1999; Reardon & Yun, 2003). 

Most recently, the Supreme Court’s retrenchment to the devolution of authority in the 

desegregation process was once again shown in Parents Involved (2007), when the 

Court ruled that race could not be taken into account individually in districts’ 

attempts to end segregation within schools. 

School desegregation plans were initially instituted as a means to provide 

equality for all children regardless of their race. They allowed access to a minimum 

standard of educational resources that was not possible under conditions of codified 

segregation. As desegregation policies evolved and the use of race to integrate 

schools was seen as less necessary by the courts, a different type of integration plan 

emerged, using SES in place of race to achieve racial integration. In the legal world, 
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SES-based integration plans are considered to be a less contentious means to racially 

diversify schools in that they are not subject to strict scrutiny by the courts in the 

same way as race-based integration plans. Not surprisingly, a heated debated has 

ensued regarding SES-based integration, pitting those in favor of the use of SES-

based integration plans to racially diversify schools against those who believe such 

plans can at best maintain status quo. Questions remain whether SES-based or race-

based integration plans yield the greatest benefits, but cases can be made for and 

against both plans. 

The case for SES-based integration. One type of integration policy growing 

in popularity in school districts is the idea of SES-based integration. SES-based 

integration plans seek to diversify schools using measures of SES as opposed to race 

or ethnicity. In many of these plans, SES serves as a proxy for race in order to 

diversify schools along socioeconomic and, indirectly, racial lines. There is a strong 

belief that race/ethnicity and low SES are strongly correlated. School districts are 

increasingly utilizing SES-based integration plans, due in large part to courts’ being 

unreceptive toward race-based remedies to integrate schools. Given the decreased risk 

of legal scrutiny, many school districts have been implementing SES-based plans 

with the knowledge that one of the most important predictors of a student’s academic 

achievement is the socioeconomic composition of the student’s school (Anyon, 1997; 

Coleman et al., 1966; Entwisle, Alexander, & Olson, 1997; Kahlenberg, 2001, 2007; 

Mayer, 2002; Natriello et al., 1990; Rumberger & Palardy, 2005a, 2005b).  
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Research has shown that the socioeconomic composition of schools can have 

a profound impact on individual students’ life chances, not only in academic 

performance but also because schools provide networks for employment later in life. 

Copious amounts of data provide direct evidence regarding the importance of a 

school’s SES on students’ life chances, both in terms of academic achievement in 

school and ensuing accomplishments as adults. SES-based integration has been 

argued as the best means to achieve the three goals of education: preparing students to 

become (a) successful and contributing workers, (b) citizens, and (c) Americans 

(Kahlenberg, 2001). Additionally, schools integrated by SES can raise the 

achievement and improve life chances of low-income students while maintaining the 

levels of achievement for middle-income students (Kahlenberg, 2001). As long as the 

schools remain predominately middle income and some ability grouping is applied, 

the academic achievement of middle-income students is not hindered by the presence 

of disadvantaged students (Kahlenberg, 2007; Mayer, 2002; Rusk, 1998).   

Although SES-based integration policies are being implemented increasingly 

by school districts across the country, the concept of SES-based integration is far 

from novel. In their seminal study, Equality of Educational Opportunity (most 

commonly referred to as the Coleman Report), Coleman et al. (1966) found that a 

student’s achievement is strongly related to the educational backgrounds and 

aspirations of the other students in the school. Furthermore, Coleman et al. found that 

when children from a given family background are placed in schools of different 

social compositions, they achieve at very different levels. Coleman et al. reported that 
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student achievement is highly correlated and more related with the socioeconomic 

composition of the student body, independent of an individual student’s background, 

than any other student factor. In other words, students’ achievement increases with 

the higher SES of the student body (Kahlenberg, 2001).  

Studies conducted since the Coleman Report that examine the relationship 

between SES and educational achievement have found that an individual’s family 

background as well as the school’s socioeconomic context is related to the 

educational outcomes of students (Anyon, 1997; Entwisle et al., 1997; Mayer, 2002; 

Natriello et al., 1990; Rumberger & Palardy, 2005a, 2005b). A 3-year study of 

students in Philadelphia showed that elementary students who test at or below grade 

level are markedly helped by being in a school with more high-achieving students, a 

finding supported by subsequent studies (Henderson, Mieszkowski, & Sauvageau, 

1978; Rumberger & Willms, 1992; Summers & Wolfe, 1977). A study investigating 

high school students’ learning showed both the students’ individual SES and the 

average SES of their schools contribute significantly to achievement growth during 

high school (Rumberger & Palardy, 2005a, 2005b). It also has been argued that 

socioeconomic factors, not race, serve as more reliable indicators of student and 

school performance. Achieving socioeconomic integration may benefit students more 

than achieving racial integration (Gottlieb, 2002; Rumberger & Palardy, 2005a, 

2005b).  

Studies have shown that academic achievement, particularly among Black and 

Latino students, is much higher in integrated schools compared to schools with higher 
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concentrations of ethnic minority students. These higher levels of academic 

achievement may be a result of integrated schools having fewer low-income students 

and therefore likely having access to greater resources. Regardless of a student’s 

socioeconomic background, when students are in classrooms where the average SES 

is higher, student achievement is also higher. Furthermore, students with higher 

aspirations are more likely to attend integrated schools where higher expectations are 

placed on students (Bhargava, Frankenberg, & Le, 2008).  

Support for socioeconomic integration in other contexts has been found in a 

number of studies examining how the SES of neighborhoods can influence the life 

chances of individuals in the neighborhoods. It is not surprising that where one lives 

can have a profound effect on one’s life chances. Individuals with similar 

backgrounds and personal characteristics can lead very different lives and achieve at 

very different levels depending on the SES of where they reside (Massey & Denton, 

1993). The economic and social environments of poor neighborhoods can have an 

ongoing influence on the lives of residents (Jargowsky, 1997). The choices 

adolescents make as a result of their neighborhood environments can have lifelong 

consequences (Jargowsky, 1997). In a study on neighborhood context and college 

aspirations, Stewart, Stewart, and Simons (2007) found that neighborhood structural 

conditions play a major role in the formation of college aspirations for African 

American adolescents. Neighborhood disadvantage, one characteristic of which is 

defined as racially segregated economic disadvantage, has a negative impact on 

shaping adolescents’ college aspirations, which is consistent with other findings that 
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neighborhood socioeconomic inequality is a predictor of negative attitudes toward 

college attendance (Stewart et al., 2007). Thus, if children from low-income 

neighborhoods are given the opportunity to attend middle-income schools with more 

abundant resources and supplementary opportunities, they may stay in school longer 

and achieve higher academically.  

Additional research analyzing the effects of SES-based integration suggests 

three main limitations of relying on race to integrate schools (Kahlenberg, 2001):  

1. Courts are becoming increasingly open to challenges made against race-

based school desegregation policies on the basis of the violation of the Fourteenth 

Amendment, as evident in the Parents Involved (2007) ruling.  

2. Kahlenberg (2001) stated that social-class composition is strongly 

associated with the quality of a school. Low-income children as well as children of 

color are more likely to attend schools that have fewer resources. Teachers in these 

schools are more likely to be ineffective and have less teaching experience compared 

to wealthier or suburban counterparts. Further, many students placed in low-ability 

groups are not only poorly taught but are far too frequently students of color and low 

SES (Hochschild, 2003).  

3. Kahlenberg (2001) argued that the inclusivity of SES-based integration 

policies, which strive to include a balance of students from all socioeconomic 

backgrounds, provides for more equal educational opportunities for all students. 

Using race-based integration may result only in a mixing of middle- and upper-

income students. 
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The case for race-based integration. Despite ample evidence of the 

academic and social benefits of using SES-based integration plans to achieve 

socioeconomic and racial diversity in the classroom, a great deal of research 

highlights the benefits of using race-based integration plans to accomplish the same 

goals. Historically, school desegregation policies were intended to dismantle the 

separate and unequal educational system established when segregation was legally 

authorized in the South (Wells & Crain, 1997). In 1954, the Supreme Court 

concluded in Brown that in the field of public education, the doctrine of “separate but 

equal” established in Plessy v. Ferguson (1896) has no place. The Court ruled that 

separate educational facilities are inherently unequal, highlighting the importance of 

physical presence in integrated schools (powell & High, 2007). Furthermore, the 

Court recognized that providing students of different racial backgrounds the 

opportunity for exchange of ideas is a vital facet of equal educational opportunity in 

K–12 education and beyond, and avoiding and denying it represents intolerable 

inequality (powell & High, 2007). 

Since the Brown (1954) decision, school districts across the United States 

have attempted to implement desegregation plans with the goal of providing equitable 

educational opportunities for all children. Although the decision has been regarded as 

a step in the right direction concerning integration and providing all students with 

equal educational opportunities, resegregation has been growing steadily at an 

alarming rate in public schools. Social science research suggests that racially isolated 

and segregated schools create more noticeable harms for students of color. 
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Additionally, racially segregated schools tend to be high-poverty schools with limited 

resources, which can make a dramatic difference in the education low-income 

students of color can access (powell & High, 2007). However, when students of color 

attend desegregated schools, they are more likely to show, on average, higher levels 

of achievement and obtain higher levels of educational and occupational aspirations 

(Ma & Kurleander, 2005; Wells & Crain, 1994).  

Desegregation also can have positive long-term effects on the life courses of 

students of color (Wells & Crain, 1994). Interestingly, the research on SES-based 

integration focuses on the short-term effects of the policy rather than on the potential 

psychological and sociological long-term effects. Wells and Crain discussed the 

importance of studying the long-term social and economic outcomes of African 

American adults, drawing on 21 studies of long-term effects of school desegregation 

to truly assess the impact of the policy. Wells and Crain found that Blacks who 

attended desegregated schools attain higher educational and occupational levels than 

those who did not, are more likely to live and work in integrated environments, and 

express less racial hostility and fear of Whites. Furthermore, desegregated Black 

students are more likely to be a part of desegregated social and professional networks 

as adults and are more likely to be employed in white-collar and professional jobs in 

the private sector compared to segregated Black students, who are more likely to be 

employed in blue-collar and government jobs (Wells & Crain, 1994).    

Students in integrated schools also benefit from the informal integrated 

networks present at racially diverse schools, which can assist students in learning how 
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to navigate through the system to gain access to and attend competitive colleges or 

even attain higher level jobs. Networks provide connections between people based on 

where a person lives, attends school, participates in a particular organization, and so 

forth. Research has proven that networks play a crucial role in many aspects affecting 

an individual’s life chances (Holme, 2002; Lin, 2001; Putnam, 2000). A person with 

access to integrated, middle-class networks is more likely to be provided with more 

information and better opportunities than someone not in these types of networks. 

Additionally, one of the longer term benefits of attending desegregated schools is the 

access for students of color to these networks, which offers an ability to overcome 

segregated housing, and access to educational and job opportunities (Bhargava et al., 

2008). Unfortunately, due to resource constraints these types of networks are not as 

readily available to even the most outstanding of students in segregated minority 

schools.  

Racially integrated education also provides for many long-term benefits for 

children, including promoting democratic values and national unity. In the Milliken 

(1974) case, Justice Thurgood Marshall stated in his dissent, “Unless our children 

begin to learn together, then there is little hope that our people will ever learn to live 

together” (p. 783). Research confirms that when children from desegregated 

environments reach adulthood, they are more likely to live and work in more 

integrated settings. In the 1970s and 1980s, 10 separate research studies found that 

Black students attending integrated schools were more likely to attend integrated 

colleges, live in integrated neighborhoods as adults, and send their children to 
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integrated schools (Braddock et al., 1984; Kahlenberg, 2001). Additionally, recent 

research being conducted on integrated education indicates that integrated schools 

benefit not only Black students but also students of all racial and ethnic backgrounds, 

particularly when schools are structured to maximize such benefits (Bhargava et al., 

2008).  

 While many claim that the best way to racially diversify schools is to use race-

based integration plans, courts are growing reluctant to acknowledge the role of race 

and racism in schools, perpetuating a colorblind discourse that addresses SES instead 

of race, which functions in a way that is related to but much different than class 

(powell, 2005). In fact, whereas middle-income Blacks and Latinos face 

discrimination based on race, low-income Blacks and Latinos face discrimination on 

two accounts: race and class. Upper-income Blacks even tend to live in segregated 

residential patterns and are treated differently on the basis of race (Orfield, 2001). 

Additionally, socioeconomic remedies to integration are not enforceable by law, 

which leaves persons of color to depend on political as opposed to civil rights 

remedies (powell, 2005). Although SES is not considered by some to be an adequate 

substitute for race, desegregation policies increasingly are implementing SES-based 

integration plans, making it important to highlight how such plans may be able to 

produce racially diverse schools. 

The evidence for both SES-based and race-based integration plans is 

compelling. In a perfect world, the best plans would accomplish both socioeconomic 

and racial diversity at the same time. Yet, achieving socioeconomic or racial diversity 
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through current choice-based mechanisms is difficult and not clearly understood, in 

part because in school choice policies, as the research shows, design matters.    

School Choice 

School desegregation plans long have included parental choice options. 

Today, new models of nonmandatory student assignment give parents more options 

for their children’s education, typically allowing parents to send their children to 

schools outside of their neighborhood. Often thought of as a contemporary idea, 

school choice was originally advocated during the days of desegregation in the South 

so parents could avoid sending their children to integrated schools (Fuller, Elmore, & 

Orfield, 1996). Liberals then began to view school choice as a means to empower 

poor and working-class families by allowing them to challenge paternalistic 

bureaucracies. In the 1980s, school choice was welcomed by political conservatives 

interested in subjecting schools to competitive market forces (Levin, 1991). 

Additionally, people falling in the middle of the political spectrum have supported 

allowing parents to leave their neighborhood school for another public school (Fuller 

et al., 1996).  

Today, a key empirical question at the heart of many school choice programs 

is how they will affect integration and the mechanisms by which students are placed 

into schools and classrooms (Gill, 2005). Gill stated that school choice policies 

implemented in a system with highly stratified residential patterns and 

constitutionally protected private school choice and residential mobility can work 

either to increase or reduce integration. A school choice policy may work to increase 
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integration by (a) breaking the connection between residence and school assignment, 

which in turn can decrease patterns of housing stratification because parents are 

allowed to select schools independently of neighborhoods; (b) allowing lower income 

families access to schools otherwise available only to families who can afford to 

purchase a home in the suburbs or pay for private school; and (c) promoting smaller 

schools that are less likely to segregate students by academic tracks (Gill, 2005).  

Conversely, school choice policies can work to reduce integration within 

schools. Critics of school choice believe that an increase in choice will lead to an 

increase in isolation of the most disadvantaged students in the worst schools, whose 

parents may lack the necessary information and/or resources to make the best choices 

for their children. Any school choice policy requires a high demand for schools and 

programs to choose. Choice plans may result in only some families (those of higher 

incomes) being able to choose which schools their children will attend (Frankenberg 

& Siegel-Hawley, 2008; Holme, 2002). Additionally, free transportation in public 

schools long has been considered to ensure that every child is able to attend a school 

of choice regardless of SES, race, language differences, or family circumstances 

(Wells, 1996). When students are not provided with free transportation, choice plans 

can lead to further stratification. Critics see choice plans as a type of sorting machine 

(Moore & Davenport, 1989) that only works to create and maintain privilege (Metz, 

1986). Moreover, choice plans may disadvantage the wishes of many community 

members who might desire diverse schools, which can lead to an increase in 

segregation (Frankenberg & Siegel-Hawley, 2008). 
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 Despite different options available under the umbrella of school choice, all 

school choice programs share the common goal of trying to improve the opportunities 

of students by breaking free from the traditional model of neighborhood schools. 

However, the overall impact of school choice all too often depends on which students 

take advantage of school choice, the types of options these students have, parental 

knowledge about school choice, and most importantly, what happens to the students 

who get left behind (Cullen, Jacob, & Levitt, 2005; Holme & Wells, 2008). The 

ability for choice policies to increase or reduce integration can depend on the design 

of the policy. Deregulated policies, which establish a free, market-based, competitive 

environment, tend to lead to more stratification, whereas regulated policies, with 

more equity-minded goals, lead to more diversity and equitable outcomes (Blank, 

Levine, & Steel, 1996; Frankenberg & Siegel-Hawley, 2008). Two types of regulated 

choice policies most commonly found in SES-based integration plans are controlled-

choice programs and magnet-school choice programs.   

Controlled-choice programs. Past choice options representing alternatives to 

neighborhoods schools—mandatory busing, “free choice,” and magnet schools—have 

proven to be difficult in achieving socioeconomic integration. Today, schools are 

implementing more structured and regulated choice policies that lead to an integrated 

school environment. Controlled-choice plans are designed to include and treat fairly 

all students in all schools of a district. They are designed to empower parents and 

their children by requiring them to choose schools of attendance. They also work to 

promote diversity through enrollment-fairness guidelines that guarantee space in all 
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schools for all racial, ethnic, socioeconomic, and other groups in the community. 

Controlled-choice programs aim to promote school improvement by using choice data 

as a referendum on attractive and unattractive schools (Fiske, 2002). Typically, 

families provide a first, second, and third choice of schools for their children in 

kindergarten, Grade 6, and Grade 9. Although school districts cannot guarantee every 

parent’s first choice of school, choices are honored in a way that promotes racial 

integration (Kahlenberg, 2001).  

A controlled-choice program that has been heavily researched is the 

Cambridge Controlled Choice Program. Cambridge, Massachusetts, was one of the 

first U.S. cities to introduce a system of controlled choice for assigning students to 

schools and is known as the pioneer of controlled-choice programs. Cambridge’s 

policy was viewed as a way to offer parents a voice in choosing their children’s 

schools without putting at risk the broader goal of providing fairness and equity in 

access to quality schools within the district (Fiske, 2002). Cambridge’s controlled-

choice plan initially launched in 1981 using race as the primary basis for promoting 

diversity. Over 20 years later, beginning in September 2002, the Cambridge 

Controlled Choice Program began using SES rather than race, assigning students in 

such a way that the proportion of students who qualify for free or reduced-price lunch 

would be within 15 points of the overall percentage of such students in the district. 

Race would become a factor in assignment only if the racial mix of a school dipped 

below a certain level. Additionally, the proportion of students from any racial group 

must be within 10% of that group’s representation in the district as a whole. Once a 
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school’s enrollment reaches this proportion, no more students from that group will be 

admitted (Fiske, 2002). 

The theory of controlled choice states that once patterns of parental choice 

become apparent, school district administration will intervene to enhance the quality 

of underchosen schools to make them more attractive and thereby enhance the quality 

of the system. However, Cambridge was not aggressive about closing, reorganizing, 

or otherwise investing in underchosen and underachieving schools in the district, 

which has resulted in a continuation of inequities throughout the district (Fiske, 

2002). The past two decades of Cambridge’s experience with controlled choice 

suggests the following be taken under consideration (Fiske, 2002):  

1. A well-designed controlled-choice scheme can produce positive benefits, 

including giving parents a greater say in their child’s education and promoting 

tolerance and diversity within the system.  

2. A pupil assignment system organized around controlled choice is not likely 

to enhance academic achievement in underchosen schools in and of itself.  

3. As long as SES is more associated with academic achievement than race or 

ethnicity within the district, using SES as a basis for promoting diversity through 

controlled choice may have more of a positive impact on academic achievement than 

racial diversity (Fiske, 2002).  

A recent study looking at the experience of Cambridge and its transition from 

a race-based integration plan to a SES-based integration plan showed positive 

achievement results from the district’s Grade 3 and Grade 8 reading and math 
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assessments. Aside from African American students in the reading assessment, all 

racial and ethnic subgroups in Cambridge outperformed the rest of the state in the 

Grade 3 reading and math assessments in the 2007–2008 school year (Siegel-Hawley, 

2009). Low-income students, however, scored at almost the same level as other low-

income students in the state in both assessments. Interestingly, results from the Grade 

8 reading and math assessments showed all Cambridge racial and ethnic subgroups, 

as well as low-income students, outperformed their statewide counterparts (Siegel-

Hawley, 2009). These results were undoubtedly affected by both the former race-

based integration plan and the more recent SES-based integration plan implemented 

in Cambridge in 2002. The real indication of success of the SES-based integration 

plan will be achievement results garnered from those students who have experienced 

only SES-based integration (Siegel-Hawley, 2009). 

 Magnet-school choice programs. Magnet-school choice programs are 

another type of regulated school choice policy being utilized in integration plans 

based on voluntary choice and SES. Magnet schools were initially created in the 

1970s for school districts as an alternative to mandatory reassignment by providing a 

choice for parents among many different school options, each offering subject-

specific courses or distinct instructional formats (Smrekar & Goldring, 1999). 

Typically established in urban school districts with large student populations, magnet 

schools work to improve academic standards, promote socioeconomic and racial 

diversity, and provide a range of programs that may meet the needs and talents of 

individual students (Smrekar & Goldring, 1999). Magnet schools have been 
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consistently associated with improved student outcomes, but the ability of studies on 

such programs to account for student selection is often more restricted. However, in 

an era where school choice is more abundant than ever, including charter, private, and 

alternative schools, magnet schools appear to stand out as the only form of school 

choice established for the purpose of racially and socioeconomically integrating 

schools (Frankenberg & Siegel-Hawley, 2008). 

 Magnet school programs have been successful in creating diverse student 

populations in large part because the design of the programs, particularly those that 

were created as a result of initial desegregation plans, included specific features that 

attracted students of all racial and ethnic backgrounds (Blank et al., 1996; 

Frankenberg & Siegel-Hawley, 2008). The educational structures initially developed 

in magnet schools included explicit desegregation goals, certain admissions criteria, 

free transportation, public outreach, curricular emphases, smaller class size, and more 

selective teacher assignment processes (Blank et al., 1996; Frankenberg & Siegel-

Hawley, 2008; Smrekar & Goldring, 1999). Interestingly, a survey disseminated to 

administrators, teachers, and school officials in the magnet school community 

revealed that magnet schools have been struggling recently to maintain racial 

diversity because they have abandoned race-conscious desegregation goals, are 

experiencing higher teacher turnover, or are unable to provide free transportation 

(Frankenberg & Siegel-Hawley, 2008). Furthermore, magnet schools that were 

created solely for the purpose of desegregation made sure the aforementioned 
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structures were included in the design of the schools in order to expand access to all 

students. 

Magnet programs can be found within traditionally zoned schools where some 

students apply to attend a program with a special theme, while other students attend 

the nonthemed school. These school-within-school magnets have been shown to be 

less likely to meet desegregation objectives compared to whole-school magnets 

(Steele & Eaton, 1996). Moreover, the school-within-school magnets can further 

perpetuate inequities as minority students may be prevented from enrolling in high-

quality magnet options located within their own schools, while White students not 

residing in the neighborhood are allowed to attend (Frankenberg & Siegel-Hawley, 

2008). Consequently, school-within-school magnets can produce racially isolated 

classrooms even if the school is considered diverse at the building level (Orfield & 

Eaton, 1996).  

Research has uncovered the importance of the design of school choice 

programs such as magnet school programs and controlled-choice programs. However, 

no one has yet to study how design may matter to the new model of nonmandatory 

student assignment plans—integration plans based on voluntary choice and SES—

across different contexts as well as different types of plans. What we do know from 

existing evidence is that the structure of these plans does impact socioeconomic or 

racial integration.    
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Design of SES-Based Integration Plans 

Existing evidence on the impact of SES-based integration plans suggests that 

design matters when it comes to achieving socioeconomic or racial integration. 

Reardon et al. (2006) investigated the potential effects of income integration plans in 

89 urban school districts with apparent racial segregation. Reardon et al. looked at the 

conditions under which such policies might produce substantial racial benefits using 

data from the large urban districts. The focus of the study was on within-district, 

income-integration policies, paying particular attention to the segregation between 

African American and White students. The results of the study indicated that income 

integration cannot work to guarantee even modest racial desegregation. In fact, the 

only situation in which Reardon et al. found it possible to produce racial 

desegregation was if African American and White income distributions were far more 

different than they were in actuality and thus racial segregation was purely due to 

income. Since this is not true, as residential segregation patterns and transportation 

distances and costs continue to limit the conditions in which racial desegregation can 

be fully achieved, SES-based integration cannot guarantee perfects levels of racial 

integration (Reardon et al., 2006).    

Reardon et al. (2006) also found that in urban school districts, high levels of 

racial segregation are possible under any type of income integration policy. The 

income-integration plans that are more likely to result in higher levels of racial 

integration use continuous measures of SES such as actual income and require strict 

income balance across the schools. Income-integration plans that rely on dichotomous 
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income measures such as poverty status or free and reduced-price lunch eligibility are 

likely to result in lower levels of racial integration (Reardon et al., 2006). Given the 

extent to which racial housing segregation still exists within the United States, 

Reardon et al. concluded that it is unlikely that race-neutral student assignment 

policies like income-integration policies will be able to significantly reduce racial 

segregation within schools. Reardon et al. stated that income-integration policies can 

produce other positive benefits to students but that race and income cannot stand as 

proxies for one another in socioeconomic integration policies. Whether or not a SES-

based integration policy can be effective depends on the following factors: (a) the 

strength of the association between race and income; (b) the policies defining 

socioeconomic integration; (c) the relationship between racial and income residential 

segregation in a school district; (d) the factors determining the school assignment; and 

(e) the effect of the SES-based integration policy on families’ decisions as to where to 

enroll their child, which includes within the neighborhood school district, outside of 

the neighborhood school district, or in private or public schools (Reardon et al., 

2006). Thus, Reardon et al. hypothesized an association between the design and 

context of SES-based integration plans. 

Some SES-based integration plans have shown little effect on achieving 

socioeconomic or racial integration, whereas others have been more successful in 

their socioeconomic or racial integration efforts. Since the Parents Involved (2007) 

decision, there have been many discussions as to what types of integration plans 

schools districts can still use to promote diversity and avoid racial isolation within 
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schools. Consequently, it is critical to examine how the design of current SES-based 

integration plans may or may not result in combating socioeconomic and racial 

segregation.  

Limited literature on SES-based integration plans illustrates the degree to 

which each plan meets stated goals and whether these goals are related to the local 

context. The evidence on the design of current SES-based integration plans shows 

how few individual data are available that suggest why design and implementation 

may matter in influencing outcomes in integration plans based on voluntary choice 

and SES. My study investigates how and why context and implementation may 

matter and explores the relationship between design and outcomes in such integration 

plans. To learn more about the efficacy of the increasing popular integration plans 

based on voluntary choice and SES, we must discern the relationship among the 

design, context, and implementation of these plans and how they interact to meet their 

stated goals of socioeconomic and racial diversity.  

School District of La Crosse. In 1992, the School District of La Crosse 

became the first school district in the United States to implement a SES-based 

integration plan. Located in La Crosse, Wisconsin, the School District of La Crosse 

has a predominately White student population; 80% of the students are White, 13% 

Asian American, 5% Black, and 1% Hispanic (Reardon & Rhodes, 2009). The plan 

used in La Crosse is based solely on eligibility for free or reduced-price lunch, an 

indicator commonly used in SES-based integration plans (Kahlenberg, 2007). Even 

though the U.S. Department of Education (2004) has highlighted the School District 
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of La Crosse as an example of a race-neutral plan that has successfully achieved 

diversity, the homogeneity of the district makes it difficult to assess whether the plan 

is working to socioeconomically and racially diversify schools (Reardon et al., 2006). 

During the school year prior to the policy’s implementation, 1991–1992, 10.89% of 

the district’s students were attending racially segregated schools. In the 2004–2005 

school year, that percentage decreased to 7.64% (U.S. Department of Education, 

2004). Although these numbers may suggest successful racial desegregation, other 

research showed that in the 2002–2003 school year, Asian American enrollment (the 

largest minority group in the School District of La Crosse) across the 11 elementary 

schools in the district ranged from a low of 5% in some schools to a high of 40% in 

others (Reardon et al., 2006), making the claim of successful racial desegregation 

questionable. 

San Francisco Unified School District. San Francisco Unified School 

District (SFUSD) is another school district often cited as an example of how districts 

can successfully use SES to integrate schools. Like many urban school districts, 

SFUSD struggled for many years to implement a desegregation plan. The district 

operated off of a consent decree for almost 20 years prohibiting student enrollment of 

more than 45% of a single racial or ethnic group at any school and also required at 

least four racial or ethnic groups to be represented at each school. In 2001, the 

consent decree was revised as a result of litigation; race was eliminated as a factor in 

student assignment decisions; and a diversity index was instituted in the district 
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assigning students to schools based on SES, language use, family background, and 

other factors in order to foster continued desegregation (Egelko, 2005).  

Even though the consent decree officially expired in 2005, the district still 

continued to use the diversity index implemented in the 2002–2003 school year as an 

integration method in its student assignment system until just this February, when the 

district unveiled a new plan (McKinley, 2010). In the current plan, students apply to 

the schools they want to attend, and the district uses the diversity index when there 

are more requests than seats available in a school. The diversity index takes into 

consideration the student’s language spoken at home, qualification for free lunch or 

living in public housing, academic performance, and the quality of a child’s prior 

schools. According to the SFUSD (2008), since the district began its current student 

assignment system in 2002–2003, most students have received one of their choices in 

schools in the initial round of the assignment process, with a high percentage 

receiving their first choice.  

Although the goal of the current SFUSD student assignment plan is to create 

classrooms that have students with different profiles, many have argued that it has not 

resulted in racial integration. One problem cited is that many students apply to 

neighborhood schools, which do not recruit enough students from outside their area. 

Another problem cited is demographics. Public school students in San Francisco are 

overall found to be of relatively low SES, regardless of race or ethnicity, which 

allows for less mixing of different students and results in segregation (Glater & 

Finder, 2007). 
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SFUSD school officials also reported that the district has been resegregating 

since race has been removed as a factor in the student assignment process. The year 

before race was removed from the plan (2001–2002), 30 schools had students of a 

single racial ethnic group making up 60% or more of the population in at least one 

grade. In the 2005–2006 school year, 50 schools in SFUSD were segregated by this 

measure (Glater & Finder, 2007). Additionally, while parents have up to seven 

choices of schools where they can send their children, 20% of kindergartners do not 

receive even one of their parents’ choices (McKinley, 2010). 

SFUSD continues to experience key unresolved issues under the terms and 

conditions of the consent decree. These issues include, but are not limited to (a) low 

academic achievement at certain chronically low-performing schools, (b) the inability 

of certain schools to sustain gains that were originally achieved under the decree, (c) 

a pattern of continuing resegregation at close to half of the SFUSD schools from 1999 

to 2005 as well as an inability to identify and implement adjustments in the student 

assignment plan that could address the resegregation, and (d) a persistent gap between 

the academic performance of African American and Latino students and an inability 

to define a vision and reach goals to address this gap (Biegel, 2005).  

In order to address the resegregation occurring in SFUSD schools as well as 

appease dissatisfied parents, as stated, the district implemented a new student 

assignment plan that will be applied to every student entering kindergarten in the 

2010–2011 school year. The new plan is designed to pay more attention to the 

distance between a student’s home and the school he or she attends and gives more 
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weight to whether a student attended a prekindergarten program in the same area as a 

school selected for kindergarten (McKinley, 2010). The goal of the policy is to 

achieve more diversity while balancing the demand for certain schools and allowing 

families to send their children to neighborhood schools (Tucker, 2010). 

 Wake County Public School System. Whereas the School District of La 

Crosse and SFUSD have shown little impact on socioeconomic and racial integration, 

other SES-based integration plans possessing particular features have been more 

successful in attaining integration. The Wake County Public School System 

(WCPSS) is an example of a district that has been able to maintain racial diversity 

under a SES-based integration plan. WCPSS removed the consideration of race from 

the student assignment process in 1999 in favor of a plan based on SES indicators and 

student test scores. SES is determined in Wake County based on neighborhood 

characteristics, rather than individual characteristics, and the district has broken the 

school system’s assignment map into over 700 neighborhood zones to classify 

students (Silberman, 2002). Under the WCPSS plan, no school is allowed to have 

more than 40% of its students from low-income neighborhoods and no more than 

25% of students scoring below grade level on standardized exams (Silberman, 2002). 

Evaluations of the WCPSS plan have shown that the district is far more 

economically integrated than other large school districts in North Carolina 

(Kahlenberg, 2007). However, it must be noted that in Wake County, Black and 

Latino students are almost 10 times more likely than White students to be eligible for 

free or reduced-price lunch, making income and race strongly related within the 
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school district, leading to higher levels of integration (Siegel-Hawley, 2009). 

Research has shown that SES-based integration plans are more likely to achieve racial 

desegregation in regions where income disparities are highly correlated with race 

(Reardon et al., 2006). The experience of Wake County also may be an anomaly due 

to its strong commitment to racial diversity in the 20 years preceding the 

socioeconomic plan (Bhargava et al., 2008).  

While Wake County’s plan served as model of a SES-based integration plan 

using distinct features to achieve socioeconomic and racial integration, in March 

2010, in a 5–4 vote, the newly elected, more conservative school board decided to do 

away with the diversity policy and return to neighborhood schools. Moreover, a few 

weeks prior to the vote, the superintendent of WCPSS stepped down in light of the 

possibility of the diversity plan being disbanded. Critics of the school board’s 

decision have even threatened to sue the school board if the district returns to 

segregated schools (Hui & Goldsmith, 2010). Once a leader in diversity, WCPSS 

could look more like neighboring Charlotte-Mecklenberg in the future, a district that 

instilled the importance of busing to achieve diversity across the nation but is now 

experiencing high levels of resegregation across its schools due to a federal court 

order that has expanded choice options (Education Week, 2010).       

Design Matters 

Examining the design of the abovementioned integration plans based on 

voluntary choice and SES suggests the conclusion that each of the plans was different 

in design and implemented in different contexts, illustrating the importance of 
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exploring how the design and implementation of such integration policies interact to 

produce particular outcomes, as well as how the sociopolitical context of these policy 

designs influence outcomes. The design of the plans plays an integral role in whether 

districts can succeed in achieving their plans’ intended goals. For example, had 

SFUSD included fewer indicators in its diversity index but added race as an indicator 

used to socioeconomically integrate schools, the plan might have resulted in less 

segregation.  

To date, there has been no systematic investigation of integration plans based 

on voluntary choice and SES focused on understanding how design, context, and 

implementation matter. Furthermore, no literature, given current published research 

literature and education conference paper databases, has seriously examined why 

none of the aforementioned SES-based integration plans have fully realized their 

goals in terms of socioeconomic and racial diversity. The goal of this study is to 

better understand which types of integration plans based on voluntary choice and SES 

work (or do not work) in which contexts and why. 

Post–Parents Involved Era 

In the post–Parents Involved (2007) era of school desegregation policies, 

school districts are reevaluating the design of their student assignment plans, making 

sure they are in compliance with the new federal law and considering all other 

remedies to achieve different socioeconomic and racial integration outcomes before 

resorting to racial classification. The Parents Involved ruling did not ban all race-

conscious remedies, stating some race-conscious strategies are still constitutional 
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under the decision, such as strategic site selection of new schools; drawing attendance 

zones with general recognition of the demographics of neighborhoods; allocating 

resources for special programs; recruiting students and faculty in a targeted fashion; 

and tracking enrollments, performance, and other statistics by race. However, the 

number of school districts using race-conscious remedies is not as high today as SES-

based integration plans are increasingly being used. Thus, it is more important than 

ever to study how the design, context, and implementation of integration plans based 

on voluntary choice and SES interact to produce intended socioeconomic and racial 

diversity outcomes. In addition, there is little anecdotal evidence or statistical 

research as to the outcomes of integration plans based on voluntary choice and SES. 

Specifically, no one has investigated the relationship between design and outcomes of 

the plans, connecting the two systematically and empirically. This is critically 

important in a post–Parents Involved era in which many school districts are adopting 

these types of plans.  

Theoretical Framework 

 Policy implementation. In order to analyze and conceptualize the relationship 

among the design, context, and implementation of integration plans based on 

voluntary choice and SES, I drew from the policy implementation literature. Using 

policy implementation research allows a researcher not only to focus on a policy that 

is implementable and may work in a specific context but also, and more importantly, 

under what conditions that specific policy can be implemented and succeed in 

achieving its desired goals. Policy implementation research allows scholars to study 
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how policies, people, and places interact to produce certain outcomes (Honig, 2006). 

Policy designs are generally thought of as having three dimensions that influence 

implementation: (a) goals, (b) targets, and (c) tools (Honig, 2006). People ultimately 

design and implement the policy, responding to demands made by the district, school 

board, and local community, and places are defined as where the policy ultimately 

unfolds, shaping the implementation outcomes by historic institutional patterns as 

well as current day politics (Honig, 2006). The underlying goal of policy 

implementation is to determine how policies, people, and places can shape the 

implementation process as well as to explain how the interaction of policies, people, 

and places can impact implementation outcomes (Honig, 2006). Policy 

implementation also seeks to predict patterns of implementation by studying similar 

cases over time (Honig, 2006; Majone, 1989).  

Evolution of education policy implementation. Contemporary education 

policy research did not just happen in a vacuum. Research has been consistent in 

acknowledging the field passing through at least three stages, each of which can be 

distinguished by the particular features and policies investigated and implemented 

during the specific time period as well as the prevailing approaches to implementation 

research (Goggin, Bowman, Lester, & O’Toole, 1990; Honig, 2006; Lennon & 

Corbett, 2003; Odden, 1991; Radin, 2000; Wildavsky, 1996). The first stage focuses 

on what policy gets implemented. The second stage turns the attention to what policy 

gets implemented over time. The third stage is concerned with what policies are 

actually working. Each stage both builds on its predecessor and departs from it in 
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ways that have led to the current stage of education policy implementation, building 

knowledge around implementation (Honig, 2006). 

Stage 1: How a policy gets implemented. Education policy implementation 

has evolved and been shaped through a series of stages since it first appeared as a 

formal research field in the 1960s (Honig, 2006; Odden, 1991). Most of the early 

education policy implementation research focused on macroimplementation issues, 

specifically, how policy designs that were initiated at higher levels of government got 

implemented in lower levels of the system, a very top-down approach to policy 

implementation (Honig, 2006; Odden, 1991). The implementation research concluded 

that conflict between the policy designers and implementers in regards to values, 

priorities, and orientations was unavoidable. Local entities were not willing to or 

lacked the capacity to implement policies designed by those in higher positions of 

government (Murphy, 1971). The expectations of the policy designers were often met 

with resistance and incompetence of the policy implementers (Derthick, 1976; 

Pressman & Wildavsky, 1973). Additionally, implementation researchers found that 

resources allocated to local governments for specifically designed programs were 

being used for other local objectives (Murphy, 1971). This led to the creation of 

theories of addressing the goals of policy design at local institutions, which included 

stronger regulations, incentives, and instructions, in order to improve policy 

implementation and establish strategies that would help close the gap in the policy 

design and implementation process (Sabatier & Mazmanian, 1979). 
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 Stage 2: What policies get implemented over time. The late 1970s and early 

1980s saw a shift in education policy implementation research from a focus on what 

gets implemented to what gets implemented over time (Honig, 2006). Studies during 

this time period sought to discover if programs that were in compliance with 

legislative design and regulations could be implemented after years of existence. Kirst 

and Jung (1980) were the first to look at this stage of education policy 

implementation with their study on Title I of the Elementary and Secondary 

Education Act. They found that over periods of time and many new rules and 

regulations, implementation problems that initially occurred with Title I basically 

subsided after a decade in practice (Kirst & Jung, 1980). Local school districts were 

able to meet the initial goals of the policy design and Title I was being implemented 

in compliance to its legislative design. Furthermore, Kirst and Jung demonstrated the 

need to take longitudinal approaches in policymaking and policy research in order to 

improve implementation, given the changes that can occur incrementally over time in 

the policy formation and implementation processes.  

 While many researchers during the late 1970s were paying attention to what 

policies get implemented over time, other researchers were concerned with disparities 

in policy implementation, paying attention to the role and significance of policies, 

people, and places in the implementation process (Honig, 2006). Peterson, Rabe, and 

Wong (1986) produced a new theory of program implementation and empirical data 

for programs in education concerning this stage of the policy implementation process 

that assisted in illustrating how policy designs can differ in their stated requirements 
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and resource allocation. They identified two types of higher level government 

programs, developmental and redistributive programs, arguing different 

implementation processes occur for each program. Redistributive programs require 

governments to provide services that were not previously provided to specific groups 

that have been underserved and neglected. While most programs eventually become 

implemented over time, Peterson et al. found that the implementation of redistributive 

programs is often more contentious, resulting in more disputes during the policy 

process. Development programs have governmental involvement from the start, 

including programs that made infrastructure investments and promised benefits for 

wider groups. The implementation of development programs occurs relatively quickly 

with fewer roadblocks in the process (Peterson et al., 1986). 

 Other implementation studies during the late 1970s began to shed light on the 

importance of context in large part due to the seminal Rand Change Agent study. In 

their study, Berman and McLaughlin (1976, 1978) found that implementation is 

shaped by micro- and macrolevel influences. Specifically, the policy implementation 

process is one of mutual adaptation, whereby policy implementers must seek to 

maneuver the circumstances found within the microlevel context with demands 

placed at macro level (Berman & McLaughlin, 1976, 1978). The Rand Change Agent 

study, as well as other studies conducted during this time, was essential in bringing 

attention to the significance among the differences of policy, people, and places in the 

implementation process. However, what these studies did not show was how these 

indicators mattered, in what situations they mattered, and how policymakers should 
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tend to these matters (Kirst & Jung, 1980). It would not be until the 1980s that the 

focus in policy implementation included not only how programs get implemented but 

also what makes them work. 

Stage 3: What policies are working and why. The third stage of education 

policy implementation occurred in the 1980s as more scholars began to examine the 

specifics of policy instruments of programs rather than just how programs get 

implemented. McDonnell and Elmore (1991) argued about the importance of policy 

instruments used in programs and how much of an impact they can have in the 

success of the program, highlighting the need for more research on how different 

policy instruments work across different types of programs. McLaughlin (1991) 

added to this assertion, emphasizing an examination be conducted of 

intraorganizational implementation issues, which would include (a) what is known 

about effective practices at the service delivery level, (b) how local practitioners can 

be influenced to pay attention to specific program dilemmas, (c) what strategies may 

be used to help local practitioners become experts in effective practices that need to 

be applied in specific circumstances, and (d) how those at higher levels in the policy 

chain—district, state, and federal—can help local practitioners implement these 

practices at the local level.  

During this same time, policy implementation began to concentrate more on 

who will teach what and how (Fuhrman, Clune, & Elmore, 1988). The publication of 

A Nation at Risk in 1983, more fully developed Great Society programs, and states’ 

new roles as designers of broad-based policy initiatives all played major parts in this 
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new focus on how policy designs could achieve comprehensible improvements in the 

academic performance of students through a heightened focus on curriculum, 

instruction, and teacher professionalism (McLaughlin, 1990).  

Studies during the 1980s also began to examine in depth how places matter in 

the policy implementation process, with a new focus on the role of geographic 

locations and jurisdictions. McLaughlin (1991) argued the importance of place in 

policy implementation research, going so far as to saying that policy implementation 

researchers should pay less attention to which policies get implemented and focus 

more on the conditions that matter to facilitating effective practice. Not surprisingly, 

studies conducted during this time found that places vary in terms of their politics, 

cultures, and histories, which may be why responses to policy directives vary as well 

(Fuhrman et al., 1984). State-specific studies have continued to show that political 

culture and accumulated history help to predict both the dynamics and outcomes of 

legislation (J. Lee, 1997; Mazzoni, 1993; Sacken & Medina, 1990). Furthermore, a 

state’s political culture has been found to be a significant mediating influence on its 

educational policymaking and leadership practices at the state, district, and local 

levels (Louis, Thomas, Gordon, & Febey, 2008). The history of public discourse, 

repeated actions, and expressed preferences of groups join to serve as critical 

ingredients of the context within which people with power can affect decisions and 

thus policies can get implemented (Louis et al., 2008). 

Current policy implementation research. Contemporary policy 

implementation research can best be characterized as “a new generation of 
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implementation inquiry” (Honig, 2006, p. 10). Whereas it still builds on previous 

stages, policy implementation research today is more concerned with how policies, 

people, and places work together to shape the implementation process. This has 

resulted in large part to a change in policy designs that differ considerably from those 

of previous eras. The goals of policies today are more systemic, addressing large-

scale initiatives; the targets of policies now cut across the entire institution and are 

present at the district, state, and federal levels; and the tools that work to serve as 

levers of policy change have significantly expanded, reinforcing traditional control 

models but also looking at new ways in which to influence change (Honig, 2006). 

Present-day policy designs are also extremely complex, given the diversity of tools 

used to address policies simultaneously in public educational systems. Policy 

implementers now have to manage an unparalleled assortment of strategies and 

underlying assumptions about how to improve school performance in ways that can 

drastically impede the implementation process (Hatch, 2002; Honig, 2006). 

Moreover, how policy implementers use these tools in their interpretation of said 

policies may differ from the intent of the policy’s creators, which can delay the 

implementation process (Yanow, 1993). 

 While current policy designs have changed significantly from those of 

previous generations, so, too, have the approaches to implementation research. As 

mentioned previously, whereas prior stages of policy implementation highlighted that 

polices, people, and places interact to affect the implementation process, existing 
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policy implementation research tries to determine how and why this interaction can 

work to shape policy implementation. 

 Policies. As mentioned previously, policy designs possess three key 

components that work to influence implementation: (a) goals, (b) targets, and (c) 

tools. The goals of policy designs can differ depending on the scope of the policy, 

potential challenges to implementation of the policy, the capacity in which an 

implementer may have relative to the stated goal, and where the program or policy 

current stands in relation to its goals (Honig, 2006). Policy targets can greatly 

influence the implementation process by hindering or allowing policy 

implementation, depending on how the policy may affect their particular group in 

terms of outcomes or even in ways that may reinforce a label being placed on a 

certain group (Datnow, Hubbard, & Conchas, 2001; Stein, 2004). The broader set of 

policy tools currently used in policy design and practice can influence 

implementation when used appropriately and depending upon support, capacity, and 

assistance from intermediary organizations (Honig, 2001). While the tools of policy 

design have significantly expanded from previous years, they still are based on 

conflicting ideas about how to effect change and can be daunting to implementers; 

given the way intermediary organizations sometimes converge on schools without 

prior knowledge as to the value of such tools (Honig, 2006).  

 People. People ultimately implement a given policy and therefore have a 

crucial role in negotiating the implementation process. The types of people who 

historically have played a role in the implementation process have expanded to 
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include a wide range of stakeholders involved in the education system, including 

parents, service providers, school reform designers, school administrators, and so on 

(Honig, Kahne, & McLaughlin, 2001). Moreover, some people who may not be 

directly involved in a policy initiative have a great deal of power and influence on the 

implementation of the policy. Additionally, whereas former research has tended to 

focus on formal groups or affiliations involved in the implementation process and 

assumed that such groups all held common beliefs and values around implementation, 

current research is more likely to explore the differences among subgroups within 

these broad affiliations (Honig, 2006).  

 Research also has shown how implementation can be affected by relationships 

among people and their participation within diverse communities. For example, Hill 

(2006), in her study on the impact of language on implementation, talked about the 

concept of teachers belonging to different discourse communities, which has 

significantly shaped how they choose to respond to the demands placed on them 

through reform efforts. Moreover, Smylie and Evans (2006) discussed how social 

interactions and trusting relationships can promote and obstruct reform. Taken 

together, these studies have shown how people can be swayed one way or the other 

by almost anyone with whom they share a positive relationship during the 

implementation process. 

 The policy implementation process no longer can be viewed in terms of one 

group of people working to shape and influence how a policy gets implemented. 

Policymakers and those individuals who implement the policy play essential roles in 
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coconstructing the design and implementation of policy (Datnow, 2006). Design and 

implementation are no longer mutually exclusive processes; those in policymaking 

roles and those in implementation roles must work together to shape both processes 

(Malen, 2006). 

 Places. As noted previously, policy design and implementation are influenced 

by the local context, which plays a pivotal role in school reform outcomes. Education 

policy implementation cannot be fully understood unless its context is conceptualized 

(Dumas & Anyon, 2006). Wells (1995) noted in her research on long-term versus 

short-term effects of school desegregation that researchers must be cognizant that 

school desegregation means different things in different settings; therefore, more 

attention should be paid to the implementation process of these policies. Researchers 

need to be able to conceptualize how desegregation may be implemented in different 

ways in various schools, which requires researchers to employ different 

methodologies and ask different questions depending on the setting (Wells, 1995). 

 Policy design and implementation also matter in terms of outcomes; how 

choices are made within the policy context ultimately can shape implementation. 

Conflicting and multidimensional preferences can affect the implementation of a 

policy (Loeb & McEwan, 2006), particularly when it comes to families choosing 

where to send their children to school. In the case of school choice policies, if the 

goals of the community are similar to the individual families, the policy should 

produce desirable outcomes for all parties involved. Parents will choose schools that 

represent the goals of the district’s policies and vice versa. However, if the goals of 
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the parents and the school district are not aligned and not represented in the design of 

the policy, the outcomes are more likely to be conflicting (Loeb & McEwan, 2006). 

Parents will choose schools based on their preferences, with no regard to the district’s 

goals, potentially leading to harmful effects such as increased segregation within the 

school. Furthermore, some parents may not possess sufficient knowledge when it 

comes to school choice policies and either will fail to exercise their choice options or 

will make choices that are not aligned with their own preferences. This lack of 

knowledge surrounding school choice policies can result in policy implementation 

problems (Loeb & McEwan, 2006). 

Conclusion 

The purpose of this study was to examine the relationship among design, 

implementation, and context of integration plans based on voluntary choice and SES 

in order to determine how school districts use specific socioeconomic factors to 

design and implement such plans. This study considered how these socioeconomic 

indicators affect school-level diversity outcomes, paying particular attention to the 

local sociopolitical context in which these plans were designed and implemented. In 

order to meet the purposes of the study, I reviewed literature related to SES- and race-

based integration plans; regulated and structured school choice; and the context, 

design, and implementation of current integration plans based on voluntary choice 

and SES. 

The literature on SES- and race-based integration plans suggests there are 

benefits and drawbacks to both. While some researchers believe that SES is a good 
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proxy for race and thus can be an adequate indicator used to socioeconomically and 

racially integrate schools, others believe that the only way real racial integration can 

be achieved is by using race as a factor in the student assignment process. Moreover, 

the research on SES-based integration plans is not as extensive as the research on 

race-based integration plans, warranting the need to study the effects of SES-based 

integration plans on socioeconomic and racial diversity at the school level. 

I also examined the school choice literature, as many school desegregation 

plans have included parental choice options. Despite a great deal of school choice 

literature, questions remain as to how school choice will increase or decrease 

diversity in newer integration plans based on voluntary choice and SES. Although 

many of these plans incorporate controlled choice and magnet programs, it is still 

unclear why some parents choose to send their child to one school over the other and 

how school districts can work to make schools more attractive to parents and 

therefore increase the quality of the entire district. 

Finally, I explored the research on the design of SES-based integration plans. I 

discovered that integration plans can yield different results depending on the 

socioeconomic indicators being implemented, the correlation between SES and race 

in the district, the degree of residential segregation patterns in the residing areas, and 

the policies behind defining what it means to have a socioeconomically integrated 

school district. However, the literature did not clarify the relationship among the 

design, implementation, and context of these integration plans. Does a relationship 
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even exist and, if so, how do these three factors interact to produce particular 

outcomes in terms of socioeconomic and racial diversity?   

I then looked at the policy implementation research in order to construct a 

theoretical framework to be used to in the study. Utilizing the policy implementation 

research to examine the relationship among policy design, implementation, and 

outcomes allows delving deep inside the “black box” of policy implementation and 

context. It is also beneficial in helping to explore how implementation outcomes are 

influenced by policies, people, and places and the capacity in which each can assist in 

cultivating, sustaining, and expanding a successful policy initiative (McLaughlin, 

2006). The policy implementation literature provides a structure to examine how 

design matters in terms of school reform and the effectiveness of integration plans 

based on voluntary choice and SES in specific contexts, which is critical in 

understanding how and why a specific policy gets implemented.  

The policy implementation literature has helped not only to answer the 

research questions of this study but also to conduct the data analysis in the subsequent 

chapters. Before this analysis is described in detail, I will discuss the methodology 

and research design of the study. 
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Chapter 3: Methodology and Research Design 

As stated in previous chapters, the purpose of this study is to examine the 

interaction among policy design, context, and implementation in three distinct 

integration plans based on voluntary choice and SES. This study addresses how 

integration plans based on voluntary choice and SES work to socioeconomically and 

racially integrate school districts and keep the legacy of Brown (1954) alive in a 

political, social, and judicial context that is chipping away at the very core of that 

landmark decision. This study contributes to the research by analyzing how the 

program design and implementation interact to produce diverse outcomes in three 

different versions of integration plans based on voluntary choice and SES. This study 

also reveals the ways in which integration plans based on voluntary choice and SES 

meet their stated goals of socioeconomic and racial diversity (in terms of building-

level statistics) as well as how the local sociopolitical context of these policy designs 

influences outcomes. In order to analyze the integration plans, qualitative research 

was conducted exploring the context, community, and stakeholders involved in the 

design and implementation of three divergent plans: (a) OPS Student Assignment 

Plan, (b) JCPS Student Assignment Plan, and (c) BUSD Student Assignment Plan. 

Research Questions 

As mentioned previously, this study was guided by an overarching research 

question and three additional research questions that would help to answer Research 

Question 1, the study’s meta-research question:  
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1. What is the relationship among policy design, context, and implementation 

in integration plans based on voluntary choice and SES, and how do these three 

factors interact to produce particular outcomes? 

2. How do the design and implementation of integration plans based on 

voluntary choice and SES interact to produce particular outcomes? 

3. How does the local sociopolitical context of integration policy designs 

based on voluntary choice and SES influence outcomes? 

4. In what ways do integration policies based on voluntary choice and SES 

meet (or not) their stated goals of socioeconomic and racial diversity (in terms of 

building-level statistics)? 

Unit of Analysis 

According to Merriam (1998), the single most defining characteristic of case 

study research lies in delineating the object of the study, the case. Miles and 

Huberman (1994b) defined the case as “a phenomenon of some sort occurring in a 

bounded context” (p. 25). Graphically, Miles and Huberman (1994b) depicted the 

case as a circle with a heart in the center. The heart represents the focus of the study, 

and the circle “defines the edge of the case: what will not be studied” (p. 25). The 

phenomenon being studied must be intrinsically bounded or it is not considered a case 

(Merriam, 1998).  

The unit of the analysis in case study research is the phenomenon or entity 

(the case) the researcher is interested in gaining knowledge about by uncovering how 

specific characteristics of the phenomenon interact in a given context (Merriam, 
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1998). The case study researcher is interested in learning about the phenomenon (the 

case), not the methods by which the case operates (Stake, 2005). Stake emphasized 

that the design of the case study should optimize an understanding of the case rather 

than simply generalize beyond it. The unit of analysis for this study was each 

individual school district’s integration plan. Conceptually, I explored the unit of 

analysis by examining the relationship among the policy design, context, and 

implementation of three integration plans based on voluntary choice and SES and 

how these factors interacted to produce particular outcomes. The unit of analysis was 

observed through a case design that was descriptive and presented a detailed account 

of the phenomenon under study. I chose three case sites in order to observe the 

phenomenon as it was occurring (Miles & Huberman, 1994b). The integration plans 

based on voluntary choice and SES in OPS, JCPS, and BUSD were each chosen to be 

a part of my study based on the design on the plan, paying particular attention to the 

socioeconomic indicators used to assign students to schools in each of the districts; 

the context in which the plans have been implemented, including the size and type of 

district (city or countywide); and my ability to draw broader generalizations of 

integration plans based on voluntary choice and SES. The method I used for choosing 

the particular case sites is described in more detail below.  

Qualitative Methodology 

In order to answer the research questions posed in this study, I chose to utilize 

qualitative case study methodology. Qualitative research seeks to help us understand 

and explain the meaning of social phenomena while disrupting the natural setting as 
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little as possible (Merriam, 1998). Qualitative researchers are interested in 

understanding how people construct meaning and how they make sense of the world 

through their individual experiences (Merriam, 1998).  

In qualitative research, the settings in which the researcher conducts a study 

serve as the direct source of data (Bogdan & Biklen, 2007). The qualitative researcher 

usually goes to the site to be investigated and conducts fieldwork, which enables the 

researcher to develop a high level of detail about the place and the individuals that 

reside there (Merriam, 1998). Qualitative researchers want to discover how, where, 

and under what circumstances the particular phenomenon under investigation came 

into being and feel that these actions can best be understood in the specific context 

(Bogdan & Biklen, 2007). Because qualitative research methods provides a means to 

examine the context in which a particular phenomenon occurs, I was able to better 

understand how the local sociopolitical context of integration policy designs based on 

voluntary choice and SES influences outcomes. 

The qualitative researcher is the principal instrument for the data collection 

and analysis in the study. Serving as the instrument for data collection, as opposed to 

using a survey, technological instrument, or other inanimate tool, the researcher can 

be responsive and adapt to the given context, process the data without delay, and 

explore ideas as well as summarize the study as it evolves (Guba & Lincoln, 1981; 

Merriam, 1998). The qualitative researcher also can become involved in actual 

experiences of the individuals when conducting research, which allows for 

perspectives to be gained from reality instead of preconceived ideas (Creswell, 2003; 
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Merriam, 1998).  Serving as the sole qualitative researcher in my study, I was able to 

adjust my research strategies accordingly throughout my study in order to best obtain 

the data I needed. I used these data to determine the relationship among policy design, 

context, and implementation in integration plans based on voluntary choice and SES 

and how they interact to produce particular outcomes. 

Qualitative research case studies focus on the processes, meanings, and 

understandings of a particular phenomenon, resulting in products that can be 

extremely descriptive and rich in nature (Merriam, 1998). The end product of 

qualitative research can include descriptions of the context and people involved in the 

study, direct quotes from documents and participants, and even historical information 

that may assist in situating the current day situation of the case (Merriam, 1998).  

By using qualitative case study methodology in my study, I was able to 

provide rich and descriptive data that reveal the complexity involved as well as how 

people have made meanings of the events and processes that led up to the design and 

implementation of these integration plans. These qualitative data are able to 

supplement and validate quantitative data that have been taken from the same setting 

in SES-based integration plans (Miles & Huberman, 1994b).   

Comparative Case Study 

Because I was interested in exploring the role of context in the outcomes of 

integration plans based on voluntary choice and SES, I chose to employ qualitative 

case study research. Case studies are a type of qualitative research commonly used in 

the field of education that provide intensive analyses and descriptions of a 
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phenomenon bounded by space and time (Hancock & Algozzine, 2006). Case studies 

allow for a more complete understanding of a phenomenon’s complexity by allowing 

the researcher to examine a phenomenon or behavior in context (Majchrzak, 1984). 

Furthermore, they can provide comprehensive understanding of the circumstances 

and meaning for the people involved. In case studies, the researcher is more interested 

in learning about the process as opposed to the outcomes, context rather than specific 

variables, and discovery rather than corroboration (Merriam, 1998). Case studies are 

often used as a method in policy research as they help researchers identify factors and 

behaviors that initially may not have been expected to be related to the social problem 

under investigation (Majchrzak, 1984).  

Case studies serve as an appropriate type of qualitative research methodology 

when the researcher is interested in learning about the process of the phenomenon in 

the study (Merriam, 1998). Process is defined as being able to describe the context 

and population of the study, the extent to which the program or policy under 

investigation is implemented, and discovering how specific characteristics of the 

program or policy as well as context characteristics may have interacted to produce 

certain outcomes (Majchrzak, 1984; Merriam, 1998). Being able to clearly examine 

the process by which a policy has been implemented is particularly helpful for 

developing recommendations that concern how policies may be implemented in the 

future (Majchrzak, 1984). 

This method, therefore, was particularly appropriate for my study, which 

sought to discover how the design and implementation processes of three specific 
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integration plans based on voluntary choice and SES came to fruition, how the local 

sociopolitical contexts influenced the way in which the plans were designed and 

implemented, and how these processes worked together to produce dissimilar 

outcomes in the school districts. The method I used for selecting particular case sites 

is described in detail below.  

Site Selection 

Three integration plans based on voluntary choice and SES served as case 

studies in this research: (a) OPS Student Assignment Plan, (b) JCPS Student 

Assignment Plan, and (c) BUSD Student Assignment Plan. These three integration 

plans based on voluntary choice and SES were chosen to be a part of this study for a 

number of reasons.  

Omaha. The first integration plan based on voluntary choice and SES I chose 

to study is the OPS Student Assignment Plan. The OPS Student Assignment Plan 

uses free or reduced-price lunch as its socioeconomic indicator (OPS, 1999), an 

indicator used in many SES-based integration plans that is often thought of as a crude 

binary in trying to achieve racial integration because a student is classified as either 

eligible for free or reduced-price lunch or not. I felt it was crucial to examine a plan 

that used free or reduced-price lunch in order to test this assertion. I also found OPS 

to be an interesting school district to study because it embodies a particularly 

challenging context as a city with a rapidly declining White, middle-class population 

surrounded by a number of expanding suburban school districts. Additionally, being 

part of another study on regionalism and regional equity in the Omaha metropolitan 
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area, I became interested in learning more about the current state of affairs of 

integration in Omaha and thought it would be to my benefit to learn more about the 

OPS Student Assignment Plan. As I began my inquiry, I became even more intrigued 

in the Omaha plan as it had been in existence for almost 10 years (OPS, 1999). 

Moreover, in a post–Parents Involved (2007) world it is crucial to examine 

desegregation plans that have not been using race as its defining factor in assigning 

students to schools, since the decision significantly narrows the options local officials 

have to create and maintain racially diverse school enrollments as well as stabilize 

their districts by making all schools more equal (Wells & Frankenberg, 2007). Given 

that Omaha has had a SES-based integration plan in place for nearly a decade, OPS 

could serve as a model to other school districts seeking to revamp their current 

desegregation plans to be in compliance with the new federal law.  

Jefferson County. I chose to examine the second integration plan based on 

voluntary choice and SES, the JCPS Student Assignment Plan, in large part because 

of the plan’s design and features as well as the context in which it is situated. The 

JCPS Student Assignment Plan is based on geography (where the student lives) and 

requires elementary schools to have 15–50% of their students coming from 

geographic Area A, an area in which schools have a higher than average percentage 

of minority students (all non-White students) and fall below the district average for 

median income per household member and educational attainment (JCPS, 2008b). 

Jefferson County is an interesting and starkly different place because of its county-

wide configuration that incorporates both cities and suburbs and thus captures all of 
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the potential White flight. Additionally, JCPS is often cited as the best integrated 

school district in the nation (JCPS, 2008b). Moreover, JCPS was one of the two 

districts involved in the Parents Involved (2007) ruling. I thought it would be apropos 

to study a school district directly affected by the recent Supreme Court decision and 

examine what the district has chosen to implement as a response to the ruling. Prior to 

the Parents Involved decision, JCPS used race in its student assignment process, 

requiring all schools to have a student population of no less than 15% and no more 

than 50% Black students. Examining how the new JCPS countywide, geography-

based plan may or may not be working to socioeconomically and racially integrate its 

schools post–Parents Involved peaked my interest; school districts may have to think 

of integration more in regional terms given the major demographic shifts occurring in 

suburban school districts. 

Berkeley. The third integration plan based on voluntary choice and SES 

chosen for analysis was the BUSD Student Assignment Plan. BUSD was one of the 

first districts in the nation to voluntarily integrate its schools in 1968 (BUSD, 2004a). 

The district is located in a relatively affluent community with a long history of 

embracing its racial diversity. In 1995, the district continued its integration efforts and 

adopted a comprehensive plan to preserve integration within the schools in light of 

continued residential segregation in the city. The current plan, adopted in 2004, uses 

SES profiles of neighborhoods to integrate schools as well as parental education and 

race (BUSD, 2004a). The plan focuses on the elementary level, dividing the district’s 

11 elementary schools among three attendance zones. The entire district is divided 
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into 445 planning areas, each between four and eight city blocks in size. Each 

planning area is assigned a diversity composite category of 1–3 based upon three 

factors: (a) percentage of students of color; (b) level of parental income; and (c) level 

of parental education within each planning area. Each diversity factor is weighed 

equally in the calculation of the diversity composite category number. Students are 

then assigned to schools based on six priority categories: (a) students currently 

attending the school and residing in the school’s attendance zone, (b) students 

currently attending the school and residing outside the school’s attendance zone, (c) 

students with siblings currently attending the school, (d) students not currently 

attending the school but residing within the school’s attendance zone, (e) students not 

currently attending the school but residing outside the school’s attendance zone, and 

(f) students seeking interdistrict transfers. Students are assigned to a particular school 

based upon their preference and the diversity category number assigned to the 

planning area in which the student resides (BUSD, 2004a).  

The BUSD Student Assignment Plan represents a more multifactor approach 

toward achieving integration within the district’s schools and is therefore unique in 

design. The plan has withstood a number of legal battles in which the court ruled that 

the integration plan was not discriminatory and did not show any partiality to a 

student on the basis of race, permitting the district to continue to use race as one of 

many factors in determining how to assign students to schools (American Civil Rights 

Foundation v. Berkeley Unified School District, 2007, 2009; Avila v. Berkeley Unified 
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School District, 2004). The plan is also relatively new and has yet to be fully 

evaluated in terms of success, making it even more attractive and vital to study. 

Sampling criteria. It is important to note that my study was not focused on 

looking at a sample of school district SES-based integration plans from which I hoped 

to see a particular phenomenon emerge (Wells, Hirshberg, Lipton, & Oakes, 1995). 

Rather, I examined a sample in which I knew the phenomenon was occurring but was 

not aware of its effects. Additionally, I was interested in looking at a sample of school 

districts with different social contexts so that in my cross-case analyses I could draw 

analytical conclusions about the relationship of context to the outcomes of these 

integration plans that went beyond the immediate findings in each case and even 

generalize about the impact of various case contexts on socioeconomic integration 

efforts (Wells et al., 1995). 

Access. Upon selecting the three sites to include in the study based on the 

aforementioned sampling criteria, I developed an initial list of interviewees based on 

the individuals listed directly on the integration plans. I e-mailed and telephoned 

these individuals, explained the purpose of the study, requested an interview, and 

asked if additional people were involved in the plans whom I needed to contact and 

include in the study. While I was able to distinguish individuals involved in the 

design and implementation of the integration plans based on voluntary choice and 

SES upon reviewing documents and reading the plans, I thought it was necessary to 

ask the potential participants if additional people worked behind the scenes to ensure 

that the plans were able to get off the ground and running—people whose names 
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might not appear on official documents but who worked diligently in designing and 

implementing the plans. Luckily, most of the people I contacted referred me to at 

least one other person involved in the design and implementation of the districts’ 

plans. I then contacted the recommended list of people via e-mail and eventually set 

up interviews with the key individuals involved in each of the plans. 

I also e-mailed some of my contacts who had done previous work with some 

of the individuals in the school districts and asked if they could recommend potential 

interviewees for the study. These individuals not only provided me with the 

information for a number of people to contact to be interviewed but also shared with 

me their own data that assisted in helping to answer my research questions. Although 

I was not able to meet with all of the people I had requested to interview, I did receive 

responses from the majority of the people I contacted and was given an explanation as 

to why the individual would not be participating in the study. 

 Since I was also involved in another study with OPS and met and 

corresponded with some of the district individuals prior to this study, I found it easier 

to gain access to individuals and set up interviews within that district compared to 

Jefferson County and Berkeley, where I had no prior affiliation. However, the 

individuals who met with me in Jefferson County and Berkeley were welcoming and 

willing to answer all of my questions and engage in real conversations with me about 

their district’s integration plans. I felt that being an outsider to these districts might 

have served to my benefit, as I was not perceived as a much of a threat, although any 
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type of researcher is usually treated with some sort of skepticism upon the onset of 

the study.  

Data Collection Methods 

Document review. In order to understand the events leading up to the three 

integration plans based on voluntary choice and SES, I conducted a historical analysis 

of school desegregation in the Omaha, Jefferson County, and Berkeley metropolitan 

areas, which helped me examine questions related to how and why the plans came to 

fruition (Heck, 2004). Archival records and documents relevant to the emergence of 

the plans were collected and analyzed in order to gain a better understanding of the 

impact of school desegregation in each of these contexts. These documents included 

court cases, newspaper articles, agendas and minutes from the local school board 

meetings as well as student assignment committee meetings, policy proposals 

outlining the design of the plans, and reports and evaluations of the school 

desegregation plans. I also collected documents from the districts that included 

student demographic data as well as data from the U.S. Census so that I could 

ascertain any trends in socioeconomic and racial integration in the districts as well as 

the cities prior to and after the implementation of the integration plans.  

Interviews. Another important source of case study information is 

interviewing, probably the most common form of data collection in qualitative studies 

(Merriam, 1998). The main goal of interviewing is to obtain specific information 

from a person who cannot be directly observed (Patton, 1990). Patton (1990) stated, 

We cannot observe feelings, thoughts, and intentions. We cannot observe 
behaviors that took place at some previous point in time. We cannot observe 
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situations that preclude the presence of an observer. We cannot observe how 
people have organized the world and the meanings they attach to what goes on 
in the world. We have to ask people questions about those things. The purpose 
of interviewing, then, is to allow us to enter into the other person’s 
perspectives. (p. 196) 

 
Interviews were an important component of my study because by talking to 

people involved in the design and implementation of the integration plans, I was able 

to gain a better understanding of how key decisions were made during the design and 

implementation processes. For instance, interviews would reveal why a school district 

decided to use certain socioeconomic indicators to achieve socioeconomic and racial 

diversity, what the thinking behind the design of the plans might have been, and why 

certain people were brought to the table during the design and implementation 

processes. Much of this detail might not have been obtained from simply reading the 

integration plan documents. I interviewed key individuals who were involved with the 

integration plans since their inception, which allowed me to learn more about the 

evolution of the plans, including whether the interviewees believed the districts were 

experiencing more or less socioeconomic and racial diversity since implementation. 

These key individuals included a superintendent, former superintendent, assistant 

superintendents, school board members, general counsel to the districts, district 

administrators, district staff, community members, and consultants brought in to help 

design the plans.  

Interviews conducted in this study were semistructured and in depth. 

Semistructured interviews allow for more flexibility than structured interviews but are 

still guided by a pre-established list of questions to explore with the interviewee 
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(Merriam, 1998). However, in semistructured interviews, the researcher can respond 

to a situation that may arise during the course of the interview without feeling that the 

interview is veering off course. In fact, new topics may even arise from 

semistructured interviews, allowing for a greater breadth of information than that 

obtained through a highly set of structured questions (Merriam, 1998; Miles & 

Huberman, 1994b). Using semistructured interviews allowed me to engage in more 

natural conversations with the interviewees, which I believe led the interviewee to 

feel more comfortable during the interview process and perhaps even divulge more 

information than would have been provided in a more structured setting. 

In-depth qualitative interviewing refers to repeated face-to-face encounters 

between the researcher and informants in order to understand the informants’ 

perspectives on their lives, experiences, or situations as stated in their own words. In-

depth interviews are modeled after a conversation between equals rather than a formal 

question-and-answer session (Taylor & Bogdan, 1998). The types of qualitative in-

depth interviews conducted in this study were directed towards learning about events 

and activities that could not be observed directly. Participants in this type of 

interviewing act as informants to the researcher, revealing their own views and 

experiences as well as the views of others (Taylor & Bogdan, 1998). Semistructured, 

in-depth interviews were useful in this study as they helped to facilitate how specific 

questions about the integration plans were asked and allowed the interviewee to 

provide additional information that might not have been touched upon through a 

particular interview question.   
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Interviews were conducted with members of the Omaha, Jefferson County, 

and Berkeley communities in order to gain a better understanding of the design and 

implementation of each school district’s respective integration plan based on 

voluntary choice and SES (see Appendix A for Interview Protocol). I initially planned 

on conducting approximately 12–15 interviews at each site. However, during the 

course of contacting each school district and learning more about the individuals 

involved in the plans, my list of interviewees narrowed to eight interviews in Omaha, 

seven interviews in Jefferson County, and six interviews in Berkeley. I spent 

approximately one week at each site conducting interviews. During all of the 

interviews I took extensive notes and tape-recorded each session. Upon completion of 

each day’s interviews, I spent additional time taking notes on the interview, making 

sure to have a written documentation for my reference noting the atmosphere of the 

interview, initial themes that arose during the interview, and any additional questions 

I had for myself to follow up on in the research as well as with the interviewees. After 

each site visit, I transcribed all of the interviews.  

I also drove around the cities and observed the locations of schools within the 

district to gain a better understanding of the community and the context of the school 

district. I spent time in the city libraries and even went to an exhibit on the celebration 

of the 150th anniversary of OPS to obtain documents and relevant information not 

accessible from afar.  
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Data Analysis Techniques 

Since my study involves multiple cases, data were collected and analyzed in 

two stages using within-case and cross-case analyses. The within-case analysis is 

descriptive, with the goal of deciphering what is going on in a specific context, how 

things are taking place, and making complicated issues easier to understand. The 

within-case analysis helps to answer the “why” questions posed in this study by 

explaining reasons for the phenomenon through the data collected (Miles & 

Huberman, 1994a).  

After a within-case analysis is conducted on each case, a cross-case analysis 

can begin. In cross-case analyses, the objective is to generalize key processes and 

explanations that have been tested in different settings (Miles & Huberman, 1994a). 

The goal is to see “processes and outcomes that occur across many cases, to 

understand how they are qualified by local conditions, and thus develop more 

sophisticated descriptions and more powerful explanations” (Miles & Huberman, 

1994b, p. 172). Although cross-cases analyses can be useful in explaining patterns 

that may be occurring between different cases, the researcher must be careful in 

superficially generalizing across cases. Each individual case must be viewed with a 

close eye, acknowledging the role of the local context, before we can make any 

conclusions about the trends that may be occurring across the cases (Miles & 

Huberman, 1994a). 

As I performed the within-case and cross-case analyses, I implemented a 

system to organize and manage my data so that I was able to easily retrieve specific 
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pieces of the data while working on the analysis and results sections of my study. 

First, I established themes that arose during the interviews. These themes were then 

coded according to a scheme I felt relevant in my study, focusing specifically on the 

design and implementation processes of each integration plan based on voluntary 

choice and SES as well as the role of the sociopolitical and geographic context in 

each of the plans. Coding refers to assigning “some sort of shorthand designation to 

various aspects of your data so that you can easily retrieve specific pieces of the data” 

(Merriam, 1998, p. 164). Coding can be found in the form of words, numbers, letters, 

themes, or even a combination of these methods. Coding allows for easy access to the 

data that were collected as I analyzed and wrote the results of my study. Coding also 

helps to identify patterns that illustrate the relationship among policy design, context, 

and implementation in the integration plans based on voluntary choice and SES and 

how these factors interact to produce particular outcomes.  

I also kept track of my thoughts, speculations, and hunches by writing field 

notes in a journal throughout the duration of my study. My field notes were 

interwoven with the raw data I collected in the study to provide for a more thorough 

and credible analysis (Merriam, 1998). 

After the cases were analyzed individually and comparatively, I verified 

conclusions made from the data through a technique known as triangulation. 

Triangulation is a method for establishing validity in a case study by double-checking 

the findings through multiple sources of data (Miles & Huberman, 1994a). It allows 

the researcher to gain a deeper insight and better understanding of the people and 
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places involved in the study by drawing on multiple sources of data to confirm 

findings (Taylor & Bogdan, 1998). As my study sought to identify the relationship 

among policy design, context, and implementation in integration plans based on 

voluntary choice and SES, it was necessary for me to draw on different types of data 

from documents collected and reviewed, interviews, and demographic statistics; 

relying on just one type of data source can result in a highly unreliable study. 

Limitations  

Several limitations to this study must be addressed. One limitation of this 

study involves problems with data that can arise with conducting a historical analysis. 

The validity, availability, completeness, and reliability of historical data can be issues 

of concern. Since people who witnessed historical events may not be available to be 

interviewed, contemporary sources of evidence are often unavailable. Although I 

sought out individuals who were present during the initial design and implementation 

of the integration plans based on voluntary choice and SES in Berkeley, Jefferson 

County, and Omaha, it was challenging to find and interview people who directly 

observed and were part of such an important time in history (Heck, 2004; Yin, 2003). 

In Omaha and Jefferson County, I was fortunate to speak with individuals who had 

been involved with or working for the school districts for a number of years and thus 

had a great deal of historical information on the design and implementation of the 

integration plans. In Berkeley, many of the people involved with the design and 

implementation of the current integration plan had moved from the district or 

community, which made the task of speaking with many people involved in the 
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creation of the plan somewhat problematic. However, according to the integration 

plans as well as sources who assisted in guiding me toward individuals I should 

include in my study, I believe the necessary people involved in the design and 

implementation of the respective integration plans were interviewed, and thus I am 

confident that sufficient information was obtained to answer the research questions. 

It also should be noted that data collected in historical analyses are limited in 

their flexibility. Data relevant to school desegregation in Berkeley, Jefferson County, 

and Omaha might have only been collected in certain year intervals and might be 

incomplete or inaccurate. The data also may not permit the disaggregation of 

variables (Heck, 2004). For example, in this study data was not available that 

disaggregated income and poverty levels in cities and/or counties by race or ethnicity 

from previous years. The same was true for data from past schools years on the 

number of students in a school district receiving free or reduced-price meals by race 

or ethnicity. 

Although case studies are an excellent method for reporting events in their 

existing settings, they are not free from limitations. Potential limitations of 

conducting a case study were the time and cost of such a study. Both of these factors 

played a role in this study, as the research conducted was limited to a specific time 

period. Future studies should be conducted in order to examine the longevity of the 

integration plans also and if they are truly working to integrate schools in the Omaha, 

Jefferson County, and Berkeley communities. 
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Significance of the Study 

Integration plans based on voluntary choice and SES are relatively new in 

nature and therefore need to be thoroughly analyzed. The goal of this study is to 

better understand which types of integration plans based on voluntary choice and SES 

work (or do not work) in different contexts and why. Using a qualitative case study 

methodology was helpful in identifying the most critical factors in shaping and 

accomplishing socioeconomic and racial diversity in each school district by 

examining the context of the integration plans, talking with the key stakeholders 

involved in the design and implementation processes, and analyzing key documents 

leading up to the creation and implementation of the plans. This study could be of 

help to other school districts in similarly situated contexts as they embark on 

designing and implementing integration plans based on voluntary choice and SES 

with the goal of socioeconomically and racially integrating schools. Specifically, 

results could lead to policy recommendations as to what constructs—policy design, 

context, and implementation—of these types of integration plans may be applicable.  

The goal of this dissertation, ultimately, is to elucidate the benefits and 

drawbacks of different types of integration plans based on voluntary choice and SES 

and to shed light on the types of these plans that may be most effective in different 

contexts. By studying three different types of integration plans based on voluntary 

choice and SES, situated in three different contexts, the study’s findings could help 

district leaders be more cognizant of what types of integration plans may work best to 

socioeconomically and racially integrate their schools. Thus, this dissertation 
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illuminates which types of integration plans based on voluntary choice and SES may 

work best in an urban district with growing levels of poverty such as Omaha, in a 

countywide district incorporating both city and suburbs as in Jefferson County, or in 

smaller racially diverse districts like Berkeley.  

The findings of my dissertation contribute to the larger policy conversation 

surrounding SES-based integration plans by emphasizing the importance of 

differences within these plans and how the plans may play out differently by context. 

A one-size-fits-all, SES-based integration plan will not work for every school district 

across the country. However, it would be helpful for district leaders to be aware of 

plans being implemented in similarly situated contexts so that they may be able to 

learn from the successes and challenges of these plans as they try to design and 

implement plans of their own. In Chapters 4-6 I discuss three different approaches to 

assigning students to schools in order to achieve integration emphasizing the key 

components of each plan. 
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Chapter 4: Omaha, Nebraska:  

A City and School District at the Mercy of White Out-Migration 

 
As stated in Chapter 2, the design and structure of integration plans based on 

voluntary choice and SES can make a considerable difference when it comes to 

achieving racial and socioeconomic diversity (Reardon et al., 2006). Furthermore, 

understanding the history and culmination of these plans can help to explain how and 

why school districts are using certain indicators in their student assignment plans in 

order to achieve racial and socioeconomic diversity within their schools. The history 

of these plans as well as their design and structures are complex and vary 

significantly. Therefore, in order to determine whether the current design and 

structures of integration plans based on voluntary choice and SES may have an affect 

on diversity outcomes, we must recognize (a) how the plans were initially created 

given the history of school desegregation in the specific school districts, (b) how the 

plans evolved over time with the changing politics and demographics of the school 

districts and the cities in which they are located, and (c) how effective the plans are in 

maintaining their diversity goals.  

The purpose of this chapter, as well as Chapters 5 and 6, is to provide a 

description of the history and structure of the three integration plans based on 

voluntary choice and SES analyzed in this study. This description includes (a) the 

historical context of desegregation and changing demographics over time in each city 

and school district, (b) how each plan came to fruition, (c) what each plan currently 

looks like, and ultimately (d) how successful the plans are in creating and sustaining 
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integrated learning environments. I begin each site description with a history of the 

integration plan based on voluntary choice and SES. I then describe changes that have 

occurred in the plans over time and how these changes were attributed to the shifting 

demographics and sociopolitical context within the cities and school districts. Next, I 

discuss the current iteration of the plans and provide an explanation as to why 

changes were made to previous versions of the plans in order to arrive at the existing 

plans. I also offer reasons why these changes relate or do not relate to the current 

demographics and sociopolitical context of the cities and school districts. At the end 

of each site description, I present information describing how successful the plans are 

in terms of meeting their stated diversity goals, including how many schools are in or 

out of compliance with the plans and why. 

As described in Chapter 3, this study examines the interaction among policy 

design, implementation, and context in three distinct integration plans based on 

voluntary choice and SES. The first of these plans is the OPS Student Assignment 

Plan, a plan that uses eligibility for free or reduced-price lunch as the SES indicator 

by which to achieve school integration. Understanding the realization of the current 

OPS Student Assignment Plan first requires understanding the history of segregation 

and school desegregation in the city of Omaha, including characteristics of the 

community and school district, as well as the actors involved in the design and 

implementation of the plan.  

As I shall illustrate in this chapter, while parents are continuing to exercise 

their choice options throughout OPS and some schools are still able to achieve 
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socioeconomic and racial diversity, the district is at a turning point in terms of trying 

to maintain integrated schools with its plan as it currently exists. The changing 

demographics as well as the sociopolitical and geographic contexts are making it 

increasingly difficult for the plan to succeed, proving just how critical it is for school 

districts to pay attention to these factors when designing integration plans of their 

own.  

The History of the OPS Student Assignment Plan 

Origins of housing segregation. As is the case in many desegregation plans, 

the desegregation of OPS emerged out of the city’s long battle with housing 

segregation. Omaha historically has been a city divided by race or ethnicity and class. 

Like many cities during the late 19th and early 20th centuries, Omaha attracted 

European immigrants as well as White and Black migrants from the south during the 

Great Migration. The meat-packing industry brought thousands of immigrants to 

Omaha, and the city continued to experience a massive population growth until 

World War II. Blacks were also recruited into the city during this time to work in the 

meat-packing industry (Larsen & Cotrell, 1997). The Black population in Omaha 

doubled from 5,000 in 1910 to 10,315 by 1920 (NebraskaStudies.org, 2010). As the 

city became more racially and ethnically diverse, conflicts arose, due in large part to 

labor forces and competition for jobs. Race riots ensued, leading to the brutal 

lynching of a Black packing-house worker accused of assaulting a White woman 

(NebraskaStudies.org, 2010). 
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 Racial segregation became institutionalized in Omaha in the 1920s through 

redlining and restrictive covenants that kept Blacks concentrated in North Omaha 

(U.S. & Nellie Mae Webb et al. v. School District of Omaha, 1975). Whites further 

separated themselves from racial and ethnic minorities in Omaha during the period of 

suburbanization and highway expansion that occurred from the 1950s through the 

1970s. During this time, new housing was developed in West Omaha, and White 

middle- and upper-class families fled to this area. The historically ethnically diverse 

areas of North and South Omaha became more concentrated by race and class. The 

workers living in these areas suffered dramatic job losses during industrial 

restructuring that increased rapidly in the 1960s, and poverty became more 

widespread (Larsen & Cotrell, 1997).  

These patterns were exacerbated by state and private practices. The Omaha 

Housing Authority opened five public housing projects between 1938 and 1953, four 

of which were constructed in or close to the Near North Side. The area in which the 

majority of the Black community resided in Omaha was referred to as the “Near 

North Side.” Whites lived in newly developing residential areas on the periphery of 

the city as well as in other residential areas beyond the Near North Side. By 1973, 

these housing projects were 95% Black. The fifth housing project was located in 

South Omaha and was referred to as the “White project,” as most of its occupants 

were White. Racially discriminatory housing assignment was encouraged by the 

Omaha Housing Authority, as White applicants for public housing would turn down 

openings in Black projects yet remain at the top of the priority list. Restrictive racial 
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covenants were also included in deeds, and realtors were discouraged from selling 

property to Blacks in White neighborhoods. The patterns of segregated housing 

continued in Omaha during the 1970s (U.S. & Nellie Mae Webb et al. v. School 

District of Omaha, 1975). 

Origins of school segregation. The housing segregation that existed 

throughout the city of Omaha naturally led to a number of highly segregated schools 

within OPS. The school district exacerbated this segregation through racially 

gerrymandering attendance zones and through student transfer policies that allowed 

White students to flee diverse schools. However, a school desegregation plan that 

could work to decrease the number of highly segregated schools and ultimately 

achieve integration was not carried out in Omaha, like many school districts across 

the country, until well after the Supreme Court ruled that separate is not equal in 

public education (Brown v. Board of Education, 1954). OPS operated under a federal 

court order to desegregate its schools for 9 years, beginning in the 1975–1976 school 

year and ending in 1984. The 1975 federal court order requiring the desegregation of 

public schools in Omaha was handed down as a result of a lawsuit, U.S. & Nellie Mae 

Webb et al. v. School District of Omaha (1975). The issue presented in the Webb case 

was whether the racial segregation in the School District of Omaha (which was not 

yet named OPS) denied Black students the equal protection of the laws guaranteed 

under the Fourteenth Amendment of the U.S. Constitution. At the time of the trial, 

Nebraska law did not require segregated educational facilities, so the 

unconstitutionality of the racial segregation that existed in Omaha public schools 
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depended on finding whether segregation was brought about or intentionally 

maintained by the state. In Webb, the court concluded that sufficient evidence was 

presented by the plaintiffs to establish that segregation in the School District of 

Omaha was intentionally created and maintained by the district. The court required 

that the district be integrated, guidelines be established for achieving integration, and 

the district be under the supervision of the court throughout this process (U.S. & 

Nellie Mae Webb et al. v. School District of Omaha, 1975). 

At the time of the Webb case, there was no argument as to the existence of 

racial segregation in the School District of Omaha. In fact, as evident through faculty 

assignment, student transfers, optional attendance zones, and school construction, 

intentional segregation had long been established throughout the district.  

Faculty assignment. School faculties in the Omaha school district had been 

segregated since the hiring of its first two Black teachers in the 1940–1941 school 

year; both of these teachers were assigned to majority-Black elementary schools. 

From 1940–1963, every Black teacher hired in the Omaha school district was 

assigned to a majority-Black school. From 1963–1969, of the 81 new Black teachers 

hired by the district, 67 were assigned to majority-Black schools. In the 1972–1973 

school year, the school district employed 193 Black teachers, 121 of whom were 

assigned to majority-Black schools and 59 assigned to schools with a Black 

enrollment above 25%. Only 18% of the Black teachers in the district were assigned 

to schools with enrollments less than 25% Black. Moreover, during this same school 

year more than half of the schools within the district did not have a single Black 
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teacher among the faculty (U.S. & Nellie Mae Webb et al. v. School District of 

Omaha, 1975). 

Student transfers. In 1964, a new transfer policy was instituted in the Omaha 

school district, which allowed any student to transfer schools if (a) the achievement 

level of the transferring student was at least as equal as the average achievement level 

of the receiving school, (b) the receiving school was not overcrowded, (c) 

transportation was provided by parents, and (d) a formal request was submitted. 

Evidence submitted to the court during the time of the Webb trial showed the effect of 

the transfer policy on majority-Black schools in the 1970–1971 and 1971–1972 

school years. During this time, almost all of the White student transfer requests from 

majority-Black schools were automatically granted. In the 1970–1971 school year, 

approximately 30% of all White students assigned to the predominately Black 

elementary schools transferred to the predominately White elementary schools. In the 

1971–1972 school year, the transfer request in these schools increased slightly to 

32%. During this same period, only 1.5% of Black students transferred out of the 

majority-Black elementary schools (U.S. & Nellie Mae Webb et al. v. School District 

of Omaha, 1975). 

The middle and high schools experienced even higher levels of requested 

transfers during this period. In the 1970–1971 school year, 61% of White students 

assigned to majority-Black middle schools transferred out of the schools. In the 

1971–1972 school year, this figure jumped to 72%, while only 7.5% of Black 

students transferred out of the majority-Black middle schools. At the high school 
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level, while only 16% of White students were assigned to a school that had a 25–90% 

Black population, over 50% transferred to the majority-White high school (U.S. & 

Nellie Mae Webb et al. v. School District of Omaha, 1975). 

In the 1973–1974 school year, of the 60,502 students within the district, 20% 

were Black. Over 50% of these Black students attended schools in the district that had 

an 80–100% Black enrollment, while 73% of the White students attended schools 

where the Black enrollment was less than 5% (U.S. & Nellie Mae Webb et al. v. 

School District of Omaha, 1975).  

Optional attendance zones. As originally constructed, the elementary schools 

in the Omaha school district served K–8. In 1950, the district began the process of 

changing this design in order to establish a middle school system. Elementary schools 

would now serve K–6 and middle schools would serve students in Grades 7 and 8. 

The conversion process ended up occurring in such a way that allowed White 

students not to be assigned to the two majority-Black middle schools wherever 

possible. One of the majority-Black middle schools was located near the five 

predominately White K–8 schools, whereas the other majority-Black middle school 

was located near two other predominately White K–8 schools. However, when the 

conversion process took place, from 1964–1968, three of the White K–8 schools that 

were converted into K–6 elementary schools were not assigned as schools that would 

feed into the neighboring majority-Black middle school. Rather, the district created 

optional attendance zones, which allowed middle school students the opportunity to 

choose to attend school at either the closer, predominately Black middle school or the 
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more distant, predominately White middle school. In the 1971–1972 school year, the 

only year transfer data were available at the time of the Webb case, only five White 

students choose to attend one of the predominately Black middle schools (U.S. & 

Nellie Mae Webb et al. v. School District of Omaha, 1975). 

 School construction. From 1951–1963, 39 schools were either constructed or 

renovated in the Omaha school district. Of these schools, 37 had predominately White 

or Black student populations. From 1964–1973, all 21 schools that were constructed 

or renovated had predominately White or Black student populations. Only one school 

that opened between 1951 and 1973 was truly integrated, having a Black enrollment 

of 28% in an area of the city that was separate from where the majority of the Black 

community resided (U.S. & Nellie Mae Webb et al. v. School District of Omaha, 

1975). 

Desegregation achieved. In Webb, the court ruled that racial discrimination in 

the Omaha public schools must be eliminated root and branch (Green v. County 

School Board of New Kent County, 1968). The faculty was to be fully integrated by 

the opening of the 1975–1976 school year. Additionally, the first phase of the 

comprehensive student integration plan, to be developed with the school board, 

school administration, state department of education, parties of the lawsuit, and an 

interracial committee named by the court, was to be implemented during the 

beginning of the 1975–1976 school year. During this school year, the School District 

of Omaha enrolled approximately 58,000 students, 76% of whom were White, 21% 

African American, 2% Hispanic, and 1% Asian or Native American (OPS, 1999, 
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2008a). The full desegregation plan was to be implemented no later than the 

beginning of the 1976–1977 school year (U.S. & Nellie Mae Webb et al. v. School 

District of Omaha, 1975). 

In 1976, Webb was brought in front of the court for a second time (U.S. & 

Nellie Mae Webb et al. v. School District of Omaha, 1976). The School District of 

Omaha filed a petition for rehearing en banc with the court. After the hearing, the 

court upheld its holding in regards to school integration. The Omaha Board of 

Education then petitioned for writ certiorari to the U.S. Supreme Court and was 

denied (School District of Omaha v. U.S., 1977). In the court’s en banc decision, it 

reaffirmed its judgment of the School District of Omaha’s segregative intent. 

A Changing Metropolitan Context: White Flight and Enrollment Losses 

The White population that heavily populated the Omaha district at the time of 

the Webb decision was not entirely pleased with the court’s decision to desegregate 

schools, voicing their opposition with their feet and leaving the district in large 

numbers. From the 1975–1976 school year to the 1985–1986 school year, OPS lost 

approximately 16,000 White students, making it difficult for the district to achieve the 

kind of integration it initially set out to accomplish (OPS, 2008a).  

An Omaha interviewee recalled the tumultuous time:  

I was teaching when desegregation came into effect. …So, we were a large 
district and the very first year we went through, when the district ruled they 
needed to be integrated, you began to see a mass exodus so that I want to say 
we dropped to about 38,000 students (in 1977). …So, they began the lawsuit. 
The exodus began. The school district at that time, once it was ruled that they 
were to integrate, they then appealed that decision. So, it was a longer process. 
…There was a mass exodus and the suburbs, bedroom community grew 
overnight. I’m not saying that everyone who moved there moved there 
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because they didn’t want their children to go to school with other children 
who didn’t look like theirs but a large—I’ll just say it—well, I personally 
believe a large portion did do that. They were afraid to put their children on a 
bus. They were afraid their children would go to another part of the city and 
there still exists people to this day that will not drive in certain parts of 
Omaha, which is a sad commentary…But we did, we lost a lot of students in 
those days and there was a lot of fear of the unknown. There was comfort in 
being homogenous. 

 
Another Omaha district-level employee described the mass exodus of White families 

from OPS during the years following mandatory desegregation:  

To be perfectly frank, as soon as the district put into place their required 
busing plan there was an immediate change in the White flight and this area 
experienced extreme White flight. The Millard Public Schools, which is a 
school district that’s within the city, it’s a suburban district, grew from a 3,000 
person district to about 22,000 kids. They used to attribute it on their website 
to the fact that OPS went to busing. They didn’t see a problem with that. 
 
OPS operated under a federal court order to desegregate its schools until 1984. 

When the 1984–1985 school year began, the U.S. District Court ruled that OPS had 

attained unitary status through its desegregation plan and was therefore no longer 

subject to court supervision (OPS, 1999). During this same period, OPS and the city 

of Omaha were experiencing demographic changes attributed in large part to the 

continuation of the flight of the White middle class from the city that began when 

desegregation was implemented in 1975. During this time, families left the city and 

migrated west to new housing and office developments in the suburbs (Burbach, 

2005). As in most metropolitan areas across the country, the suburban schools 

neighboring OPS grew in large numbers due to the “push” of desegregation and the 

“pull” of newer suburban developments.  
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School desegregation as a policy during this time was also changing as court 

rulings allowed school districts to dismantle their desegregation plans after unitary 

status was achieved (Board of Education of Oklahoma City v. Dowell, 1991). 

Recalling the response to desegregation in Omaha at this time, a former OPS 

employee told me, 

As time went on, the plan started to have problems around the edges because 
as you got fewer White students, it became more difficult to achieve the kind 
of integration that you wanted to have. African Americans became more 
convinced they were having an undue burden put on them because their kids 
were moved in Grades 4-8, so that was five grades mandatorily moved and if 
you lived in a predominately White neighborhood you moved in either second 
or third grade so only one of the grades. And that just reflected the statistical 
nature of the first time we did it with an 80% non-Black, 20% Black school 
district; or at least as close as we could get at the time…This plan was 
structured for a different time demographically and so we need to take a look 
at what we need to do. We’ve got to do something because the current 
operation isn’t working given the current demographics. 

 
While White flight played a major role in the western migration of Omaha 

families, so, too, did an interdistrict choice policy passed by the Nebraska State 

Legislature in 1989 that allowed students to transfer between school districts. Option 

enrollment in Nebraska was initially created to allow students in rural schools to have 

the opportunity to come to larger schools where more resources existed. However, as 

an OPS employee stated, 

Over time it went the other way and two things started happening. People 
decided they wanted out of say Grand Island or Lexington where the town, a 
packing plant school district, changed in terms of SES make-up and suddenly 
you saw middle-class White parents leaving the “city” school, the city of all of 
3,000, and going to the little rural schools all around. But then what the little 
rural schools had said was well wait a minute, if Grand Island has a child with 
special education needs and their parents put that child in our school, wow the 
cost! Oh, woe is me! So they put this caveat in but that caveat was used to not 
serve students and we know it’s been used right up to the present.  
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This assertion regarding White families opting out of OPS through the option 

enrollment policy was supported by an analysis conducted by the city’s newspaper, 

the Omaha World-Herald. When OPS ended busing for the purpose of achieving 

integration in 1999, it became harder for the district to limit transfers among its 

students, which resulted in less integration. From 1999–2005, as a result of option 

enrollment, the number of transfers out of OPS nearly tripled from 744 to 2,100 

students annually (Saunders & Goodsell, 2005). Most of the students transferring out 

of the district were White and were not eligible for free or reduced-price lunch. 

According to the analysis, these students were choosing to attend schools in the 

neighboring districts of Millard, Ralston, and Westside Community Schools 

(Saunders & Goodsell, 2005).  

Westside Community Schools, in particular, has experienced a tremendous 

growth in students due to option enrollment. The district is located in the heart of 

Omaha and surrounded by OPS on all sides except the south. A third of its students 

live outside the district but attend schools in Westside. Approximately 83% of 

Westside students are White, 8% Black, 4% Hispanic, 4% Asian or Pacific Islander, 

and 1% American Indian or Alaska Native (Nebraska Department of Education, 

2010). An Omaha employee described how option enrollment is being taken 

advantage of in districts like Westside (also known as District 66): 

District 66 is another district inside the city of Omaha. It’s like a donut in the 
middle of the city and it has its own little carve out, “We will always be 
Westside we will never be OPS.” And it is primarily, if you think about it, a 
large neighborhood. It has, it may have 6,000 kids in it at this point in time. 
But it, like all neighborhoods, cycles. So, families move in, they have 
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children, they mature, they maintain their home, they don’t move, the kids are 
grown. So, what happened is their natural population of students dropped to 
like 3,000–4,000. Well, they had a concern that if they didn’t keep their 
schools up and started closing schools than there neighborhoods would 
become less desirable, their houses would be worth less. So, it was 
worthwhile for them to maintain the schools so they had an active recruitment. 
About 1/3 of their students comes from outside of their district, and that helps 
maintain a reputation, etc., etc. 
 
As seen through the number of students attending Westside Community 

Schools from outside of the district, establishing the option enrollment policy was 

encouraged by legislation. According to the interviewee, many believe White flight 

was 

legislatively encouraged. …What Nebraska option enrollment said, if you 
seek to go to another district and if you do it in a timely fashion, that other 
district will take you. And the funding that followed the child was base 
funding. These aren’t quite the real terms but for want for a better word what 
they basically said is, here’s a chunk of money of what every child gets, no 
matter what your needs are this is what you get. Then if you happen to be a 
child in poverty, on a sliding scale, depending on the percentage of poverty in 
the district, the district will get an extra X cents/dollar. 
  

The loss of middle-class White students through the option enrollment policy 

continues to harm OPS and contributes to its inability to expand its boundaries and 

capture the tax base of its neighboring suburbs as OPS is landlocked, comprised of 

just a small geographic area within the city of Omaha itself.   

Beginning in the late 1970s, OPS lost large portions of its White student 

population to surrounding school districts, which only intensified when school 

desegregation became mandatory in the district (Nebraska Department of Education, 

2010). OPS continues to lose a proportion of its White students every year to this day 

while the number of minority students steadily rises, a phenomenon occurring in the 
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greater Omaha metropolitan area as well (OPS, 2008a; Social Explorer, 2010; U.S. 

Census Bureau, 2008). Moreover, the city of Omaha continues to be separated 

geographically in terms of where people reside. People of color and lower 

socioeconomic status tend to live in eastern Omaha whereas more affluent, White 

people reside in the western part of Omaha (Social Explorer, 2010). According to an 

OPS administrator,  

Housing is an issue in Omaha. Housing has always been an issue in Omaha. 
You have segregated neighborhoods...the problem is realtors and the problem 
is years and years and years of redlining. We still have realtors when 
somebody is moving in town they take them right out to Millard and it just 
makes you sick.  
 

Another OPS administrator confirmed, “We have a highway over a highway to get 

out of town faster…it further fragments and isolates.”  

The separation of people by race or ethnicity in Omaha is exacerbated by the 

racial composition of neighborhoods and the exposure those in a given racial group 

experience with members of their own group and other races. These exposure indices 

provide insight into the segregation of neighborhoods in the Omaha metropolitan 

area. According to the exposure indices for race and ethnicity in the Omaha 

metropolitan area, with the exception of Blacks, all other racial or ethnic groups are 

likely to live in neighborhoods that are predominately White. Whites are likely to live 

in neighborhoods that are majority White (88%), Asians live in neighborhoods that 

are 81.1% White, American Indians live in neighborhoods 69.6% White, and 

Hispanics live in neighborhoods 66.1% White. Blacks are likely to live in 

neighborhoods that are 43.9% White and 45.7% Black.  
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Table 1 shows the exposure indices for race and ethnicity in the greater 

Omaha metropolitan area. The first column indicates the racial or ethnic group, and 

the proceeding columns show the exposure rates to the racial or ethnic group’s own 

members as well as to members of other races or ethnicities. 

Table 1 

Exposure Indices for Race/Ethnicity in the Omaha Metropolitan Area, 2000, 
Percentage Rate 

 White Black Hispanic Asian 
American 

Indian Other Mixed 
White 88.1   4.4   4.4 1.5 0.4 0.1   1.2 
Black 43.9 45.7   5.6 1.2 0.8 0.3   2.4 
Asian 81.1   6.4   5.6 4.7 0.5 0.1 51.6 
American 
Indian 

69.6 15.2 10.2 1.5 1.5 0.2   1.8 

Hispanic 66.1   8.3 21.6 1.5 0.8 0.1   1.6 
Total metro 
population 

82.8  8.2   5.5 1.5 0.5 0.1   1.3 

Note. Source: Social Science Data Analysis Network, 2000; U.S. Census, 2000d.  
 

Another way to measure neighborhood segregation is by using a dissimilarity 

index, which measures the relative separation or integration of groups across 

neighborhoods in a metropolitan area. The dissimilarity index ranges from 0–100, 

with 0 meaning no segregation or separation between groups and 100 meaning 

complete segregation between groups.  

Table 2 shows the residential stratification in the city of Omaha from 1980–

2000. While the dissimilarity for Whites and Blacks has decreased, it is still relatively 

high at 65.4, which means that 65.4% of Whites would need to move to another 

neighborhood to make Whites and Blacks evenly distributed across all 

neighborhoods. The dissimilarity index for White–Hispanic is also high at 53.8, while 
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the White–Asian dissimilarity index is 27.4. Blacks in Omaha seem to be the most 

segregated from all other racial groups, with dissimilarity index levels above 65 for 

each racial group (Mumford Center, 2000). These high levels of segregation in 

Omaha, particularly among Whites and Blacks, exemplify the spatial isolation that 

continues to exist within the U.S. Black population. Moreover, it shows how much 

race matters when it comes to housing and residential patterns. “When it comes to 

determining where, and with whom, Americans live, race overwhelms all other 

considerations (Massey & Denton, 1993, p. 110). 

Table 2 
 
Dissimilarity Index for the City of Omaha, 1980–2000 
 
Ethnicities 1980 1990 2000 
White–Black 77.5 72.9 65.4 
White–Hispanic 42.7 41.0 53.8 
White–Asian 26.9 26.2 27.4 
    
Black–White 77.5 72.9 65.4 
Black–Hispanic 74.3 70.6 66.5 
Black–Asian 76.1 69.6 66.9 
    
Hispanic–White 42.7 41.0 53.8 
Hispanic–Black 74.3 70.6 66.5 
Hispanic–Asian 52.7 48.6 57.8 
    
Asian–White 26.9 26.2 27.4 
Asian–Black 76.1 69.6 66.9 
Asian–Hispanic 52.7 48.6 57.8 
Note. Source: Mumford Center, 1980-2000. Index represents the percentage of the first ethnicity that 
would need to move to another neighborhood to make both ethnicities evenly distributed across all 
neighborhoods. 
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The OPS Student Assignment Plan Today 

The loss of large portions of the White population has made it difficult for 

OPS to maintain integration throughout all of its schools. At the same time, the 

district has had challenges in raising the revenues needed to serve its increasing 

numbers of low-income students. An OPS administrator discussed the problems 

facing OPS:  

One of the problems then in most urban school districts once that move starts, 
you start losing valuable resources. And if you don’t have the tax base to keep 
your resources to help those who have tremendous needs then your district 
tends to go down and down and down because you have a failing population 
within your school district…We don’t have, the possibility of growth we 
have, we have some possibilities northwest but most of that is undeveloped 
land out there. So, it’s going take a different economy than today for us to 
grow as a district… 

 
As OPS was changing demographically and option enrollment was growing in 

popularity among White, middle-class families in the metropolitan area, the need for 

a new student assignment plan in the district was paramount. During this time, the 

Supreme Court began releasing school districts from their mandatory desegregation 

plans even if integration had not been achieved in all of the specific areas outlined in 

the Green (1968) decision. OPS administrators began to see the writing on the wall in 

terms of the legality of its race-based plan and knew they were going to have to 

devise a new plan that maintained integration without using race as a factor (Board of 

Education of Oklahoma City v. Dowell, 1991; Freeman v. Pitts, 1992; Missouri v. 

Jenkins, 1995). A former OPS employee described the beginnings of a new OPS 

Student Assignment that would move the district away from using race as a factor in 

assigning students:  
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The question was always with the language we had in Judge Schott’s opinion, 
could we make a change without intentionally discriminating because we were 
worried that a likely consequence of any change would be a decrease in the 
integrative nature of the schools. Courts started to answer that question. There 
was a decision out of Norfolk, Virginia, and two or three other ones (Court of 
Appeals and District Court cases that indicated that a school district that was 
previously under court and was out from under a court order couldn’t make 
changes in the desegregation plan that had those effects as long as you could 
demonstrate that your intent was not to achieve that result). So, those were 
sitting there and then you had the decision that came down from the 1st Circuit 
in the Boston case that really started to send ripples even going further 
essentially saying look, if what you’re really trying to do is to continue to 
integrate your schools on the basis of the race of the kids in those schools, 
you’ve got legal problems. 

 
The district staff also felt that the undue burden placed on African Americans 

during the initial desegregation days still existed and needed to be modified in order 

to achieve a more equitable solution in terms of assigning students to schools. An 

OPS administrator reflected on the initial days of desegregation in the district: 

We set up a deseg plan basically to sell a community that okay, we’re going to 
say to the African American community you’re going to move four times and 
the White community, the Asian community would only move twice. So, I 
was aware of why we did that. I was aware of why we set up ninth-grade 
centers basically to have a Caucasian population to stay at home from seventh 
and eighth grade and then only have them move one time at the ninth-grade 
level. So being aware at all of that and how do we now develop a plan that’s 
truly fair and has equity to it…and so what we were looking for was really the 
community was looking for a balance and there was not a balance in terms of 
students moving. That was one of the reasons that we started looking at a 
change; a balance, a change in demographics was tremendous. 

 
The OPS Student Assignment Plan was first initiated through the OPS School 

Board in 1996 as a request to the superintendent and his staff to conduct a study on 

desegregation in Omaha and submit recommendations for a new plan. From 1996–

1998, OPS staff and community members worked together to create the current 

Student Assignment Plan. One of the first steps of this process included the 
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establishment of the Desegregation Task Force, 36 members from the Omaha 

community. The Desegregation Task Force met bimonthly from November 1997 to 

June 1998 reviewing issues such as how the previous plan functioned, the 

demographic composition of the district, enrollment trends, housing patterns, 

transportation, and how other school districts across the country in similar situations 

to OPS were working to maintain or create diversity in their schools (OPS, 1999).  

The OPS Desegregation Task Force instituted a set of guiding principles that 

would serve as a measuring stick in regards to the recommendations proposed for the 

new Student Assignment Plan. The 10 guiding principles included ensuring equitable 

and integrative educational opportunities for all students, maximizing parental 

involvement and opportunities for students to participate and have access to 

extracurricular activities, providing choices that promote voluntary integration and 

reduce the mandatory assignment of students whenever possible, and ensuring 

continuous evaluation of the Student Assignment Plan (OPS, 1999).  

The Desegregation Task Force recommended that a zone-controlled choice 

plan be implemented at the elementary level. The implementation of new magnet 

schools or enhanced educational programs was also recommended as part of the 

elementary school plan. Recommendations concerning the middle schools were 

similar to those made at the elementary level with the addition of a proposed magnet 

feeder school for South High School. The Desegregation Task Force did not make 

any new recommendations at the high school level, proposing that the plan remain 

unchanged (OPS, 1999). 
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Once the Desegregation Task Force submitted these recommendations to the 

superintendent, a group of OPS administrators decided to visit school districts across 

the country that were implementing student assignment plans analogous to the 

recommendations considered by the Desegregation Task Force, including controlled 

choice programs, magnet school programs, and neighborhood schools. The three 

school districts OPS administrators visited and studied in depth were Charlotte-

Mecklenberg, NC, Oklahoma City, OK, and St. Lucie County, FL (OPS, 1999). An 

OPS administrator described the site visits:  

We looked at every configuration from a neighborhood school approach in 
Oklahoma City to Charlotte-Mecklenberg, that by the way got themselves 
caught up in a court battle and implemented the Omaha Public Schools 
Student Assignment Plan under the pressure…We had actually gone to 
Charlotte looking at their magnet system. And we had gone to St. Lucie in 
Florida where it was a countywide approach to integration. And we came back 
then and crafted out of that taking concepts out of the neighborhood, taking 
concepts out of Charlotte-Mecklenberg, taking concepts out of St. Lucie, 
which was really an elementary-middle school-senior high pathway approach, 
and incorporating them all into a student assignment plan.  
 
Community input was another big component of the design and 

implementation of the OPS Student Assignment Plan. The district conducted a 

random survey of over 1,000 OPS parents as to their opinions about the Student 

Assignment Plan; held community forums throughout the district; and solicited 

written comments from parents, students, and OPS staff. Further, district leaders felt 

they needed a permanent structure in place to continually hold themselves 

accountable to the community. This new structure came in the form of the 

Accountability Advisory Committee. The committee was established in order to 

ensure that a broad representation of the OPS community had a place where they 
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could bring their questions, concerns, and recommendations regarding the Student 

Assignment Plan. According to an interviewee, the committee continues to meet 

monthly and reviews information in regards to the 23 promises that were made during 

the creation of the Student Assignment Plan. 

The Accountability Advisory Committee was created after OPS staff 

conducted the site visits to explore other school districts’ student assignment plans. 

An OPS administrator stated,  

At the time we were saying that we need to make sure that this community is 
very, very comfortable with our plan. So we had come up with the idea of 
forming an advisory committee so that we wanted to be accountable to the 
public, for the money, the bond, and everything else. So my idea was to 
develop an advisory committee that I would have somebody from every 
organization that had come forward and said, we have a problem with what 
you’re doing, we don’t like what you’re doing. If you said that, I want you to 
stay in touch me, I want you to be a part of an advisory committee that I’m 
going to put together. Each of those cities told us your advisory committee 
would last one year. They said you’re not going to get people to agree, they’re 
going to be on your back, blah, blah, blah. I said well I’m going to do this and 
I put together this advisory committee that has now lasted more than the one-
year people promised. Every year this group, they look at our plan, and 
they’re the ones who determine whether or not the plan is working. We bring 
all of the assistants in, the principals in, at one time during the school year 
they questioned them in terms of how things are going here, the promises they 
made in terms of you’re going to build buildings, are you taking care of that? 
The promises you made in terms of parents being more involved. Are those 
things being taken care of? 

 
The interviewee noted that members of the Accountability Advisory Committee rate 

the progress of each of the Student Assignment Plan’s promises and report to the 

school board annually, making recommendations for the Student Assignment Plan as 

needed. 
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 On February 23, 1999, the OPS Student Assignment Plan was approved by the 

school board with the caveat that Omaha voters approve a bond issue that would 

assist in renovating all OPS schools on May 11, 1999. According to an interviewee, 

the board was adamant in its decision that a $254 million bond issue must pass that 

would provide all of the OPS schools equitable facilities before the new Student 

Assignment Plan could be implemented. If the voters did not approve the bond issue, 

OPS would have continued to implement its existing desegregation plan. The 

importance of the passage of the bond can be understood through the sentiments of an 

Omaha resident involved in the initial desegregation of OPS:  

We had a very significant concern that given the physical fact that the 
buildings in the Northeast part of our community, which is where the African 
American community is, were much older buildings and had not received in 
recent years the kind of updating and attention that they needed. That we 
would be intentionally discriminating if we simply said, you have a right to go 
to your less than the best neighborhood school. And we said that to the 
community we said look, here’s what we want to do but we cannot do it 
legally or morally unless we’re able to bring these schools up to the kind of 
standards that we have in the Western part of our community. And so we put 
it to people point blank and the people voted for the bond issue. It was just 
about that simple in my mind. That you couldn’t make a change like we were 
talking about, or essentially you were freeing White kids from the obligation 
to go to the North side. And saying you can bring your babies home but you 
bring them home to schools that simply aren’t up to the quality of building 
that you’ve been used to where your children have been. It wasn’t fair and in 
my judgment would subject the district to some significant legal issues. 
Thankfully the bond issue was approved. 

 
On May 11, 1999, Omaha voters narrowly passed the largest bond issue in the 

history of Nebraska, a $254 million bond for school construction in OPS (Goodsell, 

Matczak, & O’Connor, 1999). With a slim 1,400 vote victory, the bond allowed the 

district to renovate old and overcrowded school buildings in the eastern part of the 
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district. A total of 24 schools were renovated or expanded, three were newly built, 

and additional magnet programs were established (Goodsell & O’Connor, 1999). The 

bond was also instrumental in ending 23 years of racial busing in the district 

(Goodsell et al., 1999). Furthermore, the new Student Assignment Plan proposed by 

Superintendent Mackiel in January 1999 allowed all elementary and middle school 

students to return to neighborhood schools (Matczak, 1999).  

In the 1999–2000 school year, OPS implemented its current Student 

Assignment Plan. The goal of the OPS Student Assignment Plan is to integrate 

schools to reflect the socioeconomic diversity of the district. OPS uses free and 

reduced-price lunch as the SES indicator to integrate its schools.  

The OPS Student Assignment Plan operates at three levels: elementary, 

middle, and high school. The elementary plan divides the school district into four 

zones that contain up to 16 elementary schools. Each zone represents a portion of the 

school district running east to west (OPS, 2007). The district was divided into four 

zones because it was vastly fragmented racially and economically. Minority and low-

income groups tend to live in the eastern portions of each zone, whereas 

nonminorities and more affluent groups are more likely to reside in the western ends 

of each zone. According to an OPS administrator,  

You had wealth on one side, you had poverty on the other side and so 
basically the zones were a natural complement. The four zones consisted of 
approximately the same number of students with the same percentages of 
poverty and wealth east to west and as a result of that, you moved to the 
socioeconomic. And the harsh reality of it is, socioeconomics in Omaha 
matches racial demographics and [we] felt that the proposal that would be 
advanced to the board would integrate knowing full well that the test that was 
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coming is it couldn’t be race-based and we moved then to a socioeconomic 
variable. 
 
Each zone consists of what OPS defines as cooperative parts: Students are 

given the option of attending their home attendance-area school or to choose a school 

in their contiguous attendance zone (OPS, 1999, 2007). Should more students apply 

to a school than there is capacity, students will be assigned to a school through a 

lottery system. Students who reside more than 1.5 miles away from their home 

attendance area school are provided transportation by the district. Transportation is 

also provided within the elementary cooperative zones for other designated school 

options (OPS, 1999, 2007). 

The map in Figure 1 shows how the zones function. For example, for a student 

living in the area designated in the color blue, the cooperative part would be the violet 

area, which makes up one zone. The gold and yellow areas represent a zone, the pink 

and the red areas are one zone, and the orange and tan areas are one zone (OPS, 

2007).  
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Figure 1. Omaha Public Schools cooperative zones. Reprinted with permission from 
Omaha Public Schools. 

 

The elementary plan also establishes eight magnet schools in the four 

contiguous elementary zones. Two magnet schools are included in each zone, with 
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one magnet school in each cooperative part of the zone. A student may apply to either 

of the two magnet schools within his or her zone (OPS, 1999, 2007). 

At the middle school level, students attend their home attendance-area school. 

Transportation is provided to students who reside more than 2 miles away from their 

home attendance-area school (OPS, 1999, 2007). Middle school students also have 

the option of applying to one of the six magnet schools designated in their residing 

area. Transportation is provided for students who attend a magnet school and reside a 

specific distance from that school. For example, students who attend Beveridge and 

McMillan magnet schools must live more than 2 miles from the schools in order to 

receive free transportation. Students must live more than 1.5 miles away from the 

other four magnet schools in order to receive transportation from OPS (OPS, 2007, 

2008b). 

The OPS Student Assignment Plan operates a little differently at the high 

school level. High school students have the opportunity to select and attend any high 

school within the district unless the high school is at capacity. Students do not have to 

live in a particular area in order to go to a particular high school. However, 

transportation is not provided to students in their home attendance areas except at 

North and South High Schools. If students live more than 3 miles away from their 

home attendance-area high school, transportation will be provided to North or South 

High School. Transportation is provided to students who choose to attend a high 

school outside of their home attendance area, given the high school is more than 2 
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miles from their homes. The three magnet high schools in OPS are available to any 

student (OPS, 1999, 2007, 2008b). 

OPS has established “magnet pathways” as part of the Student Assignment 

Plan. These pathways allow students to continue their education within their magnet 

school of choice during their K–12 education: visual and performing arts, global 

studies, mathematics and economics, science and technology, communication skills 

and electronic media, foreign language, academic research and innovation, or 

university partnerships. Further, students attending elementary magnets are assured 

placement in the designated middle school magnets. All students are assigned to a 

magnet school via a lottery selection process in order to ensure equitable opportunity 

among all those that apply (Omaha Public Schools, 2008b). 

While creating the current Student Assignment Plan, OPS continued to run its 

mandatory busing program until 1999 (OPS, 1999). Although OPS is no longer 

legally mandated to implement its school desegregation plan, the district annually 

monitors the effects of the plan and examines potential alternatives that could assist in 

improving the operation and subsequent effectiveness of the plan (OPS, 1999).  

The demographics in OPS have shifted since the initial implementation of the 

OPS Student Assignment Plan. Since 1999, the number of White students has 

decreased by approximately 5,000 students in the district, while the number of 

Hispanic students has increased by about 7,000 students. The number of Black 

students in OPS has increased slightly since 1999 by 900, Asian and Pacific Islander 
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students have also steadily increased by 450 students, and the American Indian or 

Alaska Native student population has remained about the same (OPS, 2008a). 

Demographics have shifted in Omaha as well as the greater Omaha 

metropolitan area during the last 10 years. The Omaha metropolitan area has a 

population of approximately 838,000. The city of Omaha consists of a little over half 

of the metropolitan area’s population with 438,000 people. Omahans make up about 

95% of the 463,000 residents in Douglas County. Most of the residents in Greater 

Omaha are White (85%); the same can be said of the city of Omaha with its majority 

White population (76.7%) (Greater Area Omaha Chamber of Commerce, 2010; U.S. 

Census Bureau, 2008). Omaha and Douglas County historically have been home to 

largely White residents. However, the White population has declined gradually since 

desegregation was required in the state. The Black population has consistently 

hovered at about 10%, while the Hispanic population has been slowly rising. Even 

though the demographics in OPS and the city of Omaha have shifted dramatically 

since the OPS voluntary Student Assignment Plan was implemented in 1999, the 

district still assigns students to schools based on SES and location rather than race.  

As OPS celebrates its 150th anniversary, it has continued to serve as the 

largest school district in the state of Nebraska. Although the district does not have as 

many students as it did prior to desegregation, it continues to grow steadily with the 

addition of about 500–1,000 students every year. OPS serves 48,000 students in the 

Omaha metropolitan area in 62 elementary schools, 11 middle schools, and seven 

high schools. According to an Omaha employee,  
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For any other district they’d scream bloody murder about how many kids that 
is but of course when you’re as large as the OPS...We’re still building new 
school buildings, incorporating them into the student assignment plan. So, to 
that extent the population has not changed; what has changed is the population 
within the buildings.  

 
The different composition of students is represented in the changing 

demographics of OPS. Among the students enrolled in OPS, about 40% are White, 

31.4% Black, 25% Hispanic, 2.2% Asian or Pacific Islander, and 1.5% American 

Indian or Native American. Approximately 65% of OPS students are receiving free or 

reduced-price meals, and 14% of OPS students are classified as English language 

learners (Nebraska Department of Education, 2010; OPS, 2008a, 2009a).  

Is OPS Maintaining its Diversity Goals? 

The district average of students participating in the federal free and reduced-

price lunch program in OPS is 65%, which is technically the integrative benchmark 

for the district. However, the diversity goal of the district is much different. 

According to an OPS administrator,  

Although it would be idealistic for each of our schools to meet the district’s 
FRL [free and reduced-price lunch] average (the integrative benchmark), this 
has not been the goal of the district. We have basically strived to change the 
FRL percentage by at least 3.0% at each school. 
 
Table 3 shows the number of schools in OPS that are meeting the district’s 

integrative benchmark of 65% of students of low SES. Table 4 provides detailed 

information as to the percentage of students enrolled in OPS in the 2009–2010 school 

by SES and race at the elementary, middle, and high school levels. Looking at the 

number of schools in and out of compliance with the OPS Student Assignment Plan 

as well as the percentage of students receiving free or reduced-price lunch reveals that 
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it is more challenging for the district to achieve integration at the elementary level 

than the other levels. Moreover, looking separately at the elementary, middle, and 

high school levels shows a correlation between the percentage of students receiving 

free or reduced-price lunch and the percentage of students classified as ethnic 

minority. This correlation is found in schools with higher or lower than average 

percentages of minority students and students receiving free or reduced-price lunch as 

well as in the overall average found in all grade levels.  

An OPS administrator attributed the challenges the district faces in trying to 

achieve district-wide integration to parents preferring to send their children to schools 

closer to their homes, particularly at the elementary level, as well as to the increase of 

neighborhood schools.  

Because by and large parents like to see their kids at home, close to them at 
the elementary level. Even with the deseg plan. Because parents wanted that 
they left us. Because they didn’t want their kids even bused from them for one 
year. So integration under the Student Assignment Plan is not working the 
way that we had hoped it would because most of the schools are becoming 
neighborhood schools. The only thing that we are seeing is because of the 
school district that those demographic changes, there is integration out west 
now because of families moving, taking advantage of the choice. And even in 
terms of housing because we’ve torn down many of the housing developments 
on the eastern part of the city. Then scatter-site housing has integrated a lot of 
the western schools.  

 
 This statement made by an OPS administrator is significant given the growing 

movement occurring across the country for a return to neighborhood schools and how 

that can equate to a return to segregated schools as residential segregation continues 

to persist. If residents were integrated, there would be no need for integration plans to 

exist and students could attend neighborhood schools that were naturally integrated. 
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However, given that residential areas continue to remain segregated, districts must 

think of new and innovative ways to attract parents to a number of different schools, 

not just a select few, including their neighborhood schools. 

Table 3 
 
Number of Schools In or Out of Compliance With the Omaha Public Schools Student 
Assignment Plan, 2009–2010 School Year 
 
School level In compliance  Out of compliance  
Elementary schools 24 38 
Middle schools   3   8 
High schools   3   4 
Note. Compliance means less than 65% of students receiving free or reduced-price lunches. Source: 
Omaha Public Schools, 2009a. 
 
 
Table 4 
 
Percentage Enrollment by Socioeconomic Status (SES) and Ethnicity in Omaha 
Public Schools, 2009–2010 School Year 
 
Level Low SES Ethnic minority students 
Elementary school   

Highest percentage 98.1 94.3 
Lowest percentage   7.6 17.7 
Average 70.3 61.9 

Middle school 
Highest percentage  86.7 82.3 
Lowest percentage  23.9 31.6 
Average 70.0 62.7 

High school 
Highest percentage  83.5 81.4 
Lowest percentage  43.1 40.7 
Average 66.5 60.9 

Note. Low SES determined by qualification for free or reduced-price lunch. Source: Omaha Public 
Schools, 2009a. 
 
 Even though there are more schools out of compliance than in compliance 

with the OPS Student Assignment Plan at every grade level, there is still a sentiment 
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across the district that the plan promotes integration. An OPS administrator told me 

that this is evident in the amount of choices being made by parents throughout the 

district.  

I think it’s really important to remember that this plan is voluntary choice and 
so I think it does promote integration. Now the legislature, when people were 
talking about OPS, they will point to schools that still have high rates of 
poverty. I think in our plan would we like that to change, yes. But we do give 
parents the opportunity to send their children to their home attendance area 
school knowing that they can make other choices. So, I think it is successful in 
that every parent can make choices to other schools but yet attend their home 
attendance area school. And it certainly has integrated to a different level 
almost all of our schools. Now is it comparable to the demographics…we 
want every school to be integrated at the same level as the district. That hasn’t 
occurred. The parents are making choices. A lot of choices.  
 
Among the many choices available to parents in OPS, the district is finding 

that many parents are opting to send their children to magnet schools. Through the 

many years of the Student Assignment Plan, the district has learned, as an interviewee 

said, “that parents are willing to make choices to magnet schools. Magnet schools are 

our most successful story. That we are integrating our schools based on those 

innovative programs.” An OPS administrator talked about the success of magnet 

schools in the district over time: 

We do have a high school that’s a magnet that is a real success story…Kids 
continue to populate that school from outside. I do have the statistics that we 
monitor that show the change in both SES and race for each of the magnet 
schools and except for about two or three, there have been pretty dramatic 
changes in the schools. 
 
OPS has been capitalizing on the success of its magnet programs and schools. 

In 2009–2010 the district created two new programs to be put in place in a middle 

school and high school. These magnets were created as a result of the population shift 
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in the schools. The high school and its feeder middle school were losing students. 

Since OPS has been able to achieve integration in its other magnet schools, attracting 

students from all over the district, administrators felt that the best solution to 

revitalize these schools was to reinstate them as magnets, according to an interviewee. 

While parents are taking advantage of the many choices offered in the Student 

Assignment Plan, it is important to recognize who is making these choices and how 

this affects the district’s ability to achieve its diversity goals. An interviewee stated, 

Parents who are, families that are families of color and families of poverty, are 
more likely to make choice than middle-class parents. What we’ve seen 
particularly at the elementary level is greater movement east to west than west 
to east. But we do get movement west to east. We have also learned that 
parents want to make choices but not extreme choice in terms of distance. So, 
what we’ve seen is that the parents who are making choices particularly in 
high poverty are very interested in these choices that are in the middle of the 
district. But they are less interested in going to extreme parts of the district. 

 
Conclusion 

While choices are being made through the district and magnet schools are 

achieving socioeconomic and racial diversity, OPS is at a crossroads in terms of its 

ability to maintain integration within schools through the current Student Assignment 

Plan. The growing concentration of poverty in OPS; the inability of landlocked 

Omaha to expand and grow, thus reducing the resources available to the community; 

and an option enrollment law that allows students to transfer to other school districts 

(predominately White and middle-class students) all demonstrate how the 

sociopolitical context has created limitations for the implementation and success of 

the OPS Student Assignment Plan.  
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In Chapter 7, I go into further detail about the role of and relationship between 

the sociopolitical and geographic context in Omaha and the support for the adoption 

of the OPS Student Assignment. I also discuss the power and limits of design by 

showing how the sociopolitical context interacts with design to produce different 

outcomes. First, however, in Chapters 5 and 6 I discuss the integration plans based on 

voluntary choice and SES in Louisville and Berkeley in the same manner as I did the 

OPS Student Assignment Plan. In Chapter 7 I compare and contrast the 

characteristics of the three plans and explain why and how the design, 

implementation, and context of the plans interact to produce particular outcomes. 
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Chapter 5: A New Era of Integration in Jefferson County, Kentucky 

 

 Whereas OPS is an urban school district that has been unable to keep its 

White and middle-class families from moving into neighboring suburban districts, 

JCPS is a countywide district that, in part due to its size and in part due to court 

orders, has been able to maintain its diverse minority and socioeconomic population 

through its student assignment system. The current JCPS Student Assignment Plan is 

in its first year of implementation and is based on geography (where the student 

lives), requiring elementary schools to have between 15% and 50% of their students 

coming from a geographic area, labeled Geographic Area A. Geographic Area A has 

a higher than average percentage of minority students (all non-White students), and 

the median income per household member and educational attainment levels fall 

below the district average. In Geographic Area B, the average percentage of 

minorities is lower than the district’s average, and the median income per household 

member as well as educational attainment levels are higher than average. Prior to this 

new plan, JCPS had been using a race-based version of a student assignment plan to 

integrate its schools that required all schools to have a Black student population of no 

less than 15% and no greater than 50% (JCPS, 2008b).  

Understanding the evolution of school desegregation in JCPS like in OPS, 

first requires understanding the origins of school desegregation in the city of 

Louisville and Jefferson County, including characteristics of the community and 

school district, as well as how external and internal forces played a role in the design 
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and implementation of the plan. As in the previous chapter with the OPS Student 

Assignment Plan, in this chapter I begin my discussion with a description of the 

history of the JCPS Student Assignment Plan. I then explain the changes that have 

occurred in the plan over time and how these changes were attributed to the shifting 

demographics and sociopolitical context within Louisville, Jefferson County, and 

JCPS. Next, I discuss the plan as it currently stands and offer reasons why the plan 

went through a number of modifications prior to reaching its current structure. I also 

explain how the changes in the plan over time might have resulted from the current 

demographics and sociopolitical context of JCPS as well as of the larger community. 

Finally, I present data showing how well JCPS is doing in terms of meeting its stated 

diversity goals, including how many schools are in or out of compliance with the plan 

and why.  

As I shall demonstrate in this chapter, while JCPS has been forced to move 

away from its highly successful race-conscious integration plan as a result of the 

Parents Involved (2007) ruling, it is still adamant in its position regarding the value 

and presence of diversity throughout all of its schools. Moreover, the new multifactor 

integration plan has the potential to be equally successful as its predecessor given its 

distinctive county-wide configuration. 

The History of the JCPS Student Assignment Plan 

Origins of housing segregation. Before desegregation was implemented in 

Jefferson County in 1975 through a merger of the Louisville and Jefferson County 

school districts, both the city of Louisville and Jefferson County experienced 
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stratification among residential areas. Since the 1920s, Louisville experienced 

growing levels of residential segregation patterns. White working-class immigrants 

set up homes in enclaves representative of their ethnicity. Blacks were more restricted 

to central areas within the city (Cummings & Price, 1997). Whereas the central areas 

within the city would become permanent features of Black residential life, the ethnic 

enclaves home to White working-class immigrants would serve as a “transitory stage” 

as these immigrants began to assimilate into American life (Massey & Denton, 1993, 

p. 33). From the 1930s through the 1940s, residential development increased in the 

eastern, western, and southern portions of Louisville, increasing residential 

segregation between the city and suburbs (Cummings & Price, 1997). From 1940–

1970, the dissimilarity index in Louisville showed very high levels of residential 

segregation between Blacks and Whites, with the figure ranging from a lowest level 

of 70 in 1940 to the highest level of 83.6 in 1970 (Cummings & Price, 1997). 

Moreover, the Black population was increasing, particularly in the west end of the 

city, which resulted in White flight from this area and a decrease in the White 

population by about 50% during the 1960s and 1970s. From 1960–1990, 

suburbanization played an integral role in the 31% population decline in Louisville 

and the 80% population growth in Jefferson County (Cummings & Price, 1997). 

Additionally, the suburban development in Jefferson County led to an increase in the 

geographical separation of Blacks and Whites, as the city of Louisville became 

characterized as the “Black core” while the suburbs in Jefferson County represented 

the “White fringe” (Cummings & Price, 1997, p. 620). 
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Origins of school segregation. At the time of the 1954 Brown decision, the 

Louisville metropolitan area contained two school district systems: a city district 

(Louisville) and a suburban district (Jefferson County). Two years after the Brown 

decision, in 1956, both school districts implemented plans that attempted to end de 

jure segregation. In Jefferson County, the district allowed Black high school students 

to attend their neighborhood schools; previously they had been bused to the high 

school in the city. Elementary students continued to attend the all-Black schools in 

their neighborhoods (Cunningham & Rusk, 1979). In Louisville, a geography-based 

student assignment plan was implemented that included provisions for an open 

transfer policy. Approximately 85% of White students assigned to attend schools that 

were previously all Black requested transfers, as did 45% of Black students assigned 

to formerly all-White schools (Cunningham & Rusk, 1979). The open transfer policy 

enacted by the Louisville Board of Education was a typical strategy employed 

throughout the South after Brown that tried to block any type of real desegregation 

from actually occurring in schools (Orfield, 2005). While the Louisville and Jefferson 

County plans technically ended de jure segregation in the districts, the persistent 

residential segregation that existed in both the city and county resulted in racially 

segregated schools in both school districts by the late 1960s (Cunningham & Rusk, 

1979). 

Sixteen years after the geography-based student assignment plan was 

implemented, the Louisville School District continued to remain highly segregated as 

a result of segregated neighborhoods and White flight to the suburbs (Cummings & 
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Price, 1997; Cunningham & Rusk, 1979). In fact, when comparing the district to 10 

other major Southern districts during this period, Louisville was found to be the most 

highly segregated (Cummings & Price, 1997; Kentucky Commission on Human 

Rights, 1972). From 1956–1973, the Louisville school district went from a student 

population of 26.2% Black and 73.8% White to being split down the middle racially, 

with 50% of its student population classified as White and Black (Cunningham & 

Rusk, 1979). Nineteen of the 46 elementary schools were predominately Black (80–

100%), 21 elementary schools were 90–100% White, and 14 of the 19 nonvocational 

middle and high schools were either completely Black or White (Parents Involved in 

Community Schools v. Seattle School District No. 1, 2007). During this time in 

Jefferson County, the percentage of Black students in the school district only rose 

from 3.8% in 1956 to 4.6% in 1973, while the White student population nearly tripled 

in size. Moreover, the majority of Black students in Jefferson County attended 

racially identifiable schools (Cunningham & Rusk, 1979). 

In 1971, a suit filed by the Kentucky Commission on Human Rights requested 

that desegregation be achieved through the merger of the Louisville, Jefferson 

County, and Anchorage school systems (Newberg Area Council v. Board of 

Education of Jefferson County, 1974; Parents Involved in Community Schools v. 

Seattle School District No. 1, 2007; “Timeline,” 2005; U.S. Commission on Civil 

Rights, 1977). In 1974, Judge James Gordon in the U.S. Court of Appeals for the 

Sixth District ordered the school systems in Louisville and Jefferson County to 

desegregate, finding that segregation was still existent in the school systems despite 
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the mandate handed down in the Brown ruling to desegregate (McNeal, 2009). The 

Court also directed the Louisville and Jefferson County school systems to merge into 

one system (Kentucky Commission on Human Rights, 1983; Kurleander & Yun, 

2001; Newberg Area Council v. Board of Education of Jefferson County, 1974; 

“Timeline,” 2005; U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, 1977). When the two school 

systems merged in 1975, the Jefferson County school system had approximately 

90,000 students; only 4% were Black. The Louisville school system had 45,000 

students, of which 54% were Black (U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, 1977). The 

new school district enrolled about 135,000 students; 20% were Black (Parents 

Involved in Community Schools v. Seattle School District No. 1, 2007).    

 The new countywide school desegregation plan in Jefferson County was 

implemented in the 1975–1976 school year. The plan established clusters of schools 

that were either predominately White or Black; students were bused within these 

clusters in order to achieve a more balanced racial mix of students in schools. 

Students who lived in school attendance areas in which they were a minority were not 

bused away from that school; thus, the plan provided an incentive for both Black and 

White families to make residential changes that might lead to housing desegregation 

(Cunningham & Husk, 1979). In elementary schools, student populations had to be 

between 12% and 40% Black, and in secondary schools, between 12.5% and 35% 

Black (Cunningham & Husk, 1979; Parents Involved in Community Schools v. Seattle 

School District No. 1, 2007). Students were bused according to the first initial of their 

last name and their grade level; the busing plan was referred to as the alphabet plan 
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due to this method of assignment. Under the desegregation plan, Black students were 

bused up to 10 of their 12 years in school, whereas White students were only bused 2 

of their 12 years in school (Cunningham & Husk, 1979; “Timeline,” 2005; also noted 

by an interviewee). Administrators, teachers, and staff were reassigned throughout the 

district to reflect the systemwide composition of the staff (U.S. Commission on Civil 

Rights, 1977). Children were assigned to specific schools based upon the size of the 

building and how many children they could accommodate, as well as their resides 

area (where the students lived), so that residential areas could be paired to achieve 

integration, according to an interviewee. During the first year of the plan, first graders 

were allowed to attend schools close to their homes so that they were not on long bus 

rides to and from school (U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, 1977).  

The merger of the Louisville and Jefferson County school districts led to a 

rapid increase in enrollment in Louisville’s parochial schools as well as White flight 

to districts in counties surrounding the city (Cummings & Price, 1997; Wines, 1980). 

It was common during the days of desegregation for upper-class White families to 

essentially purchase an exemption from the busing by either moving to districts not 

affected by the policy or sending their children to private schools (Cummings & 

Price, 1997). 

The new countywide desegregation plan also resulted in levels of violence 

similar to those that characterized by other civil rights battles. When desegregation 

was implemented in the Louisville metropolitan area in 1975, angry mobs protested 

desegregation, vandalization was pervasive, and tear gas was used to break up rallies, 
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all representing the clear racial and class divide between the city and the suburbs 

(Wines, 1980). In order to control the demonstrations that were said to have reached 

near-riot levels, the governor called in additional state troopers as well as the 

Kentucky National Guard (Cunningham & Rusk, 1979). Interestingly, community 

leaders in Jefferson County were not very active in promoting the acceptance of 

desegregation. Moreover, politicians virtually remained silent on the issue, which 

cleared the way for the voice of the dissenters to be overwhelmingly heard (U.S. 

Commission on Civil Rights, 1977).  

However, despite the protests and scarcity of prominent figures standing up to 

those who violently expressed their opposition to desegregation, busing continued 

throughout the county, even after the court’s active supervision of the desegregation 

plan ended in 1978 (“Timeline,” 2005). Interestingly, there is not a lot of agreement 

as to why this occurred. Moreover, Kentucky showed one of the largest declines in 

segregation during the 1970s busing era, partly because of the implementation of the 

countywide desegregation plan in Jefferson County (Orfield & Eaton, 1996).  

The merger of the Louisville and Jefferson County school systems has been 

considered one of the keys to the district’s successful, longstanding ability to keep its 

schools integrated, according to an interviewee. A JCPS employee recalled the 

violence that broke out as a result of desegregation and how the community has been 

able to move forward and embrace diversity: 

We’ve been very fortunate that past the rocky time of 1975 when city-county 
school systems merged and we were ordered to bus students by the federal 
court. We had riots here and there are still many, many people in this 
community that remember that time. And since that time we’ve come a long 
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way…I think the real back story in all of this is really how far our community 
has come in its acceptance of the notion that we would have a diversity that 
would mean that kids would go to school other than their school closest to 
their home. 
 

A Changing Metropolitan Context: Whites Flee the City but not the District 

Unlike OPS and the greater Omaha metropolitan area, the demographics of 

Jefferson County and JCPS have not changed as significantly since school 

desegregation was enforced after Brown. In 1970, Whites comprised 86% of the 

population compared to 75% today, while the Black and Hispanic populations have 

been steadily rising. The 399 square mile urban-suburban community of Jefferson 

County is home to predominately White (75.4%) and Black (20%) residents. Only 3% 

of the county’s population is Hispanic (Social Explorer, 2010). According to a JCPS 

district-level employee, 

This is still really a southern town. It is a changing southern town. Our fastest 
growing population in the school district would be, depending on how you 
want to cut the data, either homeless children or poverty or minorities. But we 
are still, even at that, we’re only about 10% minority, meaning not Black, not 
White, but other minorities. We still only have about 10% other minorities. 
So, this is a school district that’s really still pretty much defined as Black and 
White and in that sense still has some of those southern characteristics to it. 
 
Yet, residential segregation in the Louisville and Jefferson County 

metropolitan area has been maintained. Part of the segregation in the central city can 

be attributed to the ongoing housing discrimination. In 1988, the Housing Authority 

of Jefferson County was the state’s most segregated authority for the 4th year in a 

row and only dropped in ranking when more Black families moved into the city’s 

only White-majority project. During this time, out of the eight housing projects in 

Louisville, five were over 90% Black (Cummings & Price, 1997). 
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 Segregation also persists in the suburbs. From 1970–1980, the Black 

population in Jefferson County more than doubled. However, although more Blacks 

have moved out of the city and into the suburbs in recent years, they are typically 

concentrated in majority Black suburbs. From 1980–1990, the Black population 

continued to grow in Jefferson County, increasing by 31%, as the White population 

effectively remained the same. Wealthier suburbs in Jefferson County saw an increase 

in the number of White households, while more working-class suburbs saw a rise in 

the number of Black households (Cummings & Price, 1997). 

Looking at the average racial composition of neighborhoods provides a 

glimpse into the existing levels of integration or segregation within residential areas 

in the Louisville metropolitan area. Table 5 shows the exposure indices for people in 

different racial or ethnic groups in the Louisville metropolitan area. The data show 

that with the exception of Blacks, all racial or ethnic groups in the Louisville 

metropolitan area live in neighborhoods that are highly segregated and predominately 

White. Blacks tend to live in neighborhoods that are more integrated, with more of a 

balance between White and Black residents. 
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Table 5 
 
Exposure Indices for Race/Ethnicity in the Louisville Metropolitan Area, 2000, 
Percentage Rate 
 

 White Black Hispanic Asian 
American 

Indian Other Mixed 
White 89.6   6.5 1.5 1.0 0.2 0.1 1.1 
Black 38.5 57.0 1.8 0.9 0.2 0.2 1.5 
Asian 78.5 11.2 3.5 4.8 0.2 0.2 1.7 
American 
Indian 

82.4 13.0 1.6 1.0 0.6 0.1 1.3 

Hispanic 75.7 15.2 4.6 2.3 0.2 0.2 1.7 
Total metro 
population 

82.0 13.8 1.6 1.1 0.2 0.1 1.2 

Note. Source: Social Science Data Analysis Network, 2000; U.S. Census, 2000c. 
 

According to the dissimilarity index for the Louisville metropolitan area in 

2000 (the most recent data available), the White–Black dissimilarity index was 64.5, 

which means that 64.5% of White people would need to move to another 

neighborhood in order to achieve integration between Blacks and Whites. This 

number has decreased from 74.4 in 1980 but remains much higher than all other 

groups. However, the dissimilarity indices for Whites and Hispanics as well as 

Whites and Asians have increased from 1980. The dissimilarity indices for Blacks 

and Hispanics with all other groups have decreased since 1980 (See Table 6). 
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Table 6 
 
Dissimilarity Index for the Louisville Metropolitan Area, 1980–2000 
 
Ethnicities 1980 1990 2000 
White–Black 74.4 70.9 64.5 
White–Hispanic 26.2 26.8 35.8 
White–Asian 38.8 39.6 40.7 
    
Black–White 74.4 70.9 64.5 
Black–Hispanic 63.9 62.6 55.1 
Black–Asian 73.8 69.3 63.1 
    
Hispanic–White 26.2 26.8 35.8 
Hispanic–Black 63.9 62.6 55.1 
Hispanic–Asian 37.4 35.5 34.7 
    
Asian–White 38.8 39.6 40.7 
Asian–Black 73.8 69.3 63.1 
Asian–Hispanic 37.4 35.5 34.7 
Note. Source: Mumford Center, 1980-2000. Index represents the percentage of the first ethnicity that 
would need to move to another neighborhood to make both ethnicities evenly distributed across all 
neighborhoods. 

 

Revising the Plan to Maintain Diversity 

As a result of these demographic shifts, by the mid-1980s several JCPS 

schools had fallen out of compliance with the mandatory racial percentages (Parents 

Involved in Community Schools v. Seattle School District No. 1, 2007). In 1984, the 

JCPS desegregation plan was revised. The plan was referred to as the “4-4-84” plan, 

as it was implemented on April 4, 1984, and was revised to include zones and satellite 

areas for middle and high school students so that the majority of students were 

allowed to go to schools in their residential area, according to an interviewee. 

Adjustments were also made to the racial guidelines established by the court in 1975 

to reflect the shifting demographics in the community. Elementary schools now had 
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to be between 23% and 43% Black, middle schools between 22% and 42% Black, and 

high schools between 16% and 36% Black (“Timeline,” 2005). Magnet schools were 

added to two high schools, and the alphabet busing system was adjusted, leading to an 

estimated annual reassignment of 8,500 Black and 8,000 White students (Parents 

Involved in Community Schools v. Seattle School District No. 1, 2007). A JCPS 

district-level employee described the reasoning behind the newly developed plan: 

When we started this 4-4-84 plan, up until that time the school district was 
losing about a 1% market share per year for like 5, 6 years in a row. By 
market share I mean any kid between the ages of 5 and 18. If they go to one of 
their competitors—parochial school, private school—we’ve lost them. Well, 
we were losing at the start of desegregation, we had the University of 
Louisville do a projection for us and we were at let’s say 85,000 kids Grades 
K–12. And they had projected that we would be down to 60,000 by the early 
1990s, by like 1995.  
 
Fortunately, JCPS did not lose as many students as projected by the 

University of Louisville. By 1988 the district had achieved substantial progress in its 

desegregation plan. For the first time since the plan’s initial inception, all of the 

schools in JCPS had achieved racial balance (Cummings & Price, 1997). However, 

gaps still persisted between Blacks and Whites in a number of areas: (a) Whites were 

more likely to be placed in Advanced Placement courses; (b) Blacks were 

experiencing higher levels of discipline; (c) Black teachers, coaches, and 

administrators were placed in inner-city and vocational schools; and (d) Blacks were 

even being bused to inner-city, White, working-class schools rather than suburban 

schools (Cummings & Price, 1997; Kentucky Commission on Human Rights, 1988; 

National Interreligious Commission on Civil Rights, 1988).  
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 While the district was making progress with its desegregation plan, the school 

board felt that it was not in students’ best educational interest to be assigned to two or 

more schools during their elementary school years. The board conducted a yearlong 

review of its desegregation plan, which included consulting with parents and 

members of the community as well as holding public forums to receive input from the 

community at large. Once the review was completed, in 1992 the board adopted a 

new desegregation plan called Project Renaissance that emphasized choice (Parents 

Involved in Community Schools vs. Seattle School District No. 1, 2007). The plan 

offered parents managed school choice and replaced much of the busing throughout 

the district. Students could now apply to schools or programs of their choice and be 

assigned to the schools or programs subject to building capacity, racial guidelines, 

and sometimes admissions criteria (JCPS, 2008a). A JCPS district-level employee 

described the success of the managed-choice plan: 

Well, we started this choice plan and in 1995 people started coming back into 
our district and we now have 81% market share. So, the drop off didn’t 
happen and we have almost 100,000 kids now if you count Head Start. And 
because of that, well the other thing that happened with our student 
assignment plan because kids could go by choice just about anywhere. We 
started in the late ‘80s open enrollment at the high school. We just kept 
adding. First we had a magnet school (Manual), then we had some magnet 
programs, then we asked for some other schools to become magnet schools. 
Central High School, who had opposed being a magnet, is now a magnet. And 
people could see the benefits of having choice and the idea was to develop a 
program that was unique that could serve your customer. So, we just kept 
adding.  
 
The district’s racial guidelines were revised once again: Elementary schools 

now had a guideline of 12–50% Black students, middle schools 16–46% Black 

students, and high schools 12–42% Black students. The boundaries of the racial 
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guidelines were set at 15% above and 15% below the general student population 

percentages in the county at each respective grade level. The revised plan drew new 

geographical student assignment zones in order to meet these racial guidelines, and 

the district was allowed to reassign students if schools failed to meet the guidelines 

(Parents Involved in Community Schools v. Seattle School District No. 1, 2007). For 

elementary schools, the plan drew an initial neighborhood line around each 

elementary school, followed by a second line around groups of elementary schools; 

these groups were referred to as clusters. Students were initially assigned to their 

neighborhood school but could transfer to another school if the transferring student 

was Black and transferred from a predominately Black school to a predominately 

White school or, conversely, if the student was White and transferred from a 

predominately White school to a predominately Black school (Parents Involved in 

Community Schools v. Seattle School District No. 1, 2007).  

 For middle school students, the plan required students to be assigned to their 

neighborhood school unless the student applied for and was accepted into a magnet 

school. High school students were allowed to apply to and attend any high school in 

the district so long as the racial guidelines in the schools were met (Parents Involved 

in Community Schools v. Seattle School District No. 1, 2007). A few years later in 

1996, the district modified the Project Renaissance plan and required all schools to 

meet racial guidelines of 15–50% Black students. The revised plan also expanded 

transfer opportunities for elementary and middle school students only if the transfer 
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requests would allow schools to remain within the 15–50% racial guidelines (JCPS, 

2008a; “Timeline,” 2005).    

 In 1998, unhappy with the limitations placed on the enrollment of African 

Americans at Central High School Magnet Career Academy, six African American 

parents sued the district, requesting the racial guidelines be thrown out (Hampton v. 

Jefferson County Board of Education, 1999). The plaintiffs claimed that limiting the 

number of African Americans who could be admitted to the school under the 

managed-choice system was an unconstitutional infringement on their children’s 

rights (Hampton v. Jefferson County Board of Education, 1999; JCPS, 2008a). The 

Court ruled that the school board established the racial guidelines as an ongoing effort 

to comply with the continuing desegregation decree. Furthermore, Judge Heyburn 

found that no judge ever completely dissolved the desegregation decree that was 

implemented in 1975. Judge Heyburn ruled that the 1975 desegregation order was 

still in effect and that the school system had complied with it. The decision handed 

down in Hampton also stated that the plaintiffs must obtain the termination of the 

continuing decree before the board’s racial balance policies can be challenged 

(Hampton v. Jefferson County Board of Education, 1999; “Timeline,” 2005).  

 In 2000, the plaintiffs from the initial Hampton case came back to the court, 

moving to dissolve the JCPS desegregation decree (Hampton v. Jefferson County 

Board of Education, 2000). The lawyer for the parents of African American students 

claimed that they were denied entry to Central High School Magnet Career Academy 

and argued that the desegregation decree be lifted. The Court found the school board 
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to be in continuing compliance with the desegregation decree. However, the Court 

also held that absent the decree, the use of racial quotas denied African American 

students an equal opportunity to attend Central High School Magnet Career Academy 

and subsequently imposed an unconstitutional burden. Since the programs offered at 

the school were not available at any other high school in the district, the district could 

not deny anyone admission to the school on the basis of race (JCPS, 2008a). The 

plaintiffs’ motion to suspend the JCPS desegregation decree was carried out, ending 

25 years of the court-ordered desegregation decree. The school board was also 

ordered to redesign its admission procedures at its other magnet schools before the 

2002–2003 school year (Hampton v. Jefferson County Board of Education, 2000; 

McNeal, 2009; “Timeline,” 2005).  

 One year after the JCPS school desegregation decree was disbanded, the 

school board voluntarily continued to implement its race-conscious student 

assignment plan as modified to reflect the court’s ruling regarding magnet school 

assignment. The district was committed to achieving racial integration and felt that 

their ability to adapt to the shifting demographics over time by constantly revising the 

plan and providing more choice helped to provide the best educational opportunities 

for all students (Parents Involved in Community Schools v. Seattle School District No. 

1, 2007). The plan was extremely successful in meeting its racial guidelines, and 97% 

of parents were receiving their first or second choice of schools, according to an 

interviewee. There was not a question as to changing the plan and foregoing the use 

of race to achieve integration.  
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 In what was the beginning of the eventual companion case to Parents Involved 

in Community Schools v. Seattle School District No. 1 (2007), Meredith v. Jefferson 

County Board of Education (2007), in 2002 David McFarland filed a complaint in the 

U.S. District Court, Western District of Kentucky, claiming that his two sons were 

denied enrollment into a traditional JCPS magnet school because they were White. 

Judge Heyburn refused to issue an injunction that would require JCPS to suspend its 

student assignment policy until the Supreme Court reached its decision in the Grutter 

v. Bollinger (2003) and Gratz v. Bollinger (2003), two cases that examined 

affirmative action in higher education.  

Three additional plaintiffs joined the McFarland lawsuit in 2003, including 

Crystal Meredith, parent of a JCPS elementary student. Meredith’s son was assigned 

to an elementary school 10 miles away from his home, rather than to his 

neighborhood school only 1 mile away. Meredith requested that her son be 

transferred schools but was denied because his transfer would throw off the racial 

balance of the requested school. Meredith claimed that denying her son’s transfer 

request based on his race was discriminatory and in violation of the Equal Protection 

Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment of the U.S. Constitution (McFarland v. 

Jefferson County Public Schools, 2004; Meredith v. Jefferson County Board of 

Education, 2007). 

In 2004, Judge Heyburn ruled that JCPS could still use its student assignment 

plan at all schools, with the exception of its use of separating applicants by race and 

gender before they are chosen for enrollment at traditional magnet schools 
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(McFarland v. Jefferson County Public Schools, 2004; “Timeline,” 2005). Meredith 

filed an appeal and in 2005, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit affirmed 

Judge Heyburn’s previous ruling (McFarland v. Jefferson County Public Schools, 

2005). Because the school district used other factors in its assignment process, not 

just race, the court felt the plan was not in violation of the Equal Protection Clause of 

the Fourteenth Amendment. Meredith filed a petition for writ certiorari in the U.S. 

Supreme Court. The Court agreed to hear the case in June 2005 and 2 years later 

ruled in favor of the plaintiffs, stating school districts cannot use race as a sole factor 

in assigning or denying students placement in schools (Meredith v. Jefferson County 

Board of Education, 2007; Parents Involved in Community Schools v. Seattle School 

District No.1, 2007). 

Assigning JCPS Students Post–Parents Involved 

After the Parents Involved ruling was handed down in June 2007, JCPS 

moved quickly to begin the process of developing a revised student assignment plan. 

The school board approved a process for developing the plan, which included (a) 

consultation with national experts, (b) reviewing student assignment plans in other 

districts across the country, (c) holding public forums throughout the county to 

inform the community about the plan, (d) distributing public opinion surveys to gain 

input about the plan, and (e) reviewing educational research literature on school 

desegregation (JCPS, 2008a). The board also stipulated that any of the student 

assignment scenarios proposed by staff had to be evaluated by a set of guiding 

principles developed by the board. According to an interviewee and JCPS (2008a) 
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documentation, these principles were diversity, quality, choice, predictability, 

stability, and equity. 

Once the board approved the process of developing a new student assignment 

plan and established its guiding principles, JCPS staff began reviewing and 

researching district student assignment plans across the county that, among other 

things, had been modified as a result of pending litigation or through lower court 

opinions. Among the six plans JCPS staff reviewed and researched was a plan 

included in my dissertation, the BUSD Student Assignment Plan; Cambridge, MA; 

Charlotte-Mecklenberg, NC; Boston, MA; Wake County, NC; and San Francisco, 

CA, were the other plans examined. BUSD was identified in part because it had to 

modify its plan as a result of lawsuits threatening the plan’s validity (see Chapter 6). 

Additionally, JCPS staff knew they were going to have to devise a plan that included 

multiple criteria and were very intrigued in the way BUSD designed their plan using 

multiple factors (JCPS, 2007). Referring to the BUSD Student Assignment Plan, one 

of the people involved in the design of the JCPS Student Assignment Plan stated, 

“They are very aggressive. I mean, they take it to heart and they work it. So we were 

interested in how they implemented and to make that work.”  

JCPS also requested the help of several individual and organizational experts 

in the field who could assist in developing possible assignment strategies. JCPS had 

used the expertise of individuals in the past to modify their student assignment 

process and believed that the continued involvement of these individuals could result 

in a greater acceptance of the new plan as well as add credibility. According to an 
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interviewee as well as JCPS (2007) documents, these experts are not only nationally 

known but also many came from within the local area, as the district wanted to work 

with people who were familiar with the community, the state, and demographic 

trends. 

Gaining input from the public was another key component of developing the 

new JCPS Student Assignment Plan. The district held community forums throughout 

the county, held briefings with constituents, and surveyed parents and community 

members about the characteristics desired in a new plan. A little over 3,000 

individuals provided the district feedback about the plan through a survey. Among the 

survey participants, 88% said they felt it was important for students from diverse 

backgrounds to be integrated in schools; 88% believed that JCPS should have 

enrollment guidelines to guarantee that students learn with students from different 

races and backgrounds; 90% stated that a diverse environment for children should 

consist of students from different racial or ethnic groups; 87% stated that a diverse 

environment should consist of students from all SES levels; and 83% stated that a 

diverse environment should consist of students of parents with different educational 

levels (Rodosky & Dossett, 2008). 

Taking into consideration the advice from experts in the field as well as input 

from the community, many options were explored for assigning students under the 

new Student Assignment Plan in order to maintain and promote a diverse learning 

environment throughout JCPS. Some of these options included assigning students by 

(a) residential area only; (b) SES factors such as free and reduced-price lunch; (c) 
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parental and student choice; (d) a lottery system; and (e) multiple criteria, including a 

combination of achievement, socioeconomic factors, geography, choice, and so forth 

(JCPS, 2007). The district decided to implement a geographic plan based on multiple 

criteria, which included the percentage of minority students in the elementary 

residential area, educational attainment of adults 25 and over in the elementary 

residential area, and median household income per household member in the 

elementary residential area. These factors were chosen in large part because the 

research consistently shows a direct correlation with these factors on students’ 

academic achievement (JCPS, 2008a). 

The new JCPS Student Assignment Plan is essentially a geography-based 

plan. Under the plan, the district is organized into two geographic areas, Geographic 

Area A and Geographic Area B, requiring elementary schools to have between 15% 

and 50% of their students coming from Geographic Area A. Geographic Area A 

includes neighborhoods where the percentage of minority students is above 48%, the 

average household income is below $40,000, and the average education levels are 

between less than a high school diploma to some postsecondary education (JCPS, 

2009). Geographic Area B consists of schools with a lower than average percentage 

of minorities and higher than average levels in educational attainment and median 

income per household member (see Figure 2). The race of an individual student is not 

used in the new JCPS Student Assignment Plan (JCPS, 2008a, 2008b). 
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Figure 2. Jefferson County Public Schools Geographic Areas A and B. Source: 
Jefferson County Public Schools, 2008. 
 
 

Along with the new geographic areas, new elements of the JCPS Student 

Assignment Plan are as follows: (a) expansion of the definition of minority from only 

Black students to all non-White students (the district had been using the categories 

“Black” and “other” previously), (b) reconfiguration of the district’s 89 elementary 

schools into six geographic contiguous clusters (groups of schools that exchange 

students to ensure each school has a diverse student population) to create an 

assignment plan based on where students live rather than on their individual race, (c) 

addition of magnet programs in 22 elementary schools, and (d) allowing students 

enrolled in Grades 1–4 for the 2008–2009 school year to remain grandfathered in 
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their elementary assignments unless there is a change of home address (JCPS, 2008a, 

2008b). 

The new plan offers more choice among schools due to the larger size of the 

clusters. Each of the six elementary clusters has 12–15 schools (see Figure 3). The 

previous plan had 10 clusters of 5–10 schools each, according to an interviewee. 

Students are allowed to apply to up four schools in their respective cluster, two 

schools in Geographic Area A and two schools in Geographic Area B. Students also 

can apply to a magnet school or a magnet or optional program. Students are assigned 

to schools via a lottery system, and all schools must have an enrollment of no less 

than 15% and no more than 50% of its students from Geographic Area A (JCPS, 

2008a, 2008b). At the middle and high school levels students are assigned to the 

school that serves the area in which they reside, unless (a) the school has reached 

building or program capacity, (b) the school has reached the extremes of the 15–50% 

diversity guideline, (c) the student applies to and is granted placement into a magnet 

school or a magnet or optional program, (d) the student applies to and is granted 

placement into another school under the open enrollment program, or (e) the student 

applies for and receives a transfer (JCPS, 2008a). The success of the JCPS Student 

Assignment Plan will ultimately be measured by the schools’ ability to meet the 

diversity guideline of between 15% and 50% of students from Geographic Area A as 

well as how much parent choice can be accommodated while still achieving the 

diversity goal (Rodosky & Dossett, 2008). 
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Figure 3. Jefferson County Public Schools elementary school contiguous clusters. 
Source: Jefferson County Public Schools, 2008. 
 

 Almost immediately after its inception, the new JCPS Student Assignment 

Plan was challenged by the same lawyer who successfully represented Crystal 

Meredith in her case against the district (Meredith v. Jefferson County Board of 

Education, 2007). In July 2009, Teddy Gordon filed a lawsuit in the U.S. District 

Court in Louisville claiming that the new Student Assignment Plan still relied too 

heavily on race and was therefore unconstitutional. The suit was filed on behalf of 

Sukhjit Bains, who wanted his 5-year-old daughter to start kindergarten in the fall of 
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2009 at Stopher Elementary, her neighborhood school in eastern Jefferson County. 

Bains’s daughter had been assigned to Shelby Elementary School, about 20 miles 

from her home (Wolfson & Yetter, 2009). Two additional plaintiffs later joined the 

case, but Gordon eventually dropped the lawsuit because two of the plaintiffs were 

granted acceptable school transfers by the district and the third plaintiff decided to 

home-school their child (Kenning, 2009). 

JCPS is currently in Year 1 of its new Student Assignment Plan. According to 

a JCPS administrator, the plan is being phased in and is currently only being 

implemented at the elementary level, with the racial guidelines being measured in the 

first grade only. The plan will be fully ramped up at the secondary level by the 2011–

2012 school year. Since the establishment of its countywide plan in 1975, JCPS has 

been cited as one of the least segregated school districts in the county (Kurleander & 

Yun, 2001). In the 2008–2009 school year, in its 90 elementary, 24 middle, and 21 

high schools, as well as in its 20 other learning centers, the district enrolled 

approximately 98,000 students, representing the 28th largest school district in the 

country. Of these students, 56.6% are White, 36% Black, and 7.5% other. 

Approximately 57% of JCPS students are receiving free or reduced-price meals, and 

5% are classified as limited English proficient (JCPS, 2009). 

Does Geographic Mapping Work to Maintain Diversity Goals? 

As stated, the diversity goals for JCPS are measured in terms of schools’ 

ability to enroll between 15% and 50% of their students from Geographic Area A, 

which has a higher than average percentage of minority students and falls below the 
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district average for educational attainment and median income per household, as 

compared to Geographic Area B. The district also strives to provide as much parental 

choice as possible while still achieving its diversity goals (Rodosky & Dossett, 2008). 

However, it must be noted that JCPS is currently in its first year of implementing the 

new Student Assignment Plan at the elementary level, which makes it difficult for the 

district to fully achieve its diversity goals. According to a JCPS district-level 

employee, 

We only applied the diversity guideline to first grade as other grades were 
allowed to “grandfather” or choose to move to a new school. This year we 
will monitor Grades 1 and 2. The middle and high school boundary changes 
will start during 2011–2012 with their new magnet programs starting next 
year. They will also be grandfathered. We are anticipating that it will be 3–5 
years before we will have full implementation and achieved our diversity goal 
in all the schools. 
 
Even though JCPS is in its first year of implementing the Student Assignment 

Plan, it is still important to look at how many schools are in and out of compliance 

with the new diversity guidelines to see how the district is progressing toward its 

diversity goals. Furthermore, in order to determine the successes and challenges of 

the new plan, it can be compared to the old plan, which had been successful in 

achieving integration through race-conscious efforts. While the plans are not 

comparable because the old plan takes race into account, the comparison is necessary 

in order to determine whether indicators of SES can stand as a good proxy for race 

and therefore be able to achieve similar diversity levels as race (Chaplin, 2002; 

Kahlenberg, 2001).  
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Tables 7 and 8 show the number of schools in and out of compliance with the 

current and previous JCPS student assignment plans. Attention should be paid to the 

first-grade-level figures for the number of schools in and out of compliance for the 

current plan, as the diversity guidelines have only been applied to this grade. Middle 

school and high school diversity information is provided, but the diversity guidelines 

are not currently being implemented at these levels.  

 
Table 7 
 
Number of Schools In or Out of Compliance With the Previous Jefferson County 
Public Schools Student Assignment Plan, 2008–2009 School Year 
 
School level In compliance  Out of compliance  
Elementary schools 69 21 
Middle schools 25   0 
High schools 17   4 
Note. Compliance means Black population is 15–50%. Source: Source: Jefferson County Public 
Schools, 2010. 
 

Clearly, the old race-based JCPS student assignment plan was successful in 

meeting its diversity guidelines of schools having a population of no less than 15% 

and no more than 50% Black students. Over 75% of JCPS elementary schools, 100% 

of middle schools, and 81% of high schools were in compliance with the old student 

assignment plan. In the first year of the new JCPS Student Assignment Plan, about 

48% of elementary schools are meeting the diversity guidelines that require schools to 

have 15–50% of their population coming from Geographic Area A. If middle and 

high schools were counted under the diversity goals this year, they would be at 76% 

and 67%, respectively. 
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Table 8 
 
Number of Schools In or Out of Compliance With the Current Jefferson County 
Public Schools Assignment Plan, 2009–2010 School Year 
 
School level In compliance  Out of compliance  
Elementary schools   

Kindergarten only 51 39 
Grade 1 only 43 47 
Grades 2–5 only 41 49 

Middle schools (if diversity 
guidelines were applied) 

19 6 

High schools (if diversity 
guidelines were applied) 

14 7 

Note. Compliance means 15–50% of population is from Geographic Area A. Source: Jefferson  
County Public Schools, 2010. 

 

Table 9 compares the diversity enrollment in JCPS for the 2008–2009 school 

year, when the percentage of Black students was used as the diversity guideline, to 

2009–2010, where the percentage of students in schools from Geographic Area A is 

used as the diversity guideline. JCPS only monitored the first grade during the first 

year of the new Student Assignment Plan and allowed students in Grades 1–4 the 

ability to be grandfathered into the school in which they attended the year prior to the 

new plan. Therefore, it is important to look at the diversity enrollment in elementary 

grade levels separately. Interestingly, when comparing the measurement of diversity 

from the 2008–2009 school year to the 2009–2010 school year at the elementary 

school level, the diversity average is nearly the same. At the middle and high school 

levels, the old measurement of diversity (the percentage of Black students) achieved 
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about 5 more percentage points of diversity as compared to the new geography-based 

measurement of diversity. 

 
Table 9 
 
Percentage Enrollment by Ethnicity, 2008–2009 School Year, and by Geographic 
Area, 2009–2010 School Year, in Jefferson County Public Schools 
 

2009–2010 Geographic Area A students 
Level 

2008–2009 
Black students 

 
Kindergarten Grade 1 Grades 2–5 

Elementary school      
Highest percentage 63.7  95.1 100.0 93.3 
Lowest percentage 14.9    4.2     3.4   3.8 
Average 36.6  33.4 34.0 34.8 

Middle school    
Highest percentage  55.7  99.5 a 
Lowest percentage  21.9    0.2 a 
Average 37.5  31.7 a 

High school    
Highest percentage  64.1  90.7 a 
Lowest percentage  16.1    7.4 a 
Average 37.0  32.7 a 

Note. Source: Jefferson County Public Schools, 2010. 
a If diversity guidelines were applied. 
 
 

JCPS is much different from OPS in terms of its geography and the 

surrounding school districts. JCPS is a large district that has been serving the entire 

Jefferson County since 1975 and therefore is not competing for students with 

neighboring suburban districts, like OPS is, which makes it less complicated to 

achieve integration. The suburban areas in Jefferson County are part of the 

countywide school system. The only real competition JCPS has is with private 

schools, which have a higher price tag and are therefore only accessible to a select 

group of people, as an interviewee noted. 
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However, including suburban areas in the school district plan does not 

translate into complete acceptance among the people in these areas. Many suburban 

parents are not in favor of having to put their children on long bus rides to less 

affluent parts of the county to integrate schools. The eastern portion of the county has 

been most vocal in their opposition to the new Student Assignment Plan because of 

transportation issues. Newer development has occurred in this portion of the county, 

and residents would prefer to be able to send their children to schools in this area. 

Referring to the new development in the eastern portion of the county, a JCPS official 

stated,  

People have built out there and they did not want to make the ride in. They 
had not been in the plan as much because out in their area they had some 
schools where they can naturally be desegregated. And that was taken away 
because in this plan even African Americans who had moved in the east end 
could be bused back down to the west end where they moved from. So, those 
folks are not happy. The east end…the long transportation times have been 
quite a issue. 

 
The unfavorable view of the new Student Assignment Plan among certain 

parents can be seen in the number of transfer requests submitted upon implementation 

of the new plan. The district experienced a significant increase in the number of 

transfer requests from parents with students in kindergarten and first grade. The 1,295 

transfer requests were more than double the number the district received in the 2008–

2009 school year; about half of the transfers were denied due to lack of capacity in 

the requested schools (Konz, 2010a, 2010b). 

Furthermore, as the demographics continue to change in Jefferson County and 

it becomes harder to accommodate parent choices, the district may not be able to 
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retain its more affluent families. A JCPS employee worried about the future of the 

new Student Assignment Plan and its potential unintended effects:  

I think that this is going to be one of the issues, this is going to be an ongoing 
problem for us and I think one of the issues that we are going to continually 
have to look at is the market share issue. It’s almost like we’ve got a catalyst 
for the perfect storm. The less we use choice and the more we assign, then the 
more affluent parents are going to leave the public schools and go private and 
that’s going to leave me with even more A Area schools and fewer students 
and fewer B Area students to exchange with. In order to hold the market 
share, I’ve got to have B Area parents more of what it is they want and their 
choices than I have to safeguard against equity and access and overcrowding. 
So, I think this will be for us a very tough and delicate balancing act to 
continue with a multiple criteria plan when in fact the demographics of the 
county, in particularly with the public school enrollment is changing with free 
and reduced lunch and poverty going up within our district. And with that 
usually comes higher percent of minorities and less educational attainment. 
 

Conclusion 

In has been 35 years since Jefferson County implemented its first school 

desegregation plan, which has resulted in high levels of racial integration throughout 

the districts’ schools (JCPS, 2008b). While the Parents Involved (2007) ruling forced 

JCPS to create a new Student Assignment Plan that does not rely on race to achieve 

integration, the district has remained steadfast in its belief and desire to maintain 

integrated schools as well as to enhance the quality of each school. The method in 

which the new plan was designed epitomizes a comprehensive process that built a 

great deal of political support, and thus other school districts might want to consider 

emulating it as they participate in the process of designing their own student 

assignment plans. The plan’s potential success is further enhanced by the district’s 

unique county-wide configuration. By examining school districts’ student assignment 

plans from across the country that are using socioeconomic indicators to achieve 
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racial integration, along with the assistance of school desegregation experts and 

community input, district leaders have been able to meet the challenge placed on 

them by the Supreme Court and devise a new plan they believe can withstand the test 

of time and provide for even more integration throughout the district (JCPS, 2008b). 
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Chapter 6: Keeping the Dream of Brown Alive in Berkeley, California 

 
 Compared to the midsized urban OPS district and the large countywide JCPS 

district, BUSD is a much smaller school district located in a unique liberal enclave 

across the bay from San Francisco. Berkeley is a small community with a strong 

historical political commitment to diversity and integration. The city and the school 

district are particularly interesting and important to study given the continued success 

of its Student Assignment Plan, in spite of the persistent stratification found in its 

residential areas. 

Currently, BUSD uses a controlled-choice Student Assignment Plan focused 

on the elementary level that divides the city into three attendance zones: Northwest, 

Central, and Southeast. The 445 planning areas within the city are assigned a 

diversity category based on multiple criteria, including household income, 

educational attainment, and race or ethnicity. Each of the three criteria is weighted 

evenly and then calculated through a formula in order to come up with a diversity 

composite category of 1, 2, or 3 for each individual planning area. The three zones 

run diagonally through the city incorporating planning areas with all three of the 

diversity composite categories. The goal of the BUSD Student Assignment Plan is to 

have each school within a zone represent the percentage of diversity categories within 

that zone, give or take 10 percentage points. Each zone has different percentages of 

diversity composite categories, and therefore different diversity percentages are found 

within the schools in each zone (BUSD, 2004a). 
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Before delving into the specifics of the current BUSD Student Assignment 

Plan, how it came to fruition, and how it is working to maintain integration 

throughout the district’s schools, it is first necessary to trace the history of school 

desegregation in Berkeley. Particular attention is paid to the origins of housing and 

school segregation in the city of Berkeley, the role of the community in the district’s 

desegregation efforts, and how the changing demographics and sociopolitical context 

might have influenced the design and implementation of the plan. 

The History of the BUSD Student Assignment Plan 

Origins of housing segregation. Located across the bay from San Francisco, 

Berkeley is a very densely populated community still hovering around the same 

population level as the initial days of school desegregation; today the city has 

approximately 108,000 residents (U.S. Census Bureau, 2008). The city is only about 

10.5 square miles yet it is the fourth largest city in Alameda County. Berkeley prides 

itself in being a “small city with a big reputation,” known for its academic 

achievement, progressive ideology, and ability to attract people from across the world 

(City of Berkeley, 2010).  

While the city may be diverse in terms of its demographic composition and 

way of thinking, residentially the city is extremely segregated. Residential 

segregation has long been an issue in Berkeley and has played a critical role in the 

district’s efforts to implement and maintain desegregated schools. Post–World War II, 

Americans moved in great numbers to the suburbs, including thousands of White 

middle- and upper-class families from Berkeley who chose the suburban fringes over 
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the Bay Area’s urban core, which at the time included Berkeley (Wollenberg, 2008). 

However, unlike the neighboring cities of San Francisco and Oakland, Berkeley was 

able to maintain if not increase its population from 1945–1970 during the mass 

suburban exodus. In fact, the out-migration of Whites in Berkeley coincided with an 

in-migration of Blacks. In 1940, 90% of the Berkeley population was White and only 

5% was Black; by 1970, the White population had dropped to 65% and the Black 

population surged to almost 25%. Blacks were able to accumulate some wealth with 

employment and reasonable wages during the war, and the flatlands continued to be 

one of the few areas where they could afford decent homes. Southern and western 

Berkeley had even been home to many different families, including immigrants and 

then multiethnic working-class residents. Blacks and Asians lived in these 

neighborhoods until the late 1940s, but by the 1950s, as the city was becoming 

increasingly segregated, the flats became predominately Black and the hills became 

majority White (Wollenberg, 2008). 

Origins of school segregation. When it comes to its history of school 

desegregation, Berkeley is considered to most a rare and exceptional city. At the peak 

of the Civil Rights Movement, in September 1968 Berkeley became the first city in 

the United States with a population over 100,000, including almost an even 

percentage of minority (41% Black) and White students, to voluntarily integrate its 

schools (BUSD, 2004a; Sullivan & Stewart, 1969). Unlike OPS, JCPS, and many 

other school districts across the country that were required by state and federal courts 

to desegregate their school systems, BUSD voluntarily chose to integrate its schools 
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in order to alleviate the pervasive housing segregation throughout the city. Moreover, 

according to Sullivan and Stewart, the motivation for integrating Berkeley schools 

was straightforward: “The rationale for school integration is very simple. It is also 

very old and very obvious. ‘Because it is the law,’ we say. And ‘Because it is right.’” 

(p. 8). 

While the voluntary desegregation of BUSD was a great triumph for the city, 

the process of designing and implementing the plan was fraught with challenges 

along the way. Even though the Brown decision was handed down many years prior 

to the voluntary integration of BUSD schools, Berkeley, like many other cities, 

struggled to deal with the realities of segregation and discrimination and to enforce 

real desegregation within its schools. In 1959, the BUSD school board’s Advisory 

Committee to Study Certain Racial Problems in the Berkeley Schools and Their 

Effect on the Community released a report entitled, “Interracial Problems and Their 

Effect on Education in the Public Schools of Berkeley, California” (as cited in 

Sullivan & Stewart, 1969). The committee discovered many inequities in the 

Berkeley community: (a) segregated housing patterns (Whites in the hills, Blacks and 

other minorities in the flats) were reflected in ghetto schools; (b) there was inadequate 

and discriminatory counseling in schools; (c) out of the 560 teachers in BUSD at this 

time, only 36 were Black, and they were not assigned to predominately White schools 

unless parents made specific requests for the teachers; (d) grouping and tracking of 

Black students resulted in isolation; and (e) disciplinary problems were found to be 

much higher among Black students (Sullivan & Stewart, 1969, p. 40). 
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In 1961, BUSD school enrollments continued to match housing patterns in 

Berkeley. The demographic composition of elementary schools in the flatlands, or the 

southwest portion of the city, consisted of a majority of Black students, while the 

schools in the hills, located in the northeast part of the city, were predominately 

White. Not surprisingly, most students in Berkeley schools attended segregated 

schools until they reached Berkeley High School, the only high school in the district. 

Yet, even at the high school level students were segregated within the school through 

ability grouping and tracking (Freudenthal, 1964; Wollenberg, 2008). 

To further explore the segregation in Berkeley, in the fall of 1962 the school 

board appointed a citizens committee to study desegregation and come up with 

recommendations on how to improve or eliminate it all together (Freudenthal, 1964). 

During this time, Berkeley was extremely segregated residentially, with a population 

that was 74% White, 20% Black, and 6% other non-White (BUSD, 1963; Chavez & 

Frankenberg, 2009). The 36-member citizens committee examined school segregation 

for over a year and presented a report to the community in 1963. Among its many 

recommendations, the committee found it necessary to (a) increase efforts to attract 

and keep a racially balanced staff, (b) provide a comprehensive compensatory 

education program and improve counseling, and (c) provide guidance and remedial 

services (Freudenthal, 1964). The committee also felt that the ability grouping and 

tracking system in place was creating segregation within already integrated schools 

and recommended a four-band ability-grouping system at the middle school level that 

would create opportunities within the groups as well as ease the exchange between 
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groups. A proposal to redistrict some of the elementary and middle school boundaries 

was also presented as a means to address the problems associated with trying to 

implement a school desegregation plan (Freudenthal, 1964). 

After a number of public hearings and a rigorous 6-week study conducted by 

the Berkeley staff on the educational and financial feasibility of the committee’s 

proposed recommendations, as well as alternative recommendations proposed by staff 

and citizens, the Berkeley school board finally voted to desegregate the district’s 

middle schools on May 19, 1964 (Freudenthal, 1964). The proposal included an 

adoption of the citizens committee’s major recommendations, which included a 

redistricting of elementary school attendance areas based on four large attendance 

districts. The large, predominately Black schools would accommodate Grades 4–6, 

whereas the smaller, predominately White schools would accommodate kindergarten 

through Grade 3 (K–3). At the middle school level a two-step reorganization plan was 

implemented in which the single integrated middle school would remain in place. The 

remaining seventh and eighth graders would attend the predominately White middle 

school. All ninth graders would attend the high school that had previously been a 

majority-Black school. While the Berkeley school board supported all of the proposed 

recommendations, it set aside the notion of redistricting elementary school attendance 

zones, citing unfeasibility (Freudenthal, 1964; Wollenberg, 2008). 

Conservative citizens of Berkeley made consistent attempts to disband the 

district’s desegregation efforts, threatening to leave the city and even leading a recall 

campaign against members of the school board who supported the desegregation of 
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schools. While the battle was challenging, Berkeley voters eventually rejected the 

recall, and the board began its efforts to create an elementary school desegregation 

plan (Freudenthal, 1964; Wollenberg, 2008). Furthermore, few of the disgruntled 

Berkeleyans actually left the city during this time, perhaps because Berkeley lacks 

suburbs. Then again, just to the north, south, and over the hill in neighboring Contra 

Costra County there were plenty of all-White suburban communities where people 

could have relocated if they really wanted to flee the city (Sullivan & Stewart, 1969). 

In 1966, the BUSD’s voluntary elementary school desegregation plan was 

introduced and Superintendent Neil Sullivan created a large citizens committee to 

begin examining the potential of a mandatory desegregation plan. Finally, in 1968, 

the committee brought the board a proposal that included at its core a two-way busing 

component in which Black children were bused to the hills for K–3 and White 

children were bused to the flats during Grades 4–6 (Sullivan & Stewart, 1969; 

Wollenberg, 2008). The plan also included the creation of the four attendance zones 

tabled by the board 4 years earlier, which ran diagonally through the city from the 

hills to the flats with the goal of achieving a racial balance in the elementary schools 

of 50% White, 41% Black, and 9% other (Chavez & Frankenberg, 2009). Within the 

four zones, all of the elementary schools were reconfigured. Children in K–3 would 

attend one of the four schools in the middle of the city or the hills, and children in 

Grades 4–6 would attend one of the four schools in the southern or western parts of 

the city. Approximately 3,500 of the 9,000 elementary school children in the city 
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were bused during this time (Sullivan & Stewart, 1969). Referring to the busing of 

Berkeley students, particularly Black students, Superintendent Sullivan stated, 

The Negroes were willing to do whatever was asked of them in order to have 
their children attend desegregated schools. They were willing to give up their 
own neighborhood schools, to see them closed and rejected as not good 
enough to house White children. They were willing to take the bus ride, to 
face danger as they went into the school gates, and to endure isolation within 
the classroom. (Sullivan & Stewart, 1969, p. 3). 
 

Revising the Plan to Meet the Needs of the Community and Maintain Integration 

The busing program implemented in the initial BUSD desegregation days 

remained a policy of the district through the 1990s before it was considerably 

modified (Wollenberg, 2008). At that time, the district began to recognize through the 

concerns of many parents that something needed to be done to increase the quality of 

certain schools in the district in order for parents to be willing to choose to send their 

children to schools outside of their neighborhoods (Herscher, 1993; Olszewski, 1994; 

Wicinas, 2009b). Students were leaving the district after the third grade, the year 

when they would have to be bused, and many upper middle-class White parents were 

complaining about security issues in the three elementary schools in the city’s 

primarily poor neighborhoods (Holtz, 1989). Whereas about 62% of the city of 

Berkeley was White (U.S. Census Bureau, 1990), only 36.5% of students enrolled in 

the district in the 1992–1993 school year were White (California Department of 

Education, 2009). At the time, the district estimated that more than 25% of White 

elementary school students in Berkeley were not enrolled in the district’s schools 

(Holtz, 1989).  
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In response to the growing concerns of Berkeley parents as well as the White 

flight occurring in the district, in 1992 the school board approved a $165 million bond 

that would be devoted to the reconstruction of schools. While voters approved the 

measure, changes still needed to be made to the Student Assignment Plan to correct 

some of the key components that were provoking great dissatisfaction among parents 

(Wicinas, 2009b). 

As BUSD was trying to grapple with the declining White population in its 

schools, many of the country’s school districts were turning to choice-based programs 

in order to alleviate White flight and increased segregation. These choice-based 

programs took many forms, with one of the more popular options being magnet 

school programs, which provided a means to achieve integration by offering 

programs that would attract students from all racial and ethnic backgrounds (Blank et 

al., 1996; Frankenberg & Siegel-Hawley, 2008). The Berkeley community was not 

fully in line with the idea of implementing a choice system, citing concern over the 

inequities that can arise among the people making choices (Chavez & Frankenberg, 

2009). However, the school board was in favor of a choice system. In 1993, they 

voted to phase out the two-way mandatory busing plan; changed the grade level 

structure from K–3, Grades 4–6, Grades 7–8, and Grades 9–12 to K–5, Grades 6–8, 

Grades 9–12; and established a new controlled-choice within-zone assignment 

system.  

The district was divided into three elementary zones—North, Central, and 

Southeast—incorporating the hills and the flats in each zone. Berkeley was mapped 
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into 445 planning areas, each four to eight city blocks in size in order to determine 

residential patterns in the zones by race and ethnicity. The plan sought to maintain a 

racial balance at each school that was representative of each geographic zone, give or 

take 5 percentage points (Wicinas, 2009b). The plan also allowed families to choose 

among three elementary schools within their zone, ranking their preferences but fully 

aware that the district would make the final decision as to where students would be 

assigned through a controlled-choice lottery system prioritizing siblings and the 

ethnicity of individual students (Olszewski, 1995; Wicinas, 2009b). The lottery 

occurred in March 1995, and the new Student Assignment Plan was implemented in 

the 1995–1996 school year (Wicinas, 2009b). All continuing and new students in K–8 

were assigned to a school through a new controlled-choice software system, which 

was received positively by both the district and parents (Wicinas, 2009b).  

 The new BUSD Student Assignment Plan was only in place for one year when 

California voters passed a landmark policy, Proposition 209, amending the California 

Constitution and requiring that state and local government entities “shall not 

discriminate against, or grant preferential treatment to, any individual or group on the 

basis of race, sex, color, ethnicity, or national origin in the operation of public 

employment, public education or public contracting” (American Civil Rights 

Foundation v. Berkeley Unified School District, 2009). The passage of Proposition 

209 began to have an enormous effect on the state of California; lawsuits appeared 

against several school districts using race-based integration plans, resulting in the 

termination of such plans. Foreseeing a lawsuit against the BUSD Student 
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Assignment Plan and its use of race to balance its schools, then Superintendent Jack 

McLaughlin began to think about a process in which a new plan could be developed 

that would hold up in a court of law. Superintendent McLaughlin felt that under the 

current plan the district could lose a potential lawsuit, which would result in the loss 

of control over the integration of Berkeley schools (Wicinas, 2009a).  

A Changing Metropolitan Context but Stratification Continues 

Demographics may have shifted but the stratification of Berkeley’s residents 

continued. Berkeley continued to experience residential segregation after the 1968 

desegregation plan was implemented and then saw it decline a bit between 1980 and 

2000. However, while Whites and Asians may have become more residentially 

integrated, Blacks and Latinos are still segregated and separated from these groups. 

The hills, northeast Berkeley, continue to have higher concentrations of White, 

wealthier families, while higher concentrations of low-income families and people of 

color are located in the flats, the southeastern portion of Berkeley (Chavez & 

Frankenberg, 2009). A BUSD district-level employee talked about the geographic 

racial divides in the city: 

People talk about the East-West divide in Berkeley because of the hills and 
the flats and that’s true. But there’s also a strong North-South divide. There’s 
the Northsiders and the Southsiders. The people that live North of campus 
(University of California), Willard, that’s like a foreign land to them because 
we’re so parochial in Berkeley. It’s really like two miles away. They don’t 
relate to it, they’re like, why do I want to go here? The campus is a really big 
geographical thing for this city in that way. It really does divide the city 
North-South as well. 
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The residential segregation that continues in Berkeley unfortunately results in 

continual fragmentation between cultures in the community. According to a 

Berkeleyan, 

In Berkeley, there’s always a will to make little pockets of exception to 
integration. Parents are always just trying to make pockets of eliteness that 
they can draw their kids into it. That’s been the battle forever because there 
are…Berkeley is so stratified. It contains extremely elites as well as 
socioeconomic really low parents that are poorly educated but still want their 
kids to be educated. So, it’s very hard to keep them all in the same population 
and serve them all equally. It is an amazingly challenging task requiring 
steady vigilance and commitment.  
 
When school desegregation was implemented in Berkeley in 1968, the city 

was predominately White and Black with a small Asian population. Since then, the 

city as well as the district has changed dramatically demographically with increases in 

the Asian, Hispanic or Latino, and multiracial populations. The White population 

decreased slightly in the city and even more so in the district until about 2000, but in 

recent years has experienced a growth spurt in both areas. Blacks make up only 10% 

of the total population today; they used to be nearly a quarter of the population. 

Furthermore, whereas Blacks represented over 40% of the BUSD student population 

in 1968, today they make up 25.8% of the student population (California Department 

of Education, 2009; Sullivan & Stewart, 1969). According to a resident of Berkeley, 

“The Black population is dying out and is not being replaced.” The decrease in the 

Black population can be seen in neighborhoods like San Pablo, a historically all-

Black neighborhood and the first neighborhood in Berkeley to let Black families 

move in and buy homes. Today, due to the exodus of Black families from Berkeley 

coupled with gentrification, the neighborhood is only about 30–40% Black. The 
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majority of the homes in the San Pablo community are now occupied by White 

residents, along with a few Asian and gay families, according to an interviewee.  

A BUSD district-level employee who grew up in Berkeley described the 

changing demographics the city has experienced during the last 30 years: 

It’s a very, very diverse community socioeconomically, socially, language 
wise, racially, ethnicity…I think it’s probably instructive how they’ve 
changed over what, this is 2009-2010, so how they’ve changed over the last 
30 years really. I mean, I think I remember my dad saying when I was a little 
kid the African American population, the Black people are leaving Berkeley. 
Middle-class Black people are leaving Berkeley. And that’s really true. So, I 
mean I think we have fewer African American people in Berkeley in general, 
and this is anecdotal…When I was growing up here in the late 70s and going 
to grade school, that was right after Vietnam, Cambodia was going on, Laos, 
we had kids coming in. One of my classmates had just come in on a boat the 
week before. I think there was a larger population of Asian Americans, 
Chinese Americans, than there are now. I was really shocked about that 
actually…It has become more White…I think it’s also become a lot more 
racially mixed…I think if you look at the African American population, we 
don’t have a middle-class Black community in Berkeley anymore. 
Unfortunately, most of the African American students that come through my 
door, predominately the homeless students, are students of color. 

 
Examining the average racial composition of neighborhoods helps to show 

how integrated or segregated the existing residential areas are within Berkeley. Table 

10 shows the exposure indices for people in different racial or ethnic groups in 

Berkeley. The data show that White residents are the most segregated residentially, 

living in neighborhoods that are 62.7% White. Asian, American Indians, and 

Hispanics also live in residential areas where their neighbors are more than likely 

from the same racial or ethnic group. Blacks in Berkeley are the most likely out of all 

the classified racial groups to be exposed to other racial or ethnic groups in their 

neighborhoods. 
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Table 10 
 
Exposure Indices for Race/Ethnicity in Berkeley, 2000, Percentage Rate 
 

 White Black Hispanic Asian 
American 

Indian Other Mixed 
White 62.7   8.8   7.8 15.4 0.3 0.6 4.3 
Black 36.5 32.8 14.2 10.7 0.4 0.6 4.7 
Asian 52.2   8.8   9.4 24.0 0.2 0.6 4.7 
American 
Indian 

49.5 18.5 12.1 13.9 0.6 0.7 4.7 

Hispanic 44.5 19.5 14.3 15.8 0.4 0.6 4.7 
Total metro 
population 

55.2 13.3   9.7 16.3 0.3 0.6 4.5 

Note. Source: Social Science Data Analysis Network, 2000; U.S. Census, 2000 
 
 

According to the dissimilarity index for the city of Berkeley in 2000, the 

White–Black dissimilarity index was the highest at 56.5, meaning 56.5% of White 

people would need to move to another neighborhood in order to achieve integration 

between Blacks and Whites in Berkeley. While the dissimilarity index has decreased 

since 1980 for Whites and Blacks, it has increased for Whites and Hispanics and is 

currently at 38.2. The dissimilarity index for Whites and Asians has remained fairly 

constant since 1980, increasing by less than 3 points to 26.1 (see Table 11). 
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Table 11 
 
Dissimilarity Index for the City of Berkeley, 1980–2000 
 
Ethnicities 1980 1990 2000 
White–Black 68.3 59.5 56.5 
White–Hispanic 31.9 34.7 38.2 
White–Asian 23.4 22.4 26.1 
    
Black–White 68.3 59.5 56.5 
Black–Hispanic 44.7 38.0 29.3 
Black–Asian 63.2 55.3 57.6 
    
Hispanic–White 31.9 34.7 38.2 
Hispanic–Black 44.7 38.0 29.3 
Hispanic–Asian 25.6 24.7 34.1 
    
Asian–White 23.4 22.3 26.1 
Asian–Black 63.2 55.3 57.6 
Asian–Hispanic 25.6 24.7 34.1 
Note. Source: Mumford Center, 1980-2000. Index represents the percentage of the first  
ethnicity that would need to move to another neighborhood to make both ethnicities  
evenly distributed across all neighborhoods. 
 

The Development of the Current BUSD Student Assignment Plan 

As demonstrated in previous desegregation efforts, Berkeley leaders have a 

long tradition of engaging the community as much as possible in its efforts to 

maintain and increase diversity throughout its schools. Convening committees and 

task forces have been the means in which to gain the public’s trust and eventual buy-

in of new or revised district policies (Wicinas, 2009a). Being aware of this long-

established Berkeley culture, Superintendent McLaughlin convened a large Citizens 

Advisory Committee on Diversity to study school integration in the legal climate. All 

were invited to attend the community meetings, referred to as “Controlled Choice 

Meetings.” The large committee proved to be ineffective and never came together to 
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suggest an alternative to the current assignment plan. Superintendent McLaughlin 

realized that the large committee was having a difficult time producing a plan and 

chose to move in a different direction in order to gain community participation that 

would be timely and produce a meaningful end product. In the meantime, the school 

board voted to continue implementing the same race-based plan for the 2000–2001 

school year but required that two student assignment plan proposals be developed and 

brought to the board in November 2000. The board stipulated that one of the plans 

must include multiple factors, including race, to integrate the Berkeley schools; the 

other plan should use multiple factors while excluding race as a factor (Wicinas, 

2009a). 

In order to meet the charge posed by the board, Superintendent McLaughlin 

moved forward in establishing a new citizen’s committee that would be much smaller 

in size and consist of members either appointed or invited to participate. The Student 

Assignment Advisory Committee (SAAC) was comprised of appointed parent 

representatives from each school as well as principals and administrators. The first 

task of the committee was to forge a mission statement that would serve a guidebook 

through the creation of two new student assignment plans. After many meetings, the 

SAAC came up with the following mission: 

The mission of the Berkeley Unified School District Elementary School 
Student Assignment Plan is to place all students in an integrated environment 
reflecting Berkeley’s diversity in order to ensure equal access to: a strong core 
curriculum; enriched learning experiences; and individual, community, social 
and educational resources that promote success in a rapidly changing multi-
cultural society. 
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 Once the mission statement was completed, the next task of the committee 

was to create a plan that could be implemented in the 2001–2002 school year. While 

the SAAC met weekly and worked diligently on the plan (BUSD, 2002; also noted by 

an interviewee), they were unable to come up with a plan in time that could be 

implemented in the upcoming school year. Moreover, Superintendent Jack 

McLaughlin left BUSD at the end of 2000 for another position (Wicinas, 2009b). A 

new superintendent would not be appointed to the district until the fall of 2001.  

 Although Superintendent McLaughlin was no longer leading the district, the 

SAAC continued to meet weekly for nearly 2 years, making strides to accomplish 

their original charge, according to an interviewee. The committee felt it was critical to 

base any proposals on data and analysis but initially only had access to the 1990 U.S. 

Census data, which were too outdated to include in any new plan (Wicinas, 2009a). 

The SAAC came up with a proposal to present to the superintendent and the school 

board outlining specific requests that needed to be addressed in order for the work of 

the committee to be able to move forward and achieve its desired goals. The SAAC 

suggested the following: (a) allow the committee to reconvene in the fall of 2001 to 

assess the available 2000 U.S. Census data collected and further study the assignment 

process, (b) establish improved methods of communication between the SAAC and 

the school board around issues of desegregation in order to provide for a more 

informed and productive process, (c) allow the committee to continue to identify key 

measurable criteria that can assist in evaluating school site equity in order to provide 

additional tools to the school board to ensure every student has access to a quality 
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educational experience, and (d) allow the committee to seek outside consultation that 

can support the group in gathering and analyzing data (Wicinas, 2009a). 

The SAAC reconvened in October 2001 after a brief summer break, albeit 

smaller in membership (only 11 members remained), and developed a new student 

assignment system that would be based upon a map of the city and assigned a 

diversity composite category of 1, 2, or 3 to addresses in the city based on 

socioeconomic factors. The SAAC was now under the direction of the new 

superintendent, Michele Lawrence, and was charged with creating a new plan that did 

not use race as a factor for the 2003–2004 student assignment process (BUSD, 2002). 

Many of the original SAAC members stopped coming to the meetings, but the core 

group that remained were dedicated to developing a new method of achieving 

integration in Berkeley schools without being in violation of any law, according to an 

interviewee. While household income and parental education were the primary 

socioeconomic indicators to be used in the assignment of students, the SAAC wanted 

to explore additional socioeconomic indicators that factored into the strong residential 

stratification of Berkeley (Wicinas, 2009a). The committee was waiting for the 

release of Summary File 3 of the 2000 U.S. Census, which consisted of 813 detailed 

tables of social, economic, and housing characteristics compiled from a sample of 

about 19 million housing units received from the Census 2000 long-term 

questionnaire (U.S. Census, 2009). The inclusion of an expansion of demographic 

characteristics in Summary File 3 allowed the SAAC to test additional socioeconomic 
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factors that could be used in the Student Assignment Plan, according to an 

interviewee.  

Researching other student assignment plans was another important piece in 

the development of the BUSD Student Assignment Plan. Plans in Cambridge, MA, 

and San Francisco, CA, were examined because BUSD leaders knew from the 

beginning that they wanted a model based on SES. While BUSD developers did not 

base their plan on either model, they were able to learn from each plan that what they 

were looking for in Berkeley was something simple. A BUSD district-level employee 

stated,  

The simplest we could do it, the better it was going to be to explain it and to 
sell it out. My whole thing was that I knew we were going to be going to court 
and I just wanted to make sure that when you’re explaining to a judge that has 
never seen something like that they can understand what they are looking at. 
 
While the consultant to the district, Bruce Wicinas, collected data and 

developed the student assignment software, the committee spent time defining factors 

of school-site equity and revising its statement of beliefs. Wicinas had been serving as 

a consultant to the district since the 1990s customizing software for BUSD’s student 

assignment lottery through his company, Assignware. Assignware (2010) is a 

software company based in Berkeley that works with local school districts, 

customizing their technological needs, whether through the development of student 

assignment lotteries or online course selections. Wicinas’ software was successful in 

helping the district assign students to schools when it moved to a controlled-choice 

system in 1995, and he was asked again to assist the SAAC in the creation of the 

district’s latest iteration of the Student Assignment Plan (Wicinas, 2009a). 
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Throughout the development of the Student Assignment Plan, the SAAC 

expressed a strong belief regarding the importance of school site equity. The SAAC 

felt that their recommendations should be based on the assumption that a comparable 

education will be offered to all students regardless of the location of their school 

(BUSD, 2002). The committee came up with a “Four-Point Statement of Beliefs” that 

focused on equity and the need to provide access to a quality education to all of 

BUSD’s students, diversity as a community value, and the benefits gained from an 

integrated student as well as faculty population for the entire society (BUSD, 2002; 

Wicinas, 2009a). The committee then further examined potential socioeconomic 

factors to be included in the Student Assignment Plan, including test scores, house 

sale values, income levels, language spoken, and child poverty rates. The committee 

tested around 30 schemes, viewing them through a piescape graphic created by 

Wicinas in order to compare the performance of the schemes. The committee 

visualized a plan that consisted of three or four socioeconomic indicators but 

evaluated formulas that included up to seven factors (Wicinas, 2009a; also noted by 

an interviewee). 

At the end of 2002, the SAAC presented its proposal to the school board, a 

plan that consisted of two socioeconomic factors, income and parent education, and 

represented 10 years of software and engineering development by Wicinas (BUSD, 

2002; Wicinas, 2009a). The board accepted the proposal but did not decide to 

implement it. Rather, the board decided to proceed with the old race-conscious plan 

in its current format for the following spring student assignment process (Wicinas, 
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2009a). The work of the SAAC was completed and the committee disbanded, leaving 

some to wonder whether the committee was just the face of the plan or if they were 

really involved in the process, according to an interviewee. However, once a lawsuit 

was filed against the district regarding the legality of the current student assignment 

plan, work immediately resumed on the proposed Student Assignment Plan.  

In August 2003, the Pacific Legal Foundation filed suit against BUSD 

claiming that in trying to balance its elementary schools by race, BUSD’s student 

assignment policy was in violation of Proposition 209 (Avila v. Berkeley Unified 

School District, 2004). The Pacific Legal Foundation had won a similar case against 

the Huntington Beach Unified School District in 2002, forcing them to abandon their 

student transfer program that was based on race (Artz, 2004a). 

BUSD received pro bono representation by Jon Streeter, from the law firm 

Keker and Van Nest, with the belief that the plan developed by the SAAC would hold 

up in a court of law (Artz, 2003). As the lawsuit began, a group of three former 

committee members met regularly to strengthen the original plan proposed by the 

SAAC to incorporate the board’s request of including household income, parent 

education, and some other factor related to racial diversity (Wicinas, 2009a).  

 At the beginning of January 2004, Streeter asked a judge to throw out the 

Avila lawsuit, citing in his argument that the Judge from the California Fourth District 

Court of Appeals made a mistake in the decision handed down in the Huntington 

Beach Unified School District case. The Judge in the Huntington Beach case claimed 

that Proposition 209 took precedence over an amendment previously made to the 
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California constitution that gave districts permission to integrate schools. Streeter also 

claimed that a law signed by former Governor Gray Davis protects BUSD’s Student 

Assignment Plan. The state statute holds that Proposition 209 must define 

“discrimination by race” as outlined in a 1994 treaty signed by the United States at 

the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial 

Discrimination, which defends any law that protects minority groups who might 

otherwise lose their fundamental rights (Artz, 2004a).  

After Streeter requested the case be dismissed, on January 21, 2004, the final 

version of the BUSD Student Assignment Plan was submitted to the school board, a 

plan very similar to the one submitted by the SAAC 2 years earlier. In the revised 

plan, elementary schools remained divided into the same three zones, students still 

had priority to attend a school that a sibling already attended, and a student was still 

allowed to attend a school that had a needed language program. However, instead of 

placing children into elementary schools by race, the new plan used demographic 

characteristics of the planning areas where the students lived (Artz, 2004b). The 

Berkeley school board voted in favor of the plan in February, and in March 2004, 

BUSD began to assign students in K–8 using the new Student Assignment Plan 

(BUSD, 2004b; Wicinas, 2009a). In April 2004, the court ruled in favor of BUSD and 

the Avila lawsuit was dismissed. Supporting the district’s new Student Assignment 

Plan, Judge Richman stated,  

Although Proposition 209 specifically applies to public education, its text 
does not mention voluntary desegregation plans or otherwise indicate that 
prohibited discrimination or preferential treatment includes a race-conscious 
school assignment plan that seeks to provide all students with the same benefit 
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of desegregated schools. (Avila v. Berkeley Unified School District, 2004, p. 
8) 
 
As previously mentioned, after the culmination of 2 years of work by the 

SAAC as well as BUSD staff and consultants, in 2004 BUSD implemented the new 

Student Assignment Plan based on parent education level, parent income level, and 

race or ethnicity. BUSD (2004a) staff stated that their new method of assigning 

students through a multifactor approach  

enriches the educational experiences of all students, advances educational 
aspirations, enhances critical thinking skills, facilitates the equitable 
distribution of resources and encourages positive relationships across racial 
lines. 
 
The plan utilizes controlled choice, providing parents managed-choice options 

that simultaneously help the district achieve its goals of integrated schools. BUSD 

(2004a) believes choice to be an integral part of the plan’s success. The plan also 

provides priority to siblings and continues to use the three elementary school 

attendance zones in order to integrate schools. Figure 4 highlights each BUSD 

elementary attendance zone and its corresponding elementary schools. 
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Figure 4. Berkeley Unified School District elementary school attendance zones. 
Source: Berkeley Unified School District, 2004a. 
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 As in the old BUSD student assignment plan, the current plan continues to use 

geographic divisions to help identify residential patterns, which includes 445 

planning areas, each four to eight city blocks wide (BUSD, 2004a). However, in the 

current plan, composite diversity categories (1, 2, and 3) are assigned to planning 

areas based on parent income level, parent education level, and race or ethnicity. Each 

of the categories is weighted evenly in order determine the final category for each 

planning area. Planning areas designated as a Category 1 have a higher percentage of 

students of color and lower education and income levels, whereas Category 3 

planning areas tend to have a lower percentage of non-White students and higher 

education and income levels. Category 2 planning areas fall somewhere in between 

(BUSD, 2004a; also noted by an interviewee). For example, in Planning Area 34, the 

average income is approximately $104,000, the average education level is slightly 

higher than a bachelor’s degree, and the percentage of students of color is 10%. 

Therefore, Planning Area 34 is designated as diversity composite Category 3. 

Conversely, Planning Area 231 has an average income level of approximately 

$36,000, an average education level of a high school diploma and some college or 

associate degree, and a percentage of students of color of 92%. The lower levels of 

income and education coupled with the larger percentage of students of color in 

Planning Area 231 establishes it as diversity composite Category 1 (BUSD, 2004a). 

 The goal of BUSD’s Student Assignment Plan, ultimately, is to achieve 

socioeconomic and racial diversity reflective of the diversity within an elementary 

attendance zone in Categories 1, 2, and 3, within the range of 10 percentage points. 
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For example, in the Northwest Zone, based on Census data, Berkeley has about 60% 

of its students in Category 1, 20% in Category 2, and 20% in Category 3. Therefore, 

what the district wants to do is make sure that all of the Northwest Zone’s elementary 

schools, whether it is Rosa Parks, Jefferson, or Thousand Oaks, has an enrollment of 

roughly 60% Category 1 students, 20% Category 2 students, and 20% Category 3 

students. The same methodology applies to the Central and Southeast Zones (BUSD, 

2009; also noted by an interviewee). The plan acknowledges the distribution 

differences of diversity categories in each attendance zone, which results in different 

diversity categories at each individual school (BUSD, 2004a). The plan is 

implemented proportionally by zone, not the entire city. However, the goal of the plan 

is to eventually have the categories spread evenly throughout the district, according to 

an interviewee.  

In the fall of 2006, BUSD once again faced a legal battle with the Pacific 

Legal Foundation over its Student Assignment Plan. The organization claimed that 

BUSD’s use of race and ethnicity as one of its three factors in its diversity composite 

category was in violation of Proposition 209 (American Civil Rights Foundation v. 

Berkeley Unified School District, 2007). The Pacific Legal Foundation argued that 

BUSD violated Proposition 209 by racially discriminating among students during the 

assignment process in elementary schools and at programs at Berkeley High School. 

In April 2007, challenges to the Student Assignment Plan were dismissed, with the 

judge finding no wrongdoing on behalf of the district’s use of race as one of several 

factors considered in its assignment plan (Bhattacharjee, 2007).  
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 The ruling was appealed, and the California Court of Appeals unanimously 

upheld the earlier ruling, stating that since BUSD assigned students based on 

neighborhood demographics, not an individual student’s race, the district was not in 

violation of Proposition 209’s prohibition on the use of race in public education 

(American Civil Rights Foundation v. Berkeley Unified School District, 2009). 

BUSD’s Student Assignment Plan has been challenged in the courts three times over 

5 years and each time has come out victorious. 

Today, the BUSD serves about 9,000 students in 11 elementary schools, three 

middle schools, one high school, and one continuation school. Currently, there are no 

charter schools in the district (California Department of Education, 2009). However, a 

charter school proposal was presented to the Berkeley school board in December 

2009 with the goal of beginning instruction in the fall of 2011. This would be the first 

public charter school in the city of Berkeley (Barglow, 2009). 

While the demographic composition of BUSD is fairly diverse, with a student 

population of multiple racial and ethnic groups, it has shifted from the initial 

desegregation days when the school district’s population was predominately Black 

(41%) and White (50%) with a small Asian population (9%) and 1% other races 

(Sullivan & Stewart, 1969). In the 1992–1993 school year, the African American 

population had increased slightly to 43.2%, while the White population decreased 

dramatically to 36.5%. The district also began to enroll more Hispanic students 

(11%), while the Asian population decreased to 8.2% (California Department of 

Education, 2009). Since 2003, BUSD has experienced an estimated 23% decrease in 
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its Black population, while its multiracial population increased 23%. In the 2008–

2009 school year, White students comprised 30.5% of the student population, 

followed by 25.8% Black, 16.6% Hispanic, 7.1% Asian, 0.6% Filipino, 0.3% Pacific 

Islander, 0.3% American Indian, and 18.7% multiethnic or no response. Almost 40% 

of the students in BUSD are receiving a free or reduced-price meal, which is up 4.5% 

from the 2000–2001 school year and almost 10% from the 1992–1993 school year. 

Thirteen percent of BUSD students were classified as English language learners for 

the 2008–2009 school year, a percentage that has held relatively steady since the 

1992–1993 school year (California Department of Education, 2009).  

Realizing Integration in BUSD 

 As stated, the goal of the BUSD Student Assignment Plan is to achieve 

diversity using multiple demographic indicators of parental education level, 

household income level, and race or ethnicity within an elementary attendance zone. 

These indicators are used to develop three diversity composite categories, which are 

assigned to all of the planning areas across the city. Category 1 includes most of 

western Berkeley, Category 2 includes central Berkeley, and Category 3 includes a 

majority of eastern Berkeley (BUSD, 2009a). The district then looks at the 

percentages of students found in each of the diversity composite categories and uses 

those percentages to assign students to schools and provide for an integrated school 

environment representative of the diversity within the zone, in the range of plus or 

minus 10 percentage points. Students are not assigned to middle schools using the 

composite diversity categories, but the zone system is used at this grade level. The 
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composition of middle schools looks like the demographics within the school’s zone, 

which results in a racial and socioeconomic imbalance in the schools (BUSD, 2009c, 

2009d). All BUSD students attend Berkeley High School. 

 BUSD also aims to provide students with their choice of school in the Student 

Assignment Plan. During the 2009–2010 school year, 69% of parents received their 

first choice of school, 11% second choice, 14% third choice, and 6% their fourth 

choice (BUSD, 2009b). 

 Tables 12 and 13 show the racial composition of elementary attendance zones 

in BUSD and the racial composition of schools within the district. The Southeast 

Zone has a more even distribution of White and Black residents as compared to the 

Central and Northwest Zones, yet schools at every grade level have about the same 

racial composition. White students represent the majority of the population at all 

grade levels, followed by Blacks, multiracial, and Hispanic or Latino students.  

 
Table 12 
 
Percentage Racial Composition of Berkeley Unified School District  
Elementary Attendance Zones, 2009–2010 School Year 
 
Zone White Black Other 
Northwest 34.05 14.05 51.9 
Central  37.01 21.45 41.5 
Southeast  29.38 25.76 44.9 
Note. Source: Berkeley Unified School District, 2009d. 
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Table 13 
 
Percentage Racial Composition of Berkeley Unified School District, 2008–2009 
School Year 
 

School level 
Asian/Pacific 

Islander Black 
Hispanic 
or Latino White 

Multiple/ 
no response Total 

Elementary  7.1 21.5 18.4 30.4 20.9 3,678 
Middle  8.5 28.3 17.4 27.2 17.7 1,796 
High  7.6 27.6 13.4 33.3 17.3 3,329 
Note. Source: California Department of Education, 2009. 
 
 
 Table 14 shows the percentage of students in each diversity composite 

category across the elementary attendance zones and the actual diversity composite 

category average of elementary schools within their corresponding zone. Category 1 

includes planning areas that have higher percentages of students of color and lower 

parental education and income levels. Category 3 includes planning areas that have a 

lower percentage of non-White students and higher education and income levels. The 

percentages of students of color and parental income and education levels in Category 

2 planning areas fall somewhere in between (BUSD, 2004a). In every BUSD 

elementary attendance zone, the actual diversity composite categories for the 

elementary schools are within plus or minus 10 percentage points of the zone’s 

diversity composite average, which means the district is successfully meeting its 

stated diversity goals. All of the elementary schools, the only level in which the 

Student Assignment Plan is applied, are in compliance with the plan. There is some 

variance between the diversity composite categories for the zones and the average 

diversity composite categories for the elementary schools. In the Northwest Zone, this 

variance is greatest in Category 1, with about -7% points. The same can be said in the 
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Central Zone in Category 1, with an approximate variance of -5.8%. The Southeast 

Zone has less variance across all three categories, with the highest variance in 

Category 3, with 3.18% points over the zone’s average. 

 
Table 14 
 
Percentage Diversity Composite Categories of Berkeley Unified School District 
Elementary Attendance Zones, 2009–2010 School Year 
 
Zone Category 1 Category 2 Category 3 
Northwest  60.4 21.7 17.9 

Elementary school avg. 53.1 24.4 22.6 
 
Central  53.1 28.6 18.2 

Elementary school avg. 47.3 29.0 23.8 
 
Southeast  66.7 23.1 10.2 

Elementary school avg. 63.8 22.9 13.4 
Note. Source: Berkeley Unified School District, 2009c. 
 
 
Conclusion 

Since BUSD voluntarily integrated its schools in 1968, the district and the city 

have been able to sustain high levels of diversity due in large part to the value the 

community places on diversity. Berkeleyans have been part of the process to maintain 

integration throughout its schools every step of the way. A BUSD district-level 

employee expressed this trend, stating,  

Well, Berkeley has been very entrenched in what they believe. Having been 
one of the first school districts to voluntarily integrate its schools, they take 
that very seriously. There were people there that said let them sue us, we will 
fight, we will take this fight wherever it takes and will raise all of the money 
we can get. 
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The establishment of the SAAC brought the community’s voice to the table 

during the creation of the Student Assignment Plan, providing for a thorough and 

inclusive design process. The committee members were committed to addressing the 

problem and worked tirelessly to devise a plan that would benefit all students, 

according to an interviewee. Their hard work and perseverance, together with efforts 

made by dedicated consultants and BUSD staff, led to the creation of a plan that has 

withstood many legal battles and has gained high praise from those intimately 

involved in the field of school desegregation.   

In more recent years, the city of Berkeley has begun to change 

demographically as the percentage of Black residents continues to decline and the 

percentage of Asian, Hispanic, and multiracial residents steadily increases. Moreover, 

Berkeley continues to experience high levels of residential segregation coupled with 

inequities in income levels between Whites and non-Whites. While BUSD may 

successfully bring students together from different backgrounds in the classroom, 

when these students go home at the end of the day they still rest their heads in 

communities where segregation and its effects are ever present. One Berkeleyan 

elaborated on this point, “Integration itself doesn’t bring about social equity.” 

Another Berkeleyan added,  

It’s not enough to just put kids in the classroom. It’s not enough to do that. 
You have to start cultural competency training and working with kids from 
kindergarten on because the White kids who have the means are getting the 
message. It’s just starting right then. I remember in third grade, why is it that 
the Black kids are all getting in trouble? Why are they in lower tracks? It was 
uniform. Why is that happening? I was wondering that as a third grader. We 
need to begin to really address those questions with the kids and find some 
way of doing that in any school district. You can’t just throw kids together 
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because they become separate but equal and it’s starts from day one and it just 
goes right on through. 

 
Chapters 4–6 highlighted the key components of the OPS, JCPS, and BUSD 

integration plans based on voluntary choice and SES, including (a) the history of the 

plans, (b) intermediate changes in the plans over time and how those changes were 

related to the changing sociopolitical context in the cities and school districts, (c) 

where the current plans stand and how they relate to the current demographics of the 

cities and school districts, and (d) how effective the plans are in maintaining their 

stated diversity goals. Now that the foundation of each of the plans has been 

established, Chapter 7 focuses on the connections between the plans and explains 

why it is important to pay attention to the interaction between the design, 

implementation, and context of each plan. Chapter 7 also discusses the limitations of 

how each plan was designed given the sociopolitical and geographic context as well 

as the potential risks to the success of the plans going forward. 
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Chapter 7: Findings: Exploring Cross-Case Themes 

 
As stated, the ways in which policies are designed and implemented are 

greatly influenced by the surrounding sociopolitical and geographic contexts. In turn, 

these contexts play a critical role in shaping the ways in which policies are supported 

as well as in their ultimate success. It is difficult to gain a complete understanding of 

education policy implementation without first recognizing the context in which the 

policy was realized (Dumas & Anyon, 2006). As is the case in all of the integration 

plans based on voluntary choice and SES analyzed in this study, the local 

sociopolitical and geographic contexts played fundamental roles in how the three 

distinct plans were shaped and adopted. The history of school desegregation, the 

battles to maintain integration in schools despite pushback from the judicial system, 

the enduring effects of White flight, and the changing demographics of the cities and 

school districts all represent particular contextual forces that have come together to 

form the present-day student assignment policies.  

After analyzing the data collected in this study, I came to a number of 

conclusions about the relationship among the design, implementation, and context in 

integration plans based on voluntary choice and SES. The purpose of this chapter, 

therefore, is to explore these findings by describing themes that arose through my 

cross-case analysis of the three integration plans. I describe the role of and 

relationship between the sociopolitical and geographic contexts of three integration 

plans based on voluntary choice and SES and discuss how these contexts have 

supported the shaping and adoption of different kinds of student assignment plans. I 
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also describe the effects of the changing demographics and changing political 

landscape within the cities and school districts and how these factors have played a 

role in the success or failure of the plans. Furthermore, I describe the power and 

limits of the design of each plan and how context interacts with design to produce 

particular outcomes. Finally, I offer some potential risks for the plans moving forward 

in how they are currently structured and how the changing sociopolitical context may 

undermine the ability of the plans to meet their intended diversity goals. 

Boundaries Matter 

The first cross-case finding is that boundaries matter: The ability of SES-

based integration policies to achieve diversity depends in large part upon the district’s 

ability to retain or attract middle-class families within its boundaries. Local context 

had a significant influence on the ability of these plans to achieve their stated goals.  

As I shall illustrate below, one of the most significant aspects of local context that 

affected the ability of schools to maintain diversity was the position of the school 

district in the “regional dynamics.” In particular, the ability of the school district to 

maintain a significant middle-class population within its boundaries.  

In each of the three metropolitan areas analyzed in this study, White flight, 

affluent flight, and suburbanization had occurred. The court ordered-desegregation in 

Jefferson County allowed the central city school district to merge with the suburban 

district so that the district captured the White flight that occurred, thereby providing a 

means to maintain integration. Omaha, however, is an urban district with boundaries 

that have remained frozen since it was created. It is a district that has, over time, 
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become surrounded by multiple suburban districts, which have together drained both 

middle-class students as well as tax resources from the city.  Thus, the “frozen” 

boundaries have severely limited OPS’ ability to implement its integration plan or 

maintain desired levels of diversity within it schools.  Berkeley, by contrast, is a 

suburban community that has used its small boundaries to its advantage—by creating 

a district with a reputation for valuing diversity, thereby attracting middle- and upper 

middle-class families who seek out a diverse environment for their children. Thus, in 

this suburban context the small size of the district along with the favorable political 

culture of the city has helped to create a situation in which the plan can successfully 

achieve diversity. 

Below I discuss each of these districts in turn, illustrating how the geographic 

context has created limitations or possibilities with each of the integration plans. 

Omaha. While OPS has been able to maintain high levels of support and 

commitment to its Student Assignment Plan throughout the years, the geographic 

context of the district continues to be a barrier in the ability for schools to obtain 

preferred levels of diversity. OPS is limited in its capacity to grow as a district and 

therefore is unable to compete against the pull of affluence from neighboring 

suburban districts. As a result, the district is currently struggling to maintain desired 

levels of diversity in its schools. 

When racial desegregation was required in the district in 1975, OPS had a 

student population of 58,000 (OPS, 2008a). Once the policy was implemented, that 
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number slowly decreased for about 15 years as White middle-class families fled OPS 

to neighboring suburban school districts.  

Today, seven suburban school districts border OPS to the west and south: (a) 

Bennington Public Schools, (b) Elkhorn Public Schools, (c) Millard Public Schools, 

(d) Westside Community Schools, (e) Ralston Public Schools, (f) Papillion-La Vista 

School District, and (g) Bellevue Public Schools. All of these districts are much 

smaller in size than OPS and all have predominately White student populations, 

although Millard Public Schools has been growing rapidly over the last 25 years due 

in large part to White flight from OPS (see Tables 15 and 16).  

Today, surrounded by districts on every side, OPS cannot grow 

geographically as a district. Many people in Omaha discussed with me this inability 

of growth to occur within the district. One interviewee said, 

We are landlocked in many ways because on each end; Bellevue is on one 
side of our district, Westside sits within the middle of our district, Millard was 
the one who really grew from about 6,000 kids, when the deseg plan started, 
to now almost 30,000 kids…Then we have Bennington, which would be 
really northwest and that takes in pretty much surrounding the OPS. 
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Table 15  
 
Overall Enrollment in Districts Surrounding Omaha Public Schools, 1985–2009 
 

District 1985 1990 2000 2008 
Omaha Public Schools 41,322 41,180 43,995 48,006 
Bennington Public Schools     517     438     585   1,047 
Elkhorn Public Schools   1,780   2,002   2,792   4,978 
Millard Public Schools 14,221 16,614 17,941 22,140 
Westside Community Schools   4,896   4,668   5,180   6,101 
Ralston Public Schools   3,120   3,103   2,982   3,091 
Papillion-La Vista School District   6,038   6,521   7,868   9,540 
Bellevue Public Schools   8,015   8,505   8,842   9,674 
Note. Source: Nebraska Department of Education, 2010. 
 
 
Table 16 
 
Percentage Demographic Comparisons of School Districts Surrounding Omaha 
Public Schools, 2008–2009 School Year 
 

District White Black Hispanic 

Asian/ 
Pacific 
Islander 

American 
Indian/ 
Alaska 
Native 

Free or 
reduced-

price 
lunch 

Omaha Public 
Schools 

39.6 31.4 25.3 2.2 1.5 62.3 

Bennington Public 
Schools 

93.0   1.8   2.8 2.4 0.0 8.7 

Elkhorn Public 
Schools 

92.2   1.7   3.2 2.6 0.3 7.0 

Millard Public 
Schools 

88.0   3.2   4.2 4.2 0.4 10.9 

Westside 
Community 
Schools 

82.7   8.3   4.3 3.9 0.8 22.6 

Ralston Public 
Schools 

71.3   6.1 18.8 3.1 0.6 41.5 

Papillion- La Vista 
School District 

85.6   6.0   4.7 3.2 0.4 17.3 

Bellevue Public 
Schools 

77.0 10.1   8.4 3.4 0.9 27.8 

Note. Source: Nebraska Department of Education, 2010. 
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OPS has been unable to attract White middle-class families back into the 

district since the initial desegregation days, while the number of minorities and 

people living in poverty has increased significantly throughout the city of Omaha and 

in the school district (see Tables 17 and 18). The district did start to see an increase in 

its overall population after 1990 with more minority students enrolling in the district, 

but the White population has continued to decrease (OPS, 2008a). Even more 

problematic, most of the White people that have stayed in the district tend to live 

within one geographic area, as do other people of specific racial groups. According to 

an OPS employee, 

The White population in Omaha schools is shrinking all the time. We have 
40% White students. But the majority of the White population in our district is 
west. There’s a central location that’s an older part of the city that is not as 
integrated…the northeast portion of the district is predominately African 
American. The southeast portion of the district is predominately Hispanic or 
Latino. 

 
In the city of Omaha, over the last 30 years the Hispanic or Latino population 

has experienced the largest growth, increasing by nearly 10%, while the Black 

population has remained fairly stable. Both the Hispanic or Latino and Black 

populations have high poverty levels, with approximately 23% of the Hispanic or 

Latino population and 40% of the Black population living below the poverty level. 

The White population in Omaha has slightly decreased from 84.3% in 1980 to 76.7% 

in 2008. The percentage of White people living under the poverty level has only 

slightly decreased during this same time period and as of 2007 was just about 10% 

(see Tables 17 and 18).  
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Table 17 
 
Percentage Racial Composition of the City of Omaha, 1980–2008 

 
Ethnicity 1980 1990 2000 2008 
White 84.3 83.9 78.4 76.7 
Black 12.0 13.0 13.3 12.8 
Hispanic or 
Latino 

  2.3   3.1   7.5 11.4 

Asian   0.6   1.0   1.8   2.2 
Other   1.0   1.3   3.9   5.1 
Multiracial N/A N/A   1.9   2.8 
Note. Source: U.S Census 1980-2000, 2008. 

 

Table 18 
 
Percentage Population Living Below Poverty Level in the City of Omaha, 1990–2007 
 
Ethnicity 1990 2000 2007 
White   8.7   7.2   9.8 
Black 34.6 30.0 39.7  
Asian 22.2 17.0 N/A 
Hispanic or Latino N/A 19.9 22.6  
Multiracial N/A 20.8 30.2  
Other 22.1 20.3 21.3  
Note. Source: Social Explorer, 2010. 

 

According to the district, the student population of OPS is currently minority-

majority, with most of the growth occurring in the Hispanic or Latino population. In 

fact, since 1970, the Hispanic or Latino population in OPS has grown by nearly 24% 

(see Table 19). Approximately 29,000 of the 48,000 students in OPS are classified as 

minority students, although the White population still represents 40% of the district, 

having the highest number of students enrolled in the district, 19,000 (OPS, 2008a). 

However, the Black population in the district is reaching near proportionate levels to 

that of the White population with 15,000 students, as is the Hispanic or Latino 
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population with approximately 12,000 students (OPS, 2008a). Additionally, when 

looking at the racial composition of the schools within OPS, approximately 14% of 

schools have a Black population between 75–100%, whereas 7.7% of schools have a 

majority-White population and 6.4% of schools are predominately Hispanic or 

Latino. The majority of Black and Hispanic or Latino students are concentrated in 

schools with less than 25% of students from the same racial groups. White students 

are more likely to be found in schools that are either 0–25% or 50–75% White (see 

Table 20).  

 
Table 19 
 
Percentage Racial Composition of Omaha Public Schools, 1970–2008 
 

Ethnicity 1970 1980 1990 2000 2008 Change  
Total 
population 

63,516 44,592 41,180 43,995 48,006 -15,510 

       
White 79.3 70.4 65.9 52.0 39.7 -39.6 
Black 18.6 25.3 27.7 31.9 31.4 +12.8 
Hispanic/Latino   1.4   2.3   4.0 12.8 25.3 +23.9 
Asian   0.2   1.1   1.1   1.7   2.2   +2.0 
Native 
American 

  0.5   1.0   1.4   1.5   1.5   +1.0 

Note. Source: Omaha Public Schools, 2008a. 
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Table 20 
 
Percentage Racial Composition of Schools in Omaha Public Schools, 2008–2009 
School Year 
 

% of students in a single ethnic group  
Ethnicity 0–25% 25–50% 50–75% 75–100% 
White   34.6 26.9 30.8 7.7 
Black   43.6 29.5 16.7 0.0 
Hispanic or Latino   66.7 16.7 11.5 6.4 
Asian 100.0   0.0   0.0 0.0 
Note. Source: Nebraska Department of Education, 2008. 
 
 

The district also has experienced a steady growth in the number of students 

eligible for free or reduced-price lunch, the indicator of poverty used within the 

district (see Table 21). Approximately 63% of OPS students are currently classified 

as being in poverty (OPS, 2008a). Of this 63%, Black students have the highest 

percentage of students eligible for free or reduced-price lunch (24.4%), followed by 

20.9% of Hispanic or Latino students and 14.8% of White students. Additionally, 

since the 1992–1993 school year, the percentage of Black and Hispanic or Latino 

students classified as being in poverty has increased by 2% and 17%, respectively, 

while the percentage of White students eligible for free or reduced-price lunch has 

decreased by 7% (OPS, 2008a). An Omaha resident attributed the rise in poverty in 

the Omaha community to the demographic shifts that have been occurring in the city: 

So, the level of poverty in Omaha continues to increase and in part that’s 
because Omaha has some major very positive forces that tend to attract a 
lower socioeconomic mix and ELL [English language learner] mix. The 
largest Sudanese population in the United States is now here. I think we’ve 
got 9,000 Sudanese families in Omaha and they’re all in Omaha proper. 
That’s an enormous change in influx. The largest Latino/Latina population is 
within the OPS. So, what happens is this is the city; this is where immigrants 
generally settle. And there is a tradition that has been going back 50-60 years 
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where generally immigrants come, they live in South Omaha. As families 
better themselves in terms of education and wealth they kind of assimilate into 
the regular population. South Omaha used to be many years ago the German 
and Czech side of town. It had the packing plants. There used to be packing 
plants right in downtown Omaha, or if you drive just five minutes south of 
here one of the biggest packing plants ever in the land is still there. It’s not a 
packing plant anymore but of course that’s what attracted a population that’s 
lower socioeconomic. And usually in Nebraska that has been the immigrant 
population. Every immigrant population ends up working at the plants and 
then moving on. 

 
 
Table 21  
 
Students Receiving Free or Reduced-Price Meals in Omaha Public Schools,  
1992–2008 
 

Ethnicity 1992 2000 2005 2008 
Total population  48.4 50.8 53.2 62.3 
White 22.0 16.8 14.8 14.8 
Black 21.9 23.2 21.7 24.4 
Asian   0.5   0.6   0.6   1.1 
Hispanic or Latino   3.2   9.0 15.0 20.9 
Native American   1.0   1.1   1.0   1.1 
Note. Source: Omaha Public Schools, 2008a. 
 
 

While the number of people of poverty is increasing in Omaha, the median 

household income is increasing as well. However, this increase is not distributed 

equally among all of the residents of Omaha; Whites and Asians have median 

household incomes twice that of Blacks and over a quarter over that of Hispanics or 

Latinos. Black residents in Omaha earn $20,000 less than the city’s average median 

household income and $11,000 less than the second to lowest income earning group, 

the Hispanic or Latino population (see Table 22). 
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Table 22 
 
Median Household Income in Omaha, 1990–2008 
 
Ethnic group 1990 2000 2008 
Total population $26,927 $40,006 $45,979 
White $28,965 $42,890 $51,672 
Black $15,341 $23,883 $25,201 
Hispanic or Latino $25,505 $35,028 $36,225 
Asian $19,161 $37,412 $50,386 
Other N/A $33,507 $38,236 
Note. Source: U.S Census 1990-2000; 2008.  
 
 
 The demographic data in the city of Omaha as well as OPS shows that the 

White population is declining every year as minority populations are steadily rising. 

Furthermore, the White population that has remained in the city is doing much better 

in terms of earning higher incomes and experiencing less poverty as compared to all 

of the other populations, with the exception of Asians. In OPS, the enrollment of 

Black and Hispanic or Latino students in poverty has reached record numbers, which 

is making it increasingly difficult for the district to maintain socioeconomic balance 

throughout its schools. 

The White flight has been exacerbated by Nebraska’s option enrollment 

policy, through which many White and middle-class parents are choosing to send 

their children to neighboring suburban districts. This policy is making it increasingly 

more difficult for OPS to maintain diversity through its Student Assignment Plan.  

While OPS faces many challenges in terms of its geography, OPS leaders also 

are often unable to connect with Nebraska policymakers because of district 

demographics. Nebraska is a historically rural state, and besides Omaha, and to a 
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lesser extent Lincoln, the rest of the state has not witnessed the same type of 

demographic shifts. Some individuals, therefore, are not familiar with the 

complexities of urban school districts like OPS. An OPS district-level employee 

described the complicated nature of being the only urban school district in Nebraska: 

Just demographically, the OPS is an island in and of itself. We are really the 
only urban center in the state of Nebraska…and so in the city of Omaha, in 
OPS, we have needs that we need to represent to the legislature that are unlike 
any other district. Sometimes we get resistance because of that. That there 
isn’t an understanding of the depth of the poverty in this area. We have the 
poorest African American population in terms of children in the whole 
country, located in Omaha. People do not understand that. And so the 
complexities of an urban school district are difficult to explain to legislators 
who for the most part are from small towns or rural situations…But there 
seems to be a heightened sense of that different from the fact that we have a 
city that has the kind of poverty that I think most don’t, I guess I would say, 
appreciate. And it’s a challenge…When you look at the number of ELLs 
[English language learners] we’re serving, when you take a look at the 
number of homeless children that we educate, we have over 500 homeless 
children, that’s bigger than most of the school districts in the state of 
Nebraska. Our ESL [English as a second language] population is bigger than 
the fourth largest district in the state of Nebraska. So, painting that story and 
helping people understand that we have children that come from some really 
challenging situations that do impact their learning is sometimes difficult. 

 
 While policymakers outside of Omaha may have a difficult time grasping all 

of the intricacies of the district, those within the district are steadfast in their 

commitment to providing integrative schools, particularly the OPS Board of 

Education. The 12-member school board has “stood shoulder-to-shoulder” behind the 

OPS Student Assignment Plan since its inception. Some of the current board 

members have been serving on the board for 20–30 years and are thus well informed 

about the history of the school district and its battles to distribute equity across all of 

its schools. An Omaha employee described the school board as “cohesive” and 
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“somewhat unusual” given the long tenure of some of the members, which speaks to 

the dedication these individuals have to the school district. 

It’s a fairly cohesive group. It became mostly cohesive when they figured out 
it wasn’t about what was happening inside, it was about what the outside 
forces were doing to the district as a whole. When they started seeing what 
that finance structure was doing, seeing what things like option enrollment 
were doing, seeing what kind of support they were getting and not getting 
from anyone, they really banded together and have stood powerfully for the 
rights of all children. And it’s something that is, I use the word mantra but I 
mean it very positively. It’s a very strong, positive mantra of the entire board 
that they do not represent their subdistricts because they are elected by 
subdistricts. They represent the entirety of the body of the schools. There’s 
very little feuding about any of the important things on the board, in terms of 
integration, socioeconomic. The board has adopted an internal reallocation of 
resources so another words, when funding comes from the state, they take that 
pot of money and they have their own internal formula of reallocating it to 
ensure that the schools that have the highest levels of poverty have the funds 
appropriate to put in place the programs and services in that school for those 
kids versus different schools for different kids. 
 
Clearly, the changing sociopolitical and geographic contexts in Omaha will 

make it difficult for the district to maintain diversity within schools. Likewise, as the 

concentration of poverty increases and residential segregation continues throughout 

the city, the design of the district’s integration plan is almost irrelevant. When the 

OPS Student Assignment Plan was implemented over 10 years ago, the district was in 

a position to achieve integration throughout its school. Today, the outlook is much 

different. 

We’re now at the time we were at this we were a little over 50%. We’re now 
at 70% free and reduced [price lunch]. At some point you lose the ability to 
integrate using socioeconomics and in many cities you lose the ability to 
integrate whether it was race-based or not as a result of the abandonment. 

 
While OPS is committed to achieving diversity in all of its schools and 

continues to strive for integrated schools providing efficient choice through its 
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Student Assignment Plan, this urban school district will continue to face obstacles. 

The current OPS Student Assignment Plan can no longer provide the same levels of 

integration as it once did. A former OPS employee stated,  

Because if really what you’re talking about is socioeconomic integration and 
what that really means is essentially have a middle- and upper middle-class 
structure in the educational system for all children, given the demographics 
inside the OPS you could not achieve that...So the only hope was to have 
some broader educational community to help achieve that. 

 
This “broader hope,” which may allow the district to feel some sense of 

reprieve, is the new regional interdistrict socioeconomic desegregation plan that will 

be implemented in the 2010–2011 school year. In 2007, the Nebraska Legislature 

passed LB 641 (Change Provisions, 2007), requiring 11 school districts across two 

counties in the Omaha metropolitan area, Douglas and Sarpy Counties, to come 

together to form a Learning Community. The Learning Community is funded through 

a tax-sharing plan and governed by an elected council, the Learning Community 

Coordinating Council. The first elected Learning Community Coordinating Council, 

the largest governing body of a Nebraska subdivision outside of the legislature, is 

made up of 18 voting members and 3 nonvoting members (Learning Community of 

Douglas and Sarpy Counties, 2010). The Learning Community Coordinating Council 

took office in January 2009 and is working to address the three key areas set forth in 

LB 641: (a) focus on the existent academic and social barriers to student achievement 

through the creation of Elementary Learning Centers that work to improve the 

academic success for elementary students, particularly those students who face 

academic challenges due to factors such as poverty, limited English skills, and 
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mobility; (b) work to ensure that school communities reflect the socioeconomic 

diversity of the greater community; and (c) address the inherent inequities of funding 

characteristic in urban versus suburban educational settings through a common tax 

levy that is distributed to the school districts and gives weight to students in poverty 

(Learning Community of Douglas and Sarpy Counties, 2010). 

Parents in the Learning Community may apply to send their children to any 

public elementary, middle, or high school within the 11 Learning Community school 

districts. Students are assigned to schools based on capacity and ability to promote 

socioeconomic diversity. Open enrollment replaces option enrollment for students 

living within the Learning Community (Learning Community of Douglas and Sarpy 

Counties, 2010). 

 Beginning in the 2010–2011 school year, the OPS Student Assignment Plan 

will change significantly from its original design to be in line with the guidelines set 

forth by the Learning Community. Some of the key changes in the OPS Student 

Assignment Plan are the following: (a) all OPS schools will be open to all students at 

all levels, and elementary zones will no longer exist; (b) students are assigned to 

schools based on free or reduced-price lunch status, not where the student resides; (c) 

priority is given to students if they already have a sibling attending the school they 

desire or if they can contribute to socioeconomic diversity of the school; (d) second 

priority is given to students from the other 10 Learning Community school districts 

and OPS students who will improve the socioeconomic diversity of a school; (e) 

remaining seats are available to all students regardless if their attendance affects the 
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socioeconomic diversity of the school; and (f) where classroom space is limited, 

lotteries will be utilized at each priority level (OPS, 2009b).   

As stated, since its inception the goal of the OPS Student Assignment Plan has 

been to integrate schools to reflect the socioeconomic diversity of the district. The 

Learning Community has set forth a similar goal in its diversity plan stating that 

every school in the 11 districts that comprise the Learning Community should reflect 

the average socioeconomic diversity of the Learning Community as a whole. In the 

2010–2011 school year, an average of 38% of students in these 11 districts will be 

eligible for free or reduced-price lunch, the SES indicator used to achieve integration 

in the Learning Community (OPS, 2009b).  

 While the Learning Community should conceptually benefit OPS and help to 

diversify the district, OPS employees recognize that it may be a hard sell trying to 

attract students from suburban districts into OPS. One of the main obstacles the 

district faces is this: How do you create a culture, an atmosphere that can bring people 

back into the inner city, back into the OPS that is a majority-minority district? 

Furthermore, the district still faces an uphill battle in terms of simply being part of the 

process and having a voice at the table when decisions are being made for the 

community. An OPS administrator described some of these challenges, including 

recognizing the inability of the district to continue to integrate using their current plan 

as the number of students in poverty increases and the policies being implemented 

fail to address housing issues. 

It will be humanly impossible to integrate given the policy decisions that are 
being made. It’s humanly impossible to integrate if in fact we have Section 8 
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housing all concentrated in one area. And I will see in my lifetime the 
inability within the Omaha Public Schools attendance area of any kind of 
integration based on socioeconomics. We’re now at 70% (poverty). We’re 
very, very quickly growing and so the answer to your question is reflected in 
the most recent statute (Learning Community). What we’d like to see is 35% 
integrated formula in every school. That’s what the statue says would 
materialize. Right now we have a school by the airport that houses for the 
most part most of the youngsters who are living in a shelter. But the bottom 
line is that school ideally and statutorily would be 35% of its youngsters to 
qualify for free and reduced lunch where now it’s 100%. So, the ingredients 
are in place to realize an integrative effort. Now comes the hard work, making 
it happen. So, what we’d like to see is reflected in statute. 

 
As stated, the Learning Community may conceptually be the answer to 

achieving integration across both urban and suburban school districts in the greater 

Omaha metropolitan area. On the other hand, unless there is a will and desire by all of 

the school districts involved in the regional plan to meet the 38% integrative 

benchmark across all schools, nothing will change and OPS will continue to struggle 

in its attempts to achieve diversity.  

As OPS prepares for the implementation of the Learning Community in the 

fall of 2010, it continues to regularly monitor its Student Assignment Plan, making 

adjustments as needed. In fact, in the 2009–2010 school year the board agreed to 

create two new magnet schools, one at the middle school level and one at the high 

school level, as a response to the shifting demographics in the district. One of the 

high schools recently had dropped from a population of 1,800 to 1,200 and the district 

thought the best way to “jumpstart” that building, as well as the middle school that 

feeds into it, was to establish two new magnet schools, according to an interviewee.  
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The district’s student assignment writing team also meets monthly to review 

the plan from the elementary through high school level. According to an interviewee, 

the writing team does its best to  

get ahead of what is happening within the city whether it’s dealing with 
housing, whatever it may be dealing with. We look at it very, very thoroughly 
in terms of what would eventually create some problems for the plan. Now it’s 
very, very difficult because as I said, when you think of a school district that’s 
changed so much, how do you keep diversity as an objective when you have a 
population that’s becoming more and more increasingly a minority population 
being the majority. 

 
While OPS has both the historical support and commitment to its Student 

Assignment Plan, the geographic context of the district continues to impede 

achievement of the desired levels of diversity. OPS is landlocked and therefore 

cannot fight the pull of affluence from surrounding school districts. However, with 

the establishment of the Learning Community, the greater Omaha metropolitan area 

has a real chance of setting an example for the rest of the country on how diversity 

can be achieved through a regional approach. If the plan works the way it is intended 

to, OPS could serve as its greatest beneficiary.  

 Jefferson County. Unlike OPS, JCPS has been able to maintain a large White 

population throughout the district as a direct result of the 1975 court-ordered 

desegregation, in which the Louisville and Jefferson County school districts were 

merged into one countywide district. JCPS serves the entire county, which makes it 

very different from a district like OPS, which serves as the urban core of the city and 

is surrounded by affluent suburbs. By incorporating the city and surrounding suburbs, 

the JCPS Student Assignment Plan makes it nearly impossible for anyone to flee the 
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school district unless they choose to attend private schools or schools outside of the 

county. Thus, the district has had relative success in maintaining desired levels of 

integration. As Tables 24 and 25 show, the district has grown in population overall 

and has retained a large majority of White students within its boundaries. 

However, there are indications that the district may have trouble maintaining 

levels of integration in the future. Overall the percentage of Whites is declining in the 

county as well as in the district as minority populations steadily increase (see Tables 

23 and 24). The Black population is steadily rising both in the county and in the 

district, as is the Hispanic or Latino population, a population that until recently did 

not exist in the area. Furthermore, when looking at the racial composition of schools 

within JCPS, approximately 54% of schools are 50–75% White and almost 60% of 

schools have a Black population of 25–50%. With the exception of 0.7% of schools 

being 75–100% Black, none of the schools in JCPS have over a 75% majority of a 

single racial group (JCPS, 2010). 

 
Table 23 
 
Percentage Racial Composition of Jefferson County, 1970–2008 
 
Ethnicity 1970 1980 1990 2000 2008 
Total 
Population 

695,055 685,004 664,937 683,604 708,402 

White 86.0 83.2 81.9 77.4 75.4 
Black 13.7 16.0 17.1 18.9 20.0 
Hispanic or 
Latino 

  0.5   0.6   0.7   1.8   3.0 

Asian N/A   0.4   0.7   1.4   2.0 
Other   0.2   0.4   0.2   0.7   1.0 
Multiracial N/A N/A N/A   1.4   1.5 
Note. Source: Social Explorer, 2010; U.S. Census Bureau, 2008. 
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Table 24 
 
Overall Enrollment in Jefferson County Public Schools, 1986–2009 
 

 1986 1990 2000 2009 
Jefferson County Public Schools 93,128 91,744 92,791 99,208 
Note. Source: National Center for Education Statistics, 1990; Jefferson County Public Schools, 2010; 
Frankenberg, Lee, & Orfield, 2003. 
 
 
Table 25 
 
Percentage Racial Composition of Jefferson County Public Schools, 1980–2009 
 
Ethnicity 1980 1991 2000 2009 Change  
White 72.0 68.0 62.0 51.1 -20.9 
Black 27.0 33.0 35.1 36.1  +9.1 
Hispanic or Latino N/A N/A   1.5 5.4  +5.4 
Asian N/A N/A   1.3 2.7  +2.7 
Note. Source: Jefferson County Public Schools, 2010; Frankenberg, Lee, & Orfield, 2003; Orfield & 
Lee, 2007.  
 

Thus, while Jefferson County and JCPS still have predominately White 

middle-class populations, poverty levels in the county as well as the district have been 

steadily rising in recent years, which can play a role in the ability for JCPS to 

successfully implement its integration plan. The percentage of people living in 

poverty in Jefferson County has been increasing slightly since 1980 in all of the 

subgroup populations. Blacks and Hispanics or Latinos have the highest populations 

living below poverty, with 30.5% and 25.3%, respectively. In JCPS, the percentage of 

students receiving free and reduced-price lunch has seen a dramatic increase over the 

last 15 years from 48.5% to approximately 61%. Prior to the implementation of the 

new JCPS Student Assignment Plan, the district only took into consideration Black 

students and other students, which included White students as well as other minority 
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groups, when measuring free or reduced-price lunch in the district. Currently, the 

district looks at Black, White, and other student populations when measuring this 

socioeconomic variable. Therefore, it is hard to compare these indicators over time. 

However, we can look at the percentage of Black students receiving free or reduced-

price lunch in JCPS, as this subgroup has been measured consistently throughout the 

years. Since 2000, the percentage of Black students receiving free or reduced-price 

meals has increased from approximately 25% to 30%. The number of White students 

currently receiving free or reduced-price meals is about 22% (see Tables 26 and 27). 

 
Table 26 
 
Percentage Population Living Below Poverty Level in Jefferson County, 1980–2007 
 

Ethnicity 1980 1990 2000 2007 
White   8.6   9.4   8.0   9.7 
Black 30.6 34.3 29.2 30.5 
Asian or Pacific Islander 16.9 22.1 11.5 12.9 
Hispanic or Latino 21.4 18.3 22.1 25.3 
Other   6.3 28.6 25.5 N/A 
Note. Source: Social Explorer, 2010; U.S. Census Bureau, 2008. 
 
 
Table 27 
 
Percentage Students Receiving Free or Reduced-Price Meals in Jefferson County 
Public Schools, 1995–2009 
 

Ethnicity 1995 2000 2009 
Total population 48.5 50.0 61.0 
White N/A N/A 22.2 
Black N/A 24.5 29.9 
Other N/A 21.5   8.9 
Note. Source: Jefferson County Public Schools, 2010. 
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 As is the case in Omaha, the median household income of residents in 

Jefferson County has been steadily increasing over time. However, Whites and 

Asians are experiencing the majority of this growth in income. The median household 

income of Blacks is the lowest among all groups at approximately $27,000. Blacks 

earn $7,000 less than the second lowest income earner population, classified as other 

ethnicity, and $13,000 less than the third lowest income earner population, Hispanics 

or Latinos. Asians are the highest income earners in Jefferson County, with a median 

household income of approximately $60,000 (see Table 28). The disparities in 

income among ethnicity in Jefferson County reaffirm the importance of implementing 

a student assignment plan that seeks to provide racial and socioeconomic diversity by 

providing more mixed-income schools so that low-income students of color do not 

continue to be segregated and isolated because of their race and SES. 

 
Table 28 
 
Median Household Income by Ethnicity in Jefferson County, 1980–2008 
 

Ethnicity 1980 1990 2000 2008 
Total population $16,664 $27,092 $39,457 $46,050 
White N/A $29,473 $42,913 $51,670 
Black N/A $15,390 $24,548 $27,336 
Hispanic or Latino N/A $27,772 $30,503 $40,501 
Asian N/A N/A $47,192 $59,465 
Other N/A N/A $33,083 $34,311 
Note. Source: Kentucky State Data Center, 1980; U.S. Census 1990-2000; 2008. 
 
 
 Despite these changing demographics, there has been strong political support 

for integration in the community. Along with the changing demographics of Jefferson 

County, as mentioned previously, JCPS has had to move to a new student assignment 
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plan as a result of the Parents Involved (2007) ruling. Whereas the ruling could have 

resulted in an abandonment of 30 years of integrative efforts in JCPS, the district 

viewed the decision as an opportunity to make diversity even greater across the 

district. A JCPS district-level employee told me, 

I’ve been involved for 27 years and I really think our community has 
something special here. And the way they rallied from the court case in ‘07. I 
don’t think there was a question that we weren’t going to have diversity…but 
the question was how can we do this better? How could we do this better and 
meet basically Justice Kennedy’s opinion? Very much how do we take it to 
the next step rather than going back? Because you know I have been to other 
places. You know Charlotte. Charlotte’s basically abandoned their plan. We 
looked at Wake County and Wake County’s got an interesting system but they 
are a wealthier district than us. We’re now as a district up to 60% free or 
reduced price lunch…across our whole district. 

 
 When the Parents Involved (2007) ruling was handed down, the school board 

did not vacillate in its position on the importance of diversity and thinking about a 

new plan that would continue to maintain and support this diversity throughout all of 

the district’s schools, which speaks to the ongoing political support of the plan. The 

seven-member school board has been very “accepting and supporting” of the new 

Student Assignment Plan. There has never been a question as to the “policy or the 

vision.” The only sticking point seems to lie in the implementation of the plan, as an 

interviewee noted: 

We have a very diverse population here in Jefferson County. We want to keep 
the schools diverse. That’s the one thing all the board members believe. It’s 
just how do you get there? What can you do to make people buy into it 
because if they don’t buy into it it’s not going to stay diverse. 

 
Being accepting and supporting of the student assignment plan makes it even 

more important to the board to get the plan “right” and appease as many parents as 
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possible in the district. The board has heard many complaints from the community 

over the past year and is concerned with whether the current plan gets to the 

established integrative benchmark. What makes things even more complicated is that 

even though the community and JCPS parents claim to value diversity, choosing 

where to send their children to school is becoming increasingly based on test scores.  

And we hear poor test scores. Very poor test scores. And it’s just not 
convenient. It’s just not what I want. I will have to tell you what we get more 
of, and maybe it’s because we have used choice since 1984, we started 
moving to choice programs, but we have a lot of a sense of entitlement. I want 
what I want and it doesn’t necessarily mean my neighborhood school. 
 

Another JCPS employee reiterated this new “dynamic” in the district regarding the 

schools where parents would prefer to see their children attend. 

That’s the battle I think we fight now, rather than the diversity, because this 
community still believes in diversity and parents will tell you that. But they 
also want to call the education and the test scores are what they go by. They 
don’t go by and see what’s really happening at the schools but what they read 
in the paper and how bad the test scores are. We have a different dynamic 
working now than we had back then and I think it’s really come to a head this 
time…They don’t want their children going from the school that is successful 
to one that is failing. I think what we saw in ’75 is the diversity issue. What 
we’re seeing now is the test score issue. 

 
The board feels that some of the complaints made by parents regarding the 

new Student Assignment Plan can be better managed if the district does a better job 

of letting parents know what their options are, regardless of where the school is 

located (Konz, 2010a). While this may be true, The Courier-Journal, Louisville’s 

main newspaper, recently reported that some of the board members might be 

receptive to the idea of altering the 15–50% student assignment plan diversity 

guidelines within the district. One member was quoted as saying, “I don’t think 
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diversity should be what drives this plan. It should be choice” (Konz, 2010b). 

Another board member echoed these sentiments, reinforcing the importance of 

providing as much choice as possible rather than having to assign students to schools 

to meet specific diversity requirements (Konz, 2010b).  

In November 2010, school board elections will be held for JCPS with four 

seats up for grabs. One board member is retiring and the three other members are 

currently running unopposed (Konz, 2010b). Clearly, the possibility of four new 

JCPS board members could have a major effect on the Student Assignment Plan. A 

JCPS district-level employee told me,  

I think it can be a very tough race and I would like to see all four of those 
people back on the board. I think November of 2010 can be a seminal election 
for the public schools and for our school desegregation plan. It will be huge. 

 
 While the JCPS board members have stated publicly that they strongly 

support diversity and will not abandon the Student Assignment Plan (Konz, 2010b), 

moving forward with its new plan JCPS faces many challenges in trying to maintain 

the same level of community support as with the old race-based student assignment 

plan. As with any change, it takes time to gain people’s trust and confidence, 

particularly in the first year of implementing a new method to assign students to 

schools if parents did not receive their first choice. However, without the political 

support of the broader community, the JCPS school board may have to make some 

tough decisions in order to please their constituents. 

We took a lot of people out of their comfort zones. We don’t want them to do 
what they did in ’75, getting really angry. Because we believe in diversity and 
think our district needs to stay diverse. We have to listen to the community 
because they are the ones that are going to make it happen. Even though we 
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think we’re the ones to do it they’re the ones that are really going to be the 
ones to send their children or not. 
 
As JCPS phases in its new Student Assignment Plan, it will be critical for the 

district to adhere to any of the concerns of the school board as well as the community 

in order to retain the same sense of support for diversity it has received for so many 

years. The plan has been a big change and adjustment for parents. Being aware of 

how the new plan may be affecting parents and wanting to mitigate any unnecessary 

complications with the plan, JCPS plans on sending out surveys to parents, principals, 

and teachers to learn more about how they are feeling about the new plan and why 

parents may be choosing to send their children to certain schools over others as a 

result of the new plan. The district is working on getting a handle of the effects of the 

first year of the plan’s implementation so they can make it even better in years to 

come. As stated, it will take a few years for the plan to be fully implemented and 

therefore it should not be judged as a complete success or failure until that time has 

passed and the plan has been integrated into all grade levels.  

 Berkeley. Out of the three integration plans based on voluntary choice and 

SES analyzed in this study, the BUSD Student Assignment Plan may be the most 

unique, given the small size of its community and its historical commitment to 

ensuring diversity in its schools. While Berkeley is considered a politically 

progressive community, it has gone through many economic and social changes since 

the 1960s and the implementation of school desegregation (Wollenberg, 2008). Some 

White middle-class people who did not agree with school desegregation left the city, 

but those that remained were liberal and relatively affluent supporters of diversity 
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with strong political commitments to pushing forward the integration of BUSD 

schools.  

Compared to all three of its neighboring schools districts, BUSD has 

historically been able to attract the most diverse student population, despite having a 

much higher cost of living than the three districts that surround it: Albany Unified 

School District, Emery Unified School District, and Oakland Unified School District. 

Indeed, it is not only affluent parents committed to diversity who are sending their 

children to schools in Berkeley, but less affluent parents are as well, which in many 

ways signals a choice of diversity over cost of living.  As shown below in Table 29, 

the student population in Albany Unified School District is comprised of mainly 

White and Asian students, Emery Unified School District has a majority Black 

population with virtually no White students, and Oakland Unified School District is 

majority Hispanic or Latino and Black with relatively few White students. Tables 29 

and 30 provide a snapshot of the three districts bordering BUSD, underscoring the 

overall enrollment since 1990 as well as the current demographic profiles for each 

district. 

 
Table 29 
 
Overall Student Enrollment in the Berkeley Unified School District and Neighboring 
Districts, 1990–2008 
 
District 1990 2000 2008 
Berkeley Unified School District   7,970   9,607   8,988 
Albany Unified School District   2,499   2,963   3,838 
Emery Unified School District     504     962     783 
Oakland Unified School District 50,741 54,863 46,516 
Note. Source: California Department of Education, 2009; NCES Common Core of Data, 1990. 
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Table 30 
 
Percentage Demographic Comparisons of School Districts Surrounding Berkeley 
Unified School District, 2008–2009 School Year 
 

Group 

Berkeley  
Unified School 

District 

Albany  
Unified School 

District 

Emery  
Unified School 

District 

Oakland 
Unified School 

District 
Total 
population 

8,988 3,838 783 46,516 

     
White 30.5 37.6   2.7   6.5 
Black 25.8   6.9 57.2 34.8 
Hispanic 16.6 12.2 18.3 37.3 
Asian   7.1 33.4 10.0 13.4 
Multiracial 18.7   7.3   9.6   5.8 
Free/reduced-
price lunch 

39.0 21.2 81.5 67.9 

Note. Source: California Department of Education, 2009. 

  
BUSD has been able to maintain a longstanding commitment to integration in 

large part from the historically overwhelming support from the community. The 

legacy of Brown (1954) and the Civil Rights Movement reverberates throughout the 

halls of BUSD schools, with buildings named after iconic figures from the landmark 

era. The community values diversity and is supportive of a plan that strives to provide 

as many choices as possible for their children to learn in an integrative environment. 

It is not surprising that the plan has been exceeding its expectations in meeting its 

intended goals given the support it has received both politically and from the larger 

Berkeley community. 

To this day Berkeley is still a diverse community, but some believe that the 

idea of diversity has taken on a much different meaning and to some extent is seen as 
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more of a commodity than a philosophical stance. One Berkeleyan described this new 

view of diversity within the larger Berkeley community: 

Berkeley is regarded as a very “diverse” community. And I put quotation 
marks around that because I feel that a lot of the people who want diversity, 
it’s like a commodity. It’s like diversity is a commodity. It’s like it’s diverse. 
Berkeley is so diverse. But we don’t really want to necessarily engage on a 
ground level with that diversity because it’s messy. Diversity is messy. It’s not 
getting what you want all of the time. It’s not having everything be this nice, 
safe world for your children. It’s messy, it’s scary, it’s dangerous. It’s all of 
those things. It’s giving up privilege. And people don’t want to do that. They 
don’t want to have that conversation. Or maybe they do. I don’t know what 
they want around the conversation but that’s just something I hear. We 
thought about moving to Moraga…but that’s not us. We like the diversity. 
This from the same parents who were telling me that Berkeley Arts Magnet is 
too messy or too loud or whatever. And that they don’t really have a lot of 
money even though they live in the hills. It’s a weird thing but it’s like this 
commodity. It’s become commodified…It’s like purchasing your house, and 
you get to purchase some of Berkeley’s diversity. You get to purchase some 
of Berkeley’s crazy, lefty political sentiment. 

 
 Another Berkeleyan echoed some of these sentiments about diversity, adding 

that she feels that it is often difficult to talk about race and class in Berkeley because 

then people have to admit a real problem exists in the community. Moreover, I was 

told that while more liberal, White middle-class pockets are appearing throughout the 

city, particularly in the flats due in large part to gentrification, the people moving in 

are “not the same liberals” Berkeley is renowned for. 

As statistics below illustrate, the city itself, which is largely comprised of 

upper- and middle-class Whites, is less diverse than the schools, which are becoming 

increasingly diverse and low income. Currently, the city of Berkeley is a 

predominately White community. Most notably, the Black population only represents 

approximately 10% of the population. The Hispanic or Latino population as well as 
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the Asian or Pacific Islander population is experiencing the most increases in 

population. The Asian or Pacific Islander community is now second to the White 

community in largest total populations (see Table 31). Additionally, all minority 

groups are living at higher percentages below poverty as compared to the White 

population (see Table 32). The Asian population in Berkeley has approximately 40%, 

of people living below the poverty level, the highest percentage among all subgroups, 

followed by the Black population with approximately 22%.  

 
Table 31 
 
Percentage Racial Composition of the City of Berkeley, 1970–2008 
 
 1970 1980 1990 2000 2008 
White 67.7 66.9 62.3 59.2 63.7 
Black 23.5 20.0 18.8 13.6   9.9 
Hispanic or Latino   7.4   5.0   7.8   9.7 10.7 
Asian/Pacific Islander   3.5 10.0 14.8 16.5 18.2 
Other N/A   2.7   3.6   4.6   3.8 
Multiracial   1.5 N/A N/A   5.6   4.1 
Note. Source: Bay Area Census, 1990; U.S. Census Bureau, 2000b, 2008. 
 
 
Table 32 
 
Percentage Population Living Below Poverty Level in the City of Berkeley,  
1990–2007 
 

Ethnicity 1990 2000 2007 
White 13.0 13.9 16.3 
Black 21.3 22.5 21.8 
Hispanic or Latino 23.6 21.6 N/A 
Asian 29.8 40.0 40.7 
Other 27.9 19.3 N/A 
Multiracial N/A 23.2 N/A 
Note. Source: Social Explorer, 2010; U.S. Census Bureau, 2008. 
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The large income disparities among different populations in Berkeley clearly 

play a role in the high levels of residential segregation previously discussed (see 

Table 33). The median household income in Berkeley is approximately $60,000, well 

higher than the national average of $52,175. However, when looking at the median 

household income by ethnicity, the White population is earning over $15,000 more 

than the city’s average, whereas all other groups are earning $14,000 or less than 

average. The population earning incomes second highest to the White population, 

those classified as multiracial, is making over $30,000 less than the White population.  

 
Table 33 
 
Median Household Income by Ethnicity in the City of Berkeley, 1980–2008 
 

Ethnicity 1980 1990 2000 2008 
Total population $13,506 $29,737  $44,485 $59,335 
White N/A N/A $56,519 $75,265 
Black N/A N/A $29,236 $31,260 
Hispanic or Latino N/A N/A $39,362 $39,031 
Asian N/A N/A $22,533 $33,409 
Other N/A N/A $40,729 $38,878 
Multiracial N/A N/A $33,099 $44,017 
Note. Source: Bay Area Census, 1990; U.S. Census Bureau, 2000b, 2008. 
 

Yet, despite the growth in affluence among the White population, the school 

district of Berkeley is growing more low-income and non-White over time, which 

could sound a warning bell for integration efforts in the future. Indeed, demographics 

within BUSD show similar percentages of White (30.5%) and Black (25.8%) 

students, with both of these percentages dropping dramatically over the last 20 years 

when the two groups made up a majority of the school district’s population. The 

Hispanic or Latino, Asian or Pacific Islander, and multiracial populations have been 
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increasing steadily over recent years, with the most significant increase (+10.4%) 

occurring within the multiracial population (see Table 34). When looking at the racial 

composition of schools within BUSD, none of the schools have racial groups 

representing more than 50% of the population. Approximately 87% of BUSD schools 

have 25–50% White students, and 46% of the schools have 25–50% Black students. 

About 87% of schools have 0–25% Hispanic or Latino students (see Table 35). 

 
Table 34 
 
Percentage Racial Composition of Berkeley Unified School District, 1968–2008 
 

Ethnicity 1968 1988 1993 2000 2008 Change  
White 50.0 47.8 33.4 30.8 30.5 -19.5 
Black 41.0 42.3 45.8 38.0 25.8 -15.2 
Hispanic/Latino N/A   8.0 11.2 13.7 16.6 +16.6 
Asian/Pacific Islander   9.0   8.5   8.5   8.0   7.4  -1.6 
Multiple/no response N/A N/A N/A   8.3 18.7 +18.7 
Note. Source: California Department of Education, 2009; Sullivan & Stewart, 1969. 
 
 
Table 35 
 
Percentage Racial Composition of Schools in Berkeley Unified School District, 2008–
2009 School Year 
 

% of students in a single ethnic group  
Ethnicity 0–25% 25–50% 50–75% 75–100% 
White 13.3 86.7 0.0 0.0 
Black 53.3 46.7 0.0 0.0 
Hispanic or Latino 86.7 13.3 0.0 0.0 
Asian 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Multiple/no response 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Note. Source: California Department of Education, 2009. 
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The number of students in poverty at BUSD, as indicated by the free or 

reduced-price meals indicator, has been increasing as well and is currently at 

approximately 40% (see Tables 36). A BUSD employee told me in the past few years 

not only has the number of students receiving free or reduced-price meals increased, 

but also, whereas this population used to be concentrated in specific schools, it is now 

much more spread out throughout all of the district’s schools.  

 
Table 36 
 
Percentage Students Receiving Free or Reduced-Price Meals in Berkeley Unified 
School District, 1997–2008 
 

 1997 2000 2008 
Total district 
population  

33.3 35.5 39.7 

Note. Source: California Department of Education, 2009. 
 
 
The changing demographics of Berkeley may undermine what has been a largely 

favorable view of the BUSD Student Assignment Plan. When I asked about the 

overall feeling in the community about the Student Assignment Plan, a BUSD 

employee told me,   

I think it’s mixed. I think there are some people that believe in it. I think by 
and large most of the people of color believe in it or at least the African 
American community very strongly believes in it. I think as a core. That’s a 
big value. That’s a legacy of Brown v. Board of Education and the Civil 
Rights Movement. There’s an emotional component to it as well, I think. But 
there are a lot of people that feel, yeah, diversity is great but this really sucks 
for me. I’ve had parents say that. It’s like I understand, and I get this a lot, I 
understand diversity and I agree with the goals overall. And they do. But 
when it impacts them directly on an individual level and they don’t like it. 
That’s White privilege right there and class privilege. I can look at things at 
the individual level and I can ignore the fact that I’m White. I’m the dominant 
race so I don’t have to think about it. That’s not a cost I have to pay. I think 
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that’s where a lot of the racism and privilege and that intersects with the 
student assignment plan and it’s really hard to put language to that…but I 
think in theory everybody agrees with it and most people agree with it. It’s 
Berkeley. In practice, people agree with it a lot more if they get their first 
choice. 

 
 For now, however, the BUSD school board continues to be a leading 

supporter of the Student Assignment Plan and values maintaining diversity 

throughout the district. When the plan was being designed, it was the board who 

specifically told BUSD to make sure race was included somehow in the plan. Board 

members were not willing to give up using race as one of the factors in assigning 

students to schools because they knew how important it was to keep race in the mix if 

the district was serious about achieving integrated schools. Even though some of the 

board membership has changed since the plan was implemented in 2004, a BUSD 

employee said the board support of the plan has not wavered. “The board is really 

psyched about the plan. Because it’s one of those things that brings recognition to the 

district that they did something that nobody else had done before.”  This reputation 

for diversity may help the district continue to succeed in its integration goals if 

middle-class families of all racial backgrounds continue to seek out a diverse 

schooling environment for their children. 

The Design of SES-Based Integration Plans Must Be Carefully Tailored to the 
Context  

One of the main goals of this study was to show how the design and context of 

integration plans based on voluntary choice and SES can interact to produce 

particular outcomes. Throughout my analysis I have discovered that the design of 
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these plans does in fact depend heavily on the context in which they are located. The 

design of plans must be carefully tailored to the context.  

For example, in a context like Omaha, the geographic mapping that has been 

successful in Berkeley will not work because the context is so limiting. OPS simply 

does not have enough White students left in its district, and poverty levels have 

become so overwhelming that district leaders have had to abandon this effort and 

have begun to allow students the ability to choose from any schools in the district, not 

just schools within the previous established zones. OPS has no other option but to 

rely on choice to provide the little SES integration that is left in the district. 

Conversely, in districts like BUSD and JCPS, pure choice-driven policies that 

do not include any type of geographic zoning would be harmful to the districts’ 

integrative efforts because popular schools would become quickly oversubscribed, 

potentially causing the loss of political support amongst families who did not get their 

first choice. Geographic zoning distributes demand and helps to regulate choice so 

that White or middle- to upper middle-class parents demand more than one school in 

the district. A BUSD employee reiterated this point:  

The more apt the people are to spread their choices along the whole range of 
choices, it works the best. Things get out of whack when some schools are 
perceived by all groups to be preferable so everybody tries to choose those so 
everybody submits the same set of choices and then it gets pretty 
dysfunctional and fails. Any system that tries choice needs to heed that or it 
won’t work. They need to correctly mind that all of the choices need to remain 
completely desirable by all of the groups in order for the system to work well. 
 

As a result of this “regulated demand,” as it currently stands, BUSD’s managed-

choice system has resulted in approximately 70% of parents getting their first choice, 
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followed by about 50% of parents getting their second choice. And if BUSD were to 

do away with their geographic zoning plan and move to a pure choice driven plan, the 

end result could see all of the affluent parents demanding to be placed in the same 

school. Since the district would not be able to accommodate all of these parents with 

their first choice, support of the plan could be undermined and some parents might 

even choose to send their children to schools outside of BUSD, perhaps to a district 

like Albany. 

In JCPS, a pure choice-based plan would have much of the same effect as it 

would in BUSD. In fact, the new JCPS Student Assignment Plan established fewer 

clusters but more choices within these clusters in order to avoid the possibility of one 

school being overselected and therefore not being able to provide as many parents 

with their first choices. However, offering more within-cluster choice carries with it 

some of the same risks as district-wide choice would theoretically carry: the increase 

in choice options in JCPS may result in certain schools being overselected and the 

inability for the district to meet as many first choices as desired.  This not only could 

result in a shift in the political support for the plan, but this could also could also 

disadvantage students whose parents are not as savvy about the choice process. As 

mentioned earlier, a high level of choice can result in an increase in isolation of the 

most disadvantaged students, as parents who have access to more information about 

how to make the best choices for their children will be most likely to choose which 

schools their children attend (Frankenberg & Siegel-Hawley, 2008; Holme, 2002). 

The impact of school choice policies depends on who takes advantage of school 
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choice, the types of choice options available to students, and parental knowledge 

about school choice (Cullen et al., 2005; Holme & Wells, 2008). If all of these factors 

are not attended to in the new JCPS Student Assignment Plan, where more choice is 

provided, the district could be at risk of having less diverse schools. 

Looking at the structure of these plans shows that geographic zoning works 

best in larger contexts like JCPS, where there is a substantial White population as 

well as political support. Geographic zoning also can work in a district like BUSD, 

where there has always been a deep commitment to integrated schools throughout the 

community. School districts interested in implementing geographic zoning integration 

plans must be aware of their sociopolitical and geographic contexts, as these plans 

may not be as successful without the buy-in from the community and local 

policymaking bodies. 

Pure individual-choice SES plans like the one in OPS are basically the only 

option in urban districts with small White populations. Choice-based plans serve as 

the best solution to achieving integration when no other options are available. 

However, the drawback to these plans is that they create a single-choice market, and 

people may be disenchanted with the plans and choose to move outside of the district 

when they fail to get their preferred choice. Unfortunately, OPS and many other 

urban districts just do not have other alternatives to pursue. As previously mentioned, 

in these types of contexts regional policies like the Learning Community hold the best 

hope for sustaining integration. 
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Multiple Measures, Including Race, Increase the Possibility for Successful 
Integration 

The next cross-case finding was that design of student assignment plans must 

incorporate multiple measures, including race, to increase the possibility for 

successful integration. Along with the potential pitfalls of offering too much choice in 

student assignment plans, given the changing demographics within school districts, 

the socioeconomic measures incorporated into these plans can undermine the plans as 

well.  

OPS is the perfect example of a school district that is beginning to feel the 

effects of its changing demographics on its student assignment plan. OPS uses the 

free and reduced-price lunch indicator as its integrative benchmark in its plan. Since 

OPS implemented its plan over 10 years ago, this indicator has increased from 50% to 

65%, making the ability to sustain integration within all of its schools very 

challenging. The number of students receiving free or reduced-price lunch has 

increased over time in BUSD and JCPS as well, which makes one speculate if these 

plans may be more successful in the long run in being able to handle the inevitable 

changing demographics because they utilize multiple SES factors, neither of which 

include free or reduced-price lunch. 

 Recent research has looked at the use of free or reduced-price lunch as a 

measure of SES by examining the National School Lunch Program and concluded 

that eligibility for free or reduced-price lunch is in fact a weak measure of SES 

(Harwell & LeBeau, 2010). Harwell and LeBeau argued that the characteristics of the 

free or reduced-priced lunch variable are flawed as the indicator is not strictly based 
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on federal poverty guidelines, which are problematic in and of themselves given that 

poverty guidelines have not been updated to include changing consumption patterns 

since they were implemented in the 1960s (Hauser, 1994). Second, the number of 

students classified as being eligible for free or reduced-price lunch is not reliable. 

Studies looking in the verification of students eligible for free or reduced-price meals 

suggests that up to 20% of students can be misclassified, which in turn effects 

research using this measure of SES. Moreover, the reliability of free or reduced-price 

lunch as a SES indicator can come into question when it is used as a dichotomous 

measure (eligible, not eligible) rather than measuring household income levels 

(Harwell & LeBeau, 2010). Harwell and LeBeau also found that free or reduced-price 

lunch participation rates decline as students progress from elementary to middle to 

high school. While the decline in free or reduced-price lunch eligibility has been 

largely attributed to students not returning forms for eligibility, the stigma associated 

with the indicator may be a contributing factor as well. 

While only one of the student assignment plans analyzed in this study uses 

eligibility for free or reduced-price lunch as its integrative benchmark, its inability to 

maintain the same levels of integration since the plan’s inception works to support the 

existing research regarding the problems associated with using this socioeconomic 

indicator. Furthermore, I have learned that using eligibility for free or reduced-price 

lunch will not work in contexts where levels of poverty are high if other 

socioeconomic indicators are not used to supplement how integration is measured. In 

fact, when JCPS was designing their new Student Assignment Plan, given the high 
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percentage of students receiving free or reduced-price lunch in the district the 

designers of the plan knew they could not implement a pure SES-based plan as they 

do not have enough students to make the exchange. As school districts across the 

country see the number of children eligible for free or reduced-price lunch increase, 

this indicator will not be able to serve as a sustainable benchmark of integration. If 

school districts wish to maintain levels of diversity throughout their schools, they 

should implement plans that use multiple, nondichotomous socioeconomic factors. 

It is important for school district staff to be aware of the deficiencies linked to 

the free or reduced-price lunch indicator as they design student assignment plans that 

may include this measurement of SES. Eligibility for free or reduced-price lunch is an 

inadequate measure of a student’s access to economic resources (Harwell & LeBeau, 

2010) and may not serve as a reliable indicator to use over time, given the changing 

demographics in school districts today. In order to capture SES in different contexts 

and in turn create more diverse schools, school districts should rely on multiple 

measures of SES, such as household income or educational attainment in their student 

assignment plans. 

Process and Design Affect Political Support 

Process and design affect political support: policies that bring more people to 

the table are more likely to receive buy-in as well as continued support. In all of the 

integration plans based on voluntary choice and SES I analyzed in this study, there 

was a high level of community engagement throughout the design process of the 

plans. While my past experiences in the field of public policy have taught me the 
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importance of engaging community members at all points during the policy process, 

this point was reaffirmed throughout this study as I talked to administrators, district-

level employees, and community members about the types of outreach that were 

provided during the creation of the integration plans. Community members in 

particular shared with me their desire to feel like they are part of a process that in turn 

plays a huge role in their children’s lives and also holds the district accountable to the 

community. Administrators and district-level employees also recognized the need to 

involve parents and the greater community in the policy process and want the 

community to hold them accountable in meeting their stated goals and objectives.  

In the case of OPS, the engagement surrounding the student assignment plan 

continues to this day through a Student Assignment Accountability Advisory 

Committee. The committee meets monthly to examine the student assignment plan, 

making sure the district is meeting the promises it has made to the community 

regarding the plan and provides recommendations to the school board on how to 

improve the plan. By providing the community a constant voice at the table when it 

comes to making changes to policies like student assignment plans, the process may 

allow for more inclusiveness and less unforeseen incidents from occurring. 

Integration Plans May be Undermined by Narrow Accountability Systems 

Integration plans run a risk in the accountability age: systems may undermine 

these plans. The success of SES-based integration plans may be influenced by the 

increase in the use of test scores to evaluate school quality. Wells and Holme (2005) 

argued that, since the inception of statewide accountability systems, a “good” school 
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is associated with higher test scores regardless of the school’s other programs or 

achievements. Furthermore, schools that are more socioeconomically and racially 

diverse are more likely to have lower test scores as compared to majority-White, 

affluent schools, which only adds to the perception set forth by statewide 

accountability systems that racially diverse schools are not as “good” as schools in 

more White, affluent communities (Wells & Holme, 2005). In JCPS, the good versus 

bad school argument has clearly been an issue in their new Student Assignment Plan 

as parents identify what schools are “good” for their children to attend. A JCPS 

official stated,  

I think a factor of this plan, a lot, are test scores. Back in the ‘70s it was 
diversity, now it’s test scores. Parents want to go to schools that have the 
highest test scores…So, it’s really all over but the biggest complaints at the 
board meetings to the board members have been from the east end and a lot of 
it is because of test scores. 
 
The idea that a school is defined as “good” or “bad” based on scores from a 

standardized assessment begs the question of what should be held accountable in 

schools. Wells and Holme (2005) suggested that schools should held accountable for 

not only test scores but for multiple other factors, such as diversity among students 

and teachers, teacher quality, curriculum, specialized programs such as drama or art, 

number of high school graduates, college acceptance rates, extracurricular programs, 

athletics, and so on. As the Obama Administration has signaled the urgency of the 

reauthorization of No Child Left Behind and the removal of many of its harsh 

sanctions, in time we should be able to tell whether in fact this is the case and if the 

future of integration plans is at risk. 
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Conclusion 

Through the data I collected for this study, I was able to gather some key 

insights about the relationship among design, implementation, and context in these 

plans and how these factors influence diversity outcomes. Through these insights, I 

was able to develop policy lessons and findings, which I have outlined in this chapter. 

However, while Chapter 7 offered specific findings and lessons learned from this 

study, there are also specific policy recommendations and implications for future 

research, which I discuss in Chapter 8. 
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Chapter 8: Policy Implications 

 When I began this study, 2 years had passed since the Parents Involved (2007) 

ruling was handed down requiring school districts to begin implementing more race-

neutral student assignment plans when attempting to achieve racial integration 

throughout their schools. Since Brown (1954), court-ordered desegregation has been 

necessary in order to alleviate the racism, discrimination, and segregation present in 

U.S. public schools. Furthermore, as residential segregation and geographic isolation 

persisted, and in many ways worsened, court-ordered desegregation served as the 

primary tool to mediate the stratification present in communities. Today, as the 

Supreme Court continues to take a race-neutral approach to desegregation, school 

districts seeking to maintain racial integration face a new challenge of trying to 

generate methods of student assignment that work to this end. 

As U.S. schools return to the levels of segregation that existed when many 

initial desegregation orders were established (Clotfelter, 2004), students from 

different racial and ethnic groups are increasingly isolated and separated (Orfield, 

2009), concentrations of poverty are escalating, and the judicial tools in place to 

achieve integrated schools have shifted (Parents Involved in Community Schools v. 

Seattle School District No. 1, 2007). It is crucial that more research be conducted to 

analyze the effects of race-neutral plans. We must learn from plans that have been 

successful in achieving diversity throughout their schools using indicators other than 

race as well as plans that at one time might have been able to produce integrated 

schools without using race as a factor but, for one reason or another, have not been 
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able to maintain the same levels of diversity. By examining different integration plans 

based on voluntary choice and SES in different contexts, we can begin to understand 

what types of plans may work best to achieve racial and socioeconomic diversity. 

 The study’s findings described in Chapter 7 point to some of the major 

successes and challenges each of the school districts faced as they designed and 

implemented their integration plans based on voluntary choice and SES. Given the 

lessons I have learned from these plans and their ability or inability to meet their 

intended diversity goals, below I outline policy recommendations for the design and 

implementation of integration plans based on voluntary choice and SES that have the 

potential to provide racial and socioeconomic diversity in school districts given their 

particular context. 

Policy Recommendations 

Choice must be controlled and managed to achieve diversity across 

schools. As stated, controlled-choice plans are designed to include and treat fairly all 

students in all schools of a district. They work to empower parents and their children 

by requiring them to choose schools of attendance. They also work to promote 

diversity through guidelines that guarantee space in all schools for all racial, ethnic, 

socioeconomic, and other groups in the community. Controlled-choice programs aim 

to promote school improvement by using choice data as a referendum on attractive 

and unattractive schools (Fiske, 2002). They also work to ensure that all students 

have equal access to all schools and assignments made to schools are not dependent 

on where a student lives. Controlled-choice programs serve as a type of mechanism 
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that works to prevent concentrations of segregation and poverty from occurring while 

also ensuring that all existing school facilities are used efficiently (Alves & Willie, 

1987). 

While the data presented in this study show that all of the integration plans 

based on voluntary choice and SES currently use some type of managed choice in 

their plans, the data also show that some plans are working better than others in 

achieving diversity, as measured by how many schools are in compliance with the 

plans. This may be due to some districts providing more choices than others, how 

these choices are structured, as well as how well parents are informed about their 

choices. While each of the plans recognizes the value of providing parents with 

choices, the way in which choices are provided must be controlled and managed if the 

districts seek to achieve and maintain diversity in their schools. 

 Therefore, in order for controlled-choice programs to be effective in 

maximizing choice for parents as well as in achieving diversity, school districts 

should design their student assignment plans based on the following criteria: (a) 

eliminate all individual school attendance boundaries, (b) allow all students access to 

all schools and programs of choice, (c) allow for multiple school selections to be 

made but do not guarantee a first choice of school, (d) conduct outreach to parents 

informing them about their choices, and (e) ensure honesty and integrity when 

making assignment decisions (Alves & Willie, 1987). 

 Implementing controlled-choice programs in places like BUSD and JCPS may 

be more effective, given that both school districts still have significant White middle-
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class populations. However, in OPS a controlled-choice program may not be as 

effective, given that the district is now majority-minority and White students have 

moved from the district to neighboring suburban districts. Thus, for choice plans to be 

effective for all students, districts must be either willing to incorporate cities and 

suburbs into their plans or, as is the case in Berkeley, committed to diversity 

regardless of the changing demographics. 

School districts must pay attention to sociopolitical and geographic 

contexts when designing integration plans. The findings of this study indicate that 

the success of integration plans based on voluntary choice and SES can be highly 

dependent on the culture and community in which the plan is located. A historical 

commitment to integration not only from the school district but also from the 

community at large can help school districts sustain their efforts in achieving 

diversity as the demographic and political landscapes shift. A community committed 

to diversity is more likely to support the school district’s need to revise and alter an 

integration plan to represent the changing demographics and continue to meet the 

needs of the students. In Omaha, state lawmakers were able to recognize how the 

changing demographics were affecting the ability for OPS to maintain integrated 

schools. They passed a law that required an effort on the part of the entire Omaha 

metropolitan area to break apart concentrations of segregation and poverty that exist 

in urban school districts like OPS when White upper- and middle-class families flee 

to surrounding suburban districts.  
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JCPS and BUSD have both had longstanding commitments to desegregation, 

which has helped both districts provide racially and socioeconomically diverse 

schools for an extended period of time. Geographically, JCPS and BUSD are in much 

better situations to maintain diversity, given that White families either have nowhere 

to flee or are choosing to remain in the district because they value diversity. However, 

JCPS and BUSD have both been involved in recent lawsuits that have questioned the 

legality of their plans resulting in JCPS moving to a new plan (Parents Involved in 

Community Schools v. Seattle School District No. 1, 2007). Such lawsuits again 

reiterate the importance of paying attention to the sociopolitical context of these 

integration plans and making sure the method in assigning students is in compliance 

with state and federal laws. 

Student assignment plans should be designed using multiple measures, 

including race. While the Parents Involved (2007) ruling may have limited school 

districts’ ability to use race as the sole factor in student assignment plans, the ruling 

did not state that race cannot be used as one of many factors in such plans, which 

leaves school districts room to achieve racial integration by actually using race as a 

factor. While some school districts may feel a sense of security and safety by not 

using race as one of many factors in their integration plans, these school districts 

should be more thoughtful when choosing to abandon race as a factor as they design 

their plans and consider the context in which their plans are located.  

School districts should look to BUSD and JCPS as examples of plans that 

have continued to use race as one of the factors in their student assignment plans, still 
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remaining within the guidelines set forth in the Parents Involved (2007) ruling, 

despite a number of attempts from outsiders to prove otherwise (American Civil 

Rights Foundation v. Berkeley Unified School District, 2007, 2009; Avila v. Berkeley 

Unified School District, 2004). Moreover, until more research has been conducted on 

the long-term effects of pure SES-based integration plans, it is difficult to make the 

claim that these plans can have the same effect on students as race-conscious plans 

have proven to in the long run, both psychologically and sociologically. 

Ideally, the best integration plans would incorporate multiple measures of SES 

as well as race and ethnicity and would accomplish both socioeconomic and racial 

diversity. However, achieving socioeconomic or racial diversity through current 

mechanisms is often difficult and has yet to be clearly defined. Furthermore, as 

racially isolated and segregated schools create more noticeable damaging effects for 

students of color (powell & High, 2007), we must implement plans that directly focus 

on breaking apart these concentrations of students. Fortunately, school districts still 

have the ability to use race to achieve this goal.  

Implications for Future Research 

 Whereas civil rights have not been paid much attention to in recent federal 

administrations, the Obama Administration has signaled a renewed interest in 

focusing on these issues in schools and plans to implement new civil rights guidelines 

for schools as well as new compliance reviews that will seek to ensure that all 

students have equal access to educational opportunities (Zehr, 2010). Directing more 

attention to civil rights issues could have a huge impact on schools and students and 
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bring an increased awareness to the importance of integration. Given the findings of 

my study as well as the Obama Administration’s willingness to increase focus on 

issues of equity, it is important to continue researching the effectiveness of 

integration plans based on voluntary choice and SES in order to determine what plans 

work best and why, and in what context.  

Future research should examine these plans longitudinally before they are 

determined to be equity minded school reforms. Recently implemented plans like the 

JCPS Student Assignment Plan that are phasing in new methods of achieving racial 

and socioeconomic diversity will take time before they are fully implemented. Thus, 

we need to examine how school districts adjust to new methods of assigning students 

over time to achieve intended diversity goals once the plans are fully implemented. 

Moreover, if plans could be studied from their initial design phase through their 

eventual implementation, we could learn more about how and why decisions were 

made throughout the process and how they can affect outcomes.  

 Another suggestion for future research would be to examine whether 

integration plans based on voluntary choice and SES can be replicated in similarly 

situated contexts. Specifically, it is important to understand if plans that use the same 

socioeconomic indicators yield the same results given the sociopolitical and 

geographic contexts. While some school districts may look the same demographically 

and geographically, they may not be able to obtain the same levels of diversity given 

the political context. Therefore, we need to learn more about the impact of politics on 

these plans, including how the composition of the school board can affect the design 
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and longevity of plans, how decisions are made as to who is brought to the table when 

the policy is being designed, and why. Answering such questions could determine 

how much context matters in the design of these plans. 

 More research also needs to be focused on regional approaches to integration 

and whether they can work to balance racial and socioeconomic diversity throughout 

urban and suburban school districts. Specifically, if White upper- and middle-class 

families have opted out of sending their children to school districts in the cities where 

they live through interdistrict policies or open enrollment transfer programs, how can 

regional approaches work to bring these families back into the city? 

Finally, more research needs to be conducted that analyzes the impact of 

increasing the number of magnet schools and programs in school districts on 

integration plans based on voluntary choice and SES. Magnet schools and programs 

that were originally designed as a result of initial desegregation plans were successful 

in creating diverse student populations in large part because the design of the 

programs, including specific features that attracted students of all racial and ethnic 

backgrounds (Blank et al., 1996; Frankenberg & Siegel-Hawley, 2008). School 

districts are adding more magnet schools and programs as a way to maintain racial 

and socioeconomic diversity and even to attract White students whose families might 

have fled to other districts. Thus, it is important to determine if these programs can 

help to sustain diversity or if too many magnet schools or programs results in too 

many choices for parents. As previously stated, too many choices can result in an 
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overselection of certain schools and a decreased likelihood of providing parents with 

their preferred choice of schools. 

Conclusion 

As mentioned, the diversity that results in the classroom from integration 

plans has been proven to lead to higher academic achievement levels among minority 

students, higher college and occupational aspirations among minority students, access 

to integrated social networks, positive interactions with students of different races and 

ethnicities, and an increased likelihood of living and working in integrated 

environments upon reaching adulthood (Braddock et al., 1984; Braddock & Dawkins, 

1993; Kahlenberg, 2001; Kurleander & Yun, 2001; Patchen, 1982; Schofield, 1989, 

1995, 2001; Stephen & Stephen, 2001; Wells & Crain, 1994). Certainly, integration 

plans based on voluntary choice and SES alone cannot serve as the only solution to 

the inequities prevalent in communities across the country. However, they can 

function as a mechanism that helps to improve the quality of life for students who live 

in neighborhoods lacking social inclusiveness. 

It is my hope that the lessons from this dissertation will encourage district 

leaders to be more mindful of the types of integration plans that may work best to 

socioeconomically and racially integrate their schools, given the sociopolitical and 

geographic contexts. I also hope that this dissertation will help researchers and 

policymakers to think of integration plans based on voluntary choice and SES in a 

more holistic manner, examining these plans from the moment they are conceived all 

the way through their implementation, paying constant attention to the role of context. 
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People, places, and policies matter in the success of policy initiatives. Until we 

continually take into consideration all three factors in the design and implementation 

of integration plans based on voluntary choice and SES, providing equitable 

educational opportunities for all students may be harder to achieve. 
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Appendix A: Interview Protocol 

 
Introduction: 
 
Since the landmark Brown v. Board of Education (1954) decision outlawing state-
mandated separate schools for Black and White children, school desegregation has 
played a pivotal role in efforts to provide an equal educational opportunity that is 
fundamental to achieving the American Dream (Mickelson, 2001). School districts 
across the United States have attempted to implement desegregation plans with the 
goal of providing equitable services for all children through a variety of school choice 
initiatives. In recent years, districts have begun to implement more structured and 
regulated school desegregation policies that provide parents added options while still 
keeping the promise of Brown (1954) alive. Among these types of desegregation 
policies, one gaining an increasing amount of popularity in recent years is the 
socioeconomic-status-based integration plan (plans that seek to integrate students by 
economic status, as opposed to race, using factors that measure students’ 
socioeconomic status). 
 
The main objective of this study is to examine the increasingly popular integration 
plans based on voluntary choice and SES being implemented across the country, 
paying particular attention to the interaction between the design and implementation 
of such plans. Specifically, I am interested in determining how school districts use 
certain factors to design and implement integration plans based on voluntary choice 
and SES, whether or not these factors have any bearing in the way they are employed, 
and how they may affect school level diversity outcomes. I am also interested in 
learning how the local sociopolitical context of these policy designs influences 
outcomes. The goal of my dissertation, ultimately, is to elucidate the benefits and 
drawbacks of different types of integration plans based on voluntary choice and SES 
and to shed light on the types of these plans that may be most effective in different 
contexts.   
 
Guiding Questions 
 
History of the student assignment plan 
 
1. Tell me a little bit about yourself and your position in (name of school district). 
 
2. Tell me about your district, including its demographics and how they’ve changed 

over the last 10 years, as well as the communities being served by (name of 
school district). 

 
3. How would you describe your role/involvement in the (name of school district’s 

student assignment plan)?  
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4. How did you come to be in this position? 
 
5. Were you involved in the design of the plan? If so, how? 
 
6. How did the (name of school district’s student assignment plan) come to fruition? 

What was the basis of the plan? 
 
7. Are you still involved with ensuring the plan is being implemented the way it was 

created to do so? If so, what is your role today? 
 
8. Briefly describe the goals of the (name of school district’s student assignment 

plan). Can you describe the underlying problem this plan was addressing?  
 
Using socioeconomic-status-based indicators in the plans 
 
9. Do you feel that socioeconomic status is a good indicator to use in trying to 

integrate (name of school district’s student assignment plan)? Why? 
 
10. How does (name of school district) define an integrated school? What does it look 

like in terms of socioeconomic and racial diversity? 
 
11. How do school board members and district officials view socioeconomic and 

racial integration? Is it a high priority in the district? 
 
12. How was the decision made to use socioeconomic status to integrate in (name of 

school district)? 
 
13. How did you decide what socioeconomic status indicator to use and why? Was 

there a debate about the indicator? 
 
Design of the student assignment plan 
 
14. Who were the designers of the integration plan based on voluntary choice and 

SES? 
 
15. What did the design process look like? How long did it take? Who was at the 

table? Who had input? Whose ideas were included/not included? 
 
Implementation of the student assignment plan 
 
16. What are your thoughts about the implementation? Successes? Challenges? 
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17. Has the (name of school district’s student assignment plan) lived up to its goals? 
If so, how? If not, why? 

 
18. Who are the plan’s supporters? Detractors? 
 
19. Who was involved in the implementation of the (name of school district’s student 

assignment plan)? Were any of the same people a part of both the design and 
implementation processes? 

 
Impact of the student assignment plan 
 
20. How was the (name of school district’s student assignment plan) received in the 

community/different communities? 
 

21. How do you think the (name of school district’s student assignment plan) is 
succeeding in achieving its desired socioeconomic and racial diversity goals (in 
terms of building level statistics)? In what ways? 

 
22. Has (name of school district) become more or less socioeconomically or racially 

integrated as a result of the student assignment plan, or stayed the same? If so, 
how? If not, why? 

 
23. How do you think the (name of school district’s student assignment plan) has had 

an effect on student achievement within the district? In what ways? 
 
24. Have you heard from the superintendent, principles, and/or teachers (where 

applicable) how they feel about the plan and whether or not they think it is 
succeeding in achieving its desired goals? If so, how? If not, why? 
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Appendix B: Timelines of Integration Plans Based on Voluntary Choice and SES 

 
 
History of the Omaha Public Schools Student Assignment Plan 
 
1975 On April 17, a suit was brought against the district questioning 

whether the racial segregation that existed in the Omaha public schools 
denied Black students the equal protection of the laws guaranteed 
under the Fourteenth Amendment of the United States Constitution 
(U.S. & Nellie Mae Webb et al. v. School District of Omaha, 1975). 

 
1975 On June 12, the Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals ruled against the 

district and required that racial discrimination in the Omaha public 
schools must be eliminated root and branch. The faculty was to be 
fully integrated by the opening of the 1975-1976 school year. 
Additionally, the first phase of the comprehensive student 
desegregation plan was to be implemented during the beginning of the 
1975-1976 school year. 

 
1976 On August 17, Webb was brought in front of the court for a second 

time. The School District of Omaha filed a petition for rehearing en 
banc with the court. After the hearing, the court upheld its holding in 
regards to school integration. The Board of Education then petitioned 
for certiorari to the U.S. Supreme Court and was denied. The School 
District of Omaha appealed the decision all the way to the U.S. 
Supreme Court and certiorari was denied. In the court’s en banc 
decision, it reaffirmed its determination of the School District of 
Omaha’s segregative intent. 

 
1976 Court approved the desegregation plan; plan was implemented. 
 
1984 District declared unitary by U.S. District Court OPS and was no longer 

under subject to court supervision, but had to remain “under an 
unquestionable legal duty to maintain a unitary status school system.” 

 
1985 District continues desegregation plan without court supervision. 
 
1989 State of Nebraska passes its option enrollment law allowing students to 

transfer between districts. 
 
1997 Reconsideration of desegregation plan begins. 
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1998 On October 28, the desegregation plan was revised and the final report 
was presented to the superintendent. 

 
1999 On February 23, the OPS Student Assignment Plan was approved by 

the school board with the caveat that Omaha voters approve a bond 
issue that would assist in renovating all of OPS schools.  

 
1999 On May 11, Omaha voters narrowly passed the largest bond issue in 

the history of Nebraska: a $254 million bond for school construction in 
OPS. 

 
2007 Learning Community legislation passed. 
 
2009 OPS Student Assignment Plan revised to meet requirements of 

Learning Community. 
 
2010  Learning Community to be implemented in 2010-2011 school year. 
 
 
 
History of the Jefferson County Public Schools Student Assignment Plan 
 
1956 Louisville Board of Education created a geography-based student 

assignment plan to achieve integration and adopts adopted an open 
transfer policy. 

 
1971 Lawsuit filed in federal court requesting the desegregation of the 

Louisville and Jefferson County school systems. 
 
1974 Judge James Gordon in the Sixth U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals 

ordered the school systems in Louisville and Jefferson County to 
desegregate and ordered the two districts to merge into one system 
(Newberg Area Council v. Board of Education of Jefferson County, 
1974). 

 
1975 Louisville and Jefferson County systems merge into one city-suburban 

school district. 
 
 School desegregation plan implemented establishing clusters of 

schools that were either predominately White or Black and bused 
students within theses clusters in to achieve a more balanced racial 
mix of students in schools. In elementary schools, student populations 
had to be between 12% and 40% Black, and in secondary schools, 
between 12.5% and 35% Black. 
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 Rallies, riots, and violence break out in opposition to the desegregation 

plan and busing. Kentucky National Guard is called out and stationed 
at every bus throughout the district. 

 
1978 The court’s active supervision of the desegregation plan ended; parts 

of the desegregation decree remained in place. 
 
1984 The desegregation plan was revised as several schools had fallen out 

of compliance with the mandatory racial percentages due to the 
demographic shift in the community. The system was changed to one 
of zones and satellite areas for middle and high school students so that 
the majority of students are allowed to go to schools based on where 
they reside. The racial guidelines of the schools were the following: 
elementary schools, between 23% and 43% African American; middle 
schools, between 22% and 42% African American; and high schools, 
between 16% and 36% African American. Magnet schools were added 
to two high schools. 

 
1992 Project Renaissance was implemented as part of the student 

assignment process and offered parents school choice and replaced 
much of the busing throughout the district. The racial guidelines were 
revised once again: elementary schools had between 12% and 50% 
African Americans; middle schools, between 16% and 46% African 
Americans; and high schools, between 12% and 42% African 
Americans. The new plan drew new geographical student assignment 
zones in order to meet these racial guidelines and the district was 
allowed to reassign students if schools failed to meet the guidelines. 

 
1996 JCPS required the racial guidelines for all schools to fall between 15% 

and 50% African American.   
 
1998 Six African American parents sued the district requesting the racial 

guidelines be thrown out at Central High School (Hampton v. 
Jefferson County Board of Education, 1999). 

 
1999 The Court ruled that the school board established the racial guidelines 

as an ongoing effort to comply with the continuing desegregation 
decree. Judge Heyburn also ruled that the 1975 desegregation order 
was still in effect and that the school system has complied with it. The 
decision handed down in Hampton also stated that the plaintiff must 
obtain the termination of the continuing decree before the board’s 
racial balance policies can be challenged.  
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2000 The plaintiffs from the initial Hampton case came back to the court 
moving to dissolve the JCPS desegregation decree (Hampton v. 
Jefferson County Board of Education, 2000). The Court found the 
school board to be in continuing compliance with the desegregation 
decree. However, the Court also held that absent the decree, the use of 
racial quotas denied African American students an equal opportunity 
to attend Central High School Magnet Career Academy, and 
subsequently imposed an unconstitutional burden. The plaintiffs’ 
motion to dissolve desegregation decree was sustained, ending 25 
years of the court-ordered desegregation decree, and the school board 
was ordered to redesign its admission procedures at its other magnet 
schools before the 2002-03 school year.  

 
2001 A new  race-conscious student assignment plan is implemented 

grouping students into attendance zones based on their home address. 
The home attendance zones determined where students were assigned 
to schools. However, the district provided student with school choice 
options within the designated attendance zones, including an option to 
attend a magnet school within their respective zones. The racial 
guidelines of the schools remained between 15% and 50% African 
American students. 

 
2002 David McFarland filed a complaint to the U.S. District Court, Western 

District of Kentucky, claiming that his two sons were denied 
enrollment in a school they wanted to attend because they were White. 
Three additional plaintiffs including Crystal Meredith join the case 
later. 

 
2004 Judge Heyburn ruled that JCPS can still use its student assignment 

plan at all schools, with the exception of its use of separating 
applicants by race and gender before they are chosen for enrollment at 
traditional magnet schools (McFarland v. Jefferson County Public 
Schools, 2004) 

 
2005 The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit affirmed Judge 

Heyburn’s previous ruling (McFarland v. Jefferson County Public 
Schools, 2005).  

 
The plaintiffs filed a petition for writ of certiorari filed in the U.S. 
Supreme Court.  

 
2005 The Supreme Court agrees to hear the case as a companion case to 

Parents Involved in Community Schools v. Seattle School District 
No.1, 2007. 
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2007 Supreme Court rules that school districts cannot use race as a sole 

factor in assigning or denying students placement in schools (Meredith 
v. Jefferson County Board of Education, 2007; Parents Involved in 
Community Schools v. Seattle School District No.1, 2007). 

 
2008 On May 28, the school board approves the new Student Assignment 

Plan, organizing the district into Geographic Areas A and B based on 
the percentage of minority students, the median household income per 
household member, and the educational attainment of adults age 25 
and over in the elementary resides area. 

  
2009 New JCPS Student Assignment Plan phased into elementary schools. 
 
2011 JCPS Student Assignment Plan implemented in middle and high 

schools. 
 
 
History of the Berkeley Unified School District Student Assignment Plan 
 
1962 Berkeley school board appoints a citizens committee to study 

desegregation and come up with recommendations on how to improve 
or eliminate it all together. 

 
1963 The 36-member committee presents its recommendations: (a) increase 

efforts to attract and keep a racially balanced staff, (b) provide a 
comprehensive compensatory education program and improve 
counseling, and (c) provide guidance and remedial services.  

 
1964 Berkeley school board votes to desegregate its middle schools. 
 
1966 A voluntary elementary school desegregation plan is introduced. 

Superintendent Neil Sullivan creates a large citizen’s committee to 
begin examining the potential of a mandatory desegregation plan. 

  
1968 The committee brings the board a proposal that includes at its core a 

two-way busing component in which Black children are bused to the 
hills for kindergarten through the third grade and White children are 
bused to the flats during fourth through sixth grades.  

 
 The plan also includes the creation of the four attendance zones, which 

run diagonally through the city from the hills to the flats with the goal 
of achieving a racial balance in the elementary schools.  
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In September, BUSD voluntary integrates all of its schools. 
 
1978 Proposition 13, People’s Initiative to Limit Property Taxation, passes, 

capping property taxes in the State of California and in turn reducing 
funding to finance public schools. 

 
1992 Berkeley voters pass $165 million bond dedicated to school 

construction. 
 
1993 Berkeley school board votes to phase out the two-way mandatory 

busing plan, change the grade level structure from K-3, 4-6, 7-8, 9-12 
to K-5, 6-8, 9-12, and establish a new controlled choice-within-zone 
assignment system. 

 
1996  Proposition 209, California Civil Rights Initiative, passes, amending  

the California Constitution and requiring that state and local 
government entities “shall not discriminate against, or grant 
preferential treatment to, any individual or group on the basis of race, 
sex, color, ethnicity, or national origin in the operation of public 
employment, public education or public contracting.” 

 
1999  Citizens Committee on Diversity convened to examine school  

integration and the development of a new student assignment plan. 
 
2000 Student Assignment Advisory Committee (SAAC) replaces Citizens 

Committee on Diversity and is charged to come up with two versions 
of a new student assignment plan: one that uses multiple factors 
including race, and one that uses multiple factors but excludes race.  

 
2001 The SAAC presents a report to the school board and superintendent 

asking for an extension of their work in order to analyze data already 
collected, wait for new data to be released from the 2000 Census, and 
be able to seek outside consultation to help with the gathering and 
analyzing of data. 

 
2001 First 2000 Census data released in the summer. 
 
2001 The SAAC reconvenes in October under the direction of new BUSD 

Superintendent Michele Lawrence and is now charged to come up with 
a new student assignment plan that does not use race as a factor for the 
2003-2004 student assignment process.   

 
2002 The SAAC presents its work to the board, a plan that consisted of two 

socioeconomic factors, income and parent education. The board does 
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not implement the plan and lets the current race-based plan be used in 
the 2003-2004 student assignment process.  

 
2003 The Pacific Legal Foundation files their first lawsuit against BUSD 

claiming that in trying to balance its elementary schools by race, 
BUSD’s student assignment policy was in violation of Proposition 209 
(Avila v. Berkeley Unified School District, 2004). 

 
2003 A group of three former SAAC members are reconvened to strengthen 

the original student assignment plan proposed by the SAAC to include 
household income, parent education, and some other factor related to 
racial diversity.  

 
2004 During mid-January, BUSD Counsel asks that the Avila case be 

thrown out. 
 
2004  On January 21, the final version of the Student Assignment Plan is  

presented to and approved by the school board. 
 
2004  In April, the Avila lawsuit was dismissed, with the judge citing that  

desegregation plans like BUSD’s are not in violation of Proposition  
209. 

 
2006 The Pacific Legal Foundation filed its second lawsuit filed against 

BUSD claiming that the plan’s use of race and ethnicity as one of its 
three factors in its diversity composite category was in violation of 
Proposition 209 (American Civil Rights Foundation v. Berkeley 
Unified School District, 2007). 

 
2007 Challenges to the Student Assignment Plan were dismissed, with the 

judge finding no wrongdoing on behalf of the district’s use of race as 
one of several factors considered in its assignment plan. The Pacific 
Legal Foundation appeals the case. 

 
2009 The California Court of Appeals unanimously upheld the earlier 

ruling, stating that since BUSD assigned students based on 
neighborhood demographics, and not an individual student’s race, the 
district was not in violation of Proposition 209’s prohibition on the use 
of race in public education (American Civil Rights Foundation v. 
Berkeley Unified School District, 2009). 
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